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PORTLAND

PORTLAND,

BUSINESS CARDS.

Is published every Thursday Morning at $2.50
year, if paid in advance at $2.00 a year.

a

Kates of advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuing
every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week. $1.00; 50 cents per week after.
Sfecial Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
oc less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press (which has a
large circulation in every part
of the State) tor $1.00
per square tor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PUBLISHING CO.

jail

PORTLAND MUSEUM,
I. T. W VEK A

49

jan21dlw«ttf

21st,

d3m
AM>I \ J.

ONLY,

m., to 9 p.

Stair Builders.

Parlor

Masquerade

CITY
HALL,
Tuesday Evening, Feb. 22, 1876.

311-2

supply

all

RAYMOND'S
Private Dancing Academy
ARMY AND NAVY HALL.
Prof. J. W. Raymond will receive pupils both
Ladies and Gents at his Academy, on Wednesday
Feb. 23d. Second lesson Tuesday evening,
Feb. 29ih. All of the latest dances taught.
TERMS:
Gem*
$6 oo
Ladies
------4.00
feb22
dGt

evening,

I.

i*

It.

A.

a

GRAND PROMENADE CONCERT
—

City Hall,

AT

—

Wednesday, the 23d inst.

on

MUSIC BY COLE’S BAND.
Tickets—Gentlemen 50cents; Ladies25 cents, for
sale by members and at t be door. Of the course ticket,
No. 5 oniy will be admitted to the Concert. feb21d3t

Allen

Mission Pound
for the

ACCIDENT,

WESTMINSTER

&

MANUFACTURER

JOBBER,

OF

stages.
sep27d&wly40

Apparatus, &c.,

68 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
Jul
PORTLAND, ME.
dly

P.

JOHN

new dining room, reading room,
rooms,
sample rooms and billiard ball, giving it a capacity
of accommodating 300 guests, making it now, with
me exception, the largest Hotel in the
city. It has

Refreshments are solicilad, and mav be sent to the
Chapel afternoon or evening. Refreshments also for
Sale. Admission 10 cents or a pound of provisions,
or useful articles of not less value than ten cents.
feb2L
d3t
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PORTLAND.
novlOdtf

rnvcnnm

aid oi the

TIMOTHY WOLCOTT, Proprietor.
auglO
eodtf

Portland Fraternity,
—

AT

CITY

STEPHEN

Chandler’* Fall Band of Twelve Piece*
has been engaged ior the occasion.

felldtd

aid of the
Female Samaritan Association,
MONDAY EVENING, FBB. IIS, 1S7G,
—

CITY
HALL.
Tickets, $1.00 per couple, for sale by Mrs. Ludwig,
Mrs. Locke, 14 tlrownSt., Mrs. Plummer, 111 Middle
St., Mrs. Taylor, 536 Congress St.
Dancing at 8.
Music by Chandler.
feb21dtd

.T>

NINETY-NINTH EDITION.
Containing a complete list of all Ihe towns in the
United States, the Territories and the Dominion ot
Canada, having a population greater than 5.000 according to the last census, together with the names ot
the newspapers having the largest local circulation In

OVER I. E. FARRINGTON’S,

in

HV1HOT

MOTLEY,

ATTOBNEI AT LAW,

LEAP YEAR BALL

AT

tf

WM. H.

TICKETS OF ADMISSION 30 CENTS.

»

180

Middle

jan5

Street. dtf

ea„h of the places named
Also a catalogue of newspapers which are recommended to advertisers as
value
in
greatest
giving
proportion to prices charged.
Also, all newspapers in the United States and Cana3a printiug over 5,000 copies each issue. Also, all the
lielieions, Agricultural, Scientific and Mechanical,

D7 W. FESSENDEN,
IN

STANTON BLOCK,

No. 31 1-2

Exchange Street.

janlS

dlf

REMOVAL.

WILSON'S

41 Park Row, New York,
seTd!3to

REM OVA L.

PHOSPHATE !

XL*- F.

MUSIC 2
Another large lot of

Hoyt,

SHEET

has Removed his Stock of

The Best and
My agents are

Cheapest.

canvassing New England and
will arrange tor the sale of my Fertilizers in all the
principal towns.
Farmers can rely upon an ample and prompt supnow

ply.

Notice will be given by circulars of the name of the
local agent in each place.
Wait and secure tnis reliable Fertilizer which will
be sold at a very low price.
Orders may be sent direct to me and I will fill
them through the nearest agency.

GEO. F. WILSON, Treas.,
Romford Chemical Works.
w4w8
Peovidexce, R. I., Feb. 15,1876.

J. L.

BOSTON,

Would respectfully inform his former customers,
friends and others that he has taken the Store,

NO.

15

EXCHANGE

STREET,

Opposite Merchants’ Exchange.

Thanking them

past favors be would be pleased
to receive their orders for
tor

West India Goods,

Foreign nnd Domestic Frail, Tea*. Tobacco. Cigars,
Onion*, Cheene, Butter,
Egg*. Pickles, Nut., Fig., Dale,
Dried C arrant.. Prune., Paper,

Paper Bag.,

Ac.

Country Prodnce taken in Exchange for
Goods.
feb!4
_deod3w
Is made faster and more easily in stock speculation
in WaH Street than in any other legitimate way.
jut;

uauiviii^

ixuudg

ui

^'***■■

uivdoio,

—

—

Shall Sell at
L.

AND

—

Bottom_

F.

Prices lor Cash.

HOYT,

RA WHITE AND TINTED BRISTOL
kJVJ CARD’i, with name, 20c. or 50 Snow
Flake, Marble. Damask, Rep, Plaid and Scotch gianite, 40c. Address, WM. H. WEEKS, 34 Lisbon
Street, Lewiston. (Please state what paper you saw
this in.
jan3d£w*tUT
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% Published by P.NEUSTAED-

II 1TEK & CO., 40
I 1 JStreet, New York.

Walker

XUJJ A^FKEE to all parts of
on receipt of a letter stamp,

Sent

the

d4wf

WALL STREET CARICATURES.
A new Book, 48 Pages, containing 14 Engraved Hlustrations, with information for Stock Speculators.
Price 10 cents by mail. TFITIBBIBHE Ac
FO., BANKERS and BROKERS, 2 Wall Street, N.

Y.feld4wt

For a case of Cough, Cold or Asthma that
ADAMSON’S B. C. BALSAM will not cure.

PHTTI Sold by Druggists at 35 cts. Circular free.
llULlJ Dr. F W KINSMAN, Augusta, Maine,
febl

The Wonderful Blessings of God on
T,iihnr<i nf IfllinnV A- WAIVKh'V in Vnrnnfl I
ailt* America. Best book and chance for men or

GC hOOK
EL-

S

^ women wanting a good business and do good
this year. Also new maps of U. S. A.,
EQ ottered
World and all ICl.l.. lnn,l„ n„.i

Sporting Goods, Fishing Tackle,

Powder. Orders from the
t°* Seven shot Revolver
and 100 cartridges $4.50. Sent trpp hv mail
{'nrner Federal and Temple
Street, Portlaid. Kepair-

WHEREAS,
my bed

Notice.
my wife, Clara F. Rich, has deserted
I
and

board,

forbid

all persons
harboring or trusting ber on mv account, as I shall
pay no bnls of her contracting from this (late.
WILLIAM H. RICH.
w5w8
Feb. 16, 1876.

Harpswell,

$IO Per Day
be made by energetic salesmen with our
goods. Call at 42£ Exchange Street, between
9 and 10 A. M., or enclose $1.00 for sample, directions,
jan20d«odtf
&«., to Box 1932, Portland, Maine.

CAN

1

y St.
ng iorlunes, searching out lost, hidden or stolen
reasures, <£c., and w as never known to be at fault.
Jo not miss this opportunity of consulting the
greatist fortuneteller of the age. Persons entering
intoany
iew business or profession, the
conducting of which
hey do not understand, will find it to their advunage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
if friends in any part of the world and describe them
icriectly. She also describes all manner of disease
hat flesh is heir to, and gives medicine for the same,
ihe has given universal satisfaction to all who have
lonsulteu her in her constant travels since she was
even years old.
Good testimonials given if desired,
rerms. Gents $1 00; Ladies 50 cents. Office hours
rom 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
no9dtt

FIFTY DOLLAKS REWABD.
MOST cruel and rascally use of our firm name
has just been brought to our notice. A few
since some person with an evident intent to
njure us in our good name, left one of our business
; ards at the residence of a
!
respected citizen, a mem>er of whose family was lying at the
point of death,
the above reward ia offered tor the
discovery of the
infeeling scamp who thus sought to bring ns into ill
■epute in the community.

All Sizes,

Quality,

Very

(Je29

cfc

GAS

At No- 7

about three
for

OATMEAL SOAP. ^

2

page

Book,

entitled,

C. I;. MARSTON.

Wall Street, explaining everything.

SENT
FREE.
£?&"
tankers and
72
kork.

Brokers,

Rroadway, New
ineI9eod&wly#

use

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
PUT UP ONLY IN BLUE BOXES.
A TRIED AND MURE
REMEDY.

>8ton, Ma?8.

(14wt

Steam Engine and Boiler
ENGINE an upright of about six horse

rHEpower, and

Upright Tubular Boiler of about
louble the power of the engine. Apply to WILLIAM LOWELL, 36 Union street or W. H. PENHELL & CO.. 38 Uniox street.
'neS8dtf.
an

Notice.
requiring work done please annlv to
“Home” 01 W. C. A., No. 16 Spring St!, plain
1 ind family sewing, dress-making, copying, embroldarng and fancy-work in wools, &c., &c.
<i«ggt(

PERSONS

land. A splendid location
Fourteen acres of good tilbe had at a very moderate

CHARLES

For Sale

or

japl-__

Apples,

to Let

BROWN HOUSE, barn and
out-buildings,
OTIS
and 16
of land, at Saccarappa.
EDWARD F.
in

Cape

FLINT IIOUSE and 7

acres

Elizabeth.

of land

town house

NOONAN HOUSE, 50 Salem street.
3 HULL HOUSES on Carroll and Fine streets.
Full
of water throughout the year guaranteed. Large and well-finished.
STORE AND SMA LL TENEMENT, No. 3 Adams

—

supply

SMITH

Foi* Sale.
7000 FEET OF LAND, Cor. Canton and Martyr
Good building lots.
Will take mortgage
hack for lull value if built upon.
3 HOUSE LOTS on Eastern Promenade.
Will
take mortgage back for full value if built upon.
SEVERAL SMALL FARMS in the country, all in
good condition and on easy terms.
$2500 TO LET on mortgage of citv real estate.
MATTOCKS & FOX,

ATTENTION

Streets.

Coal

by

At retail

the

Cargo

F. G,

!

choice variety lor
Family uso, warranted to give perfect satisfaction,
a

Randall &
GO

money

BE

to

Estate

loan

us a
a full

imary cases, $25.
I T\ TT T

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

References:—Hon. M. D. Leggett. Ex-Commislioner of Patents, Cleveland, Ohio; O. H. Kelley,
Ssq., Sec’y National Grange. Louisville, Ky., and
he Danish and Swedish ministers at Washington,
I. C.
®ysend Stamp for our "GUIDE FOB OBTAINING
Patents," a book of 50 pages.
Address:—I.OUIH BAGGER «r CO., So.icitors of Patents. H ashinqton, V. C.,P. O
lox 444,
dec28dtr

Wr hare on hand the largest and bent ns*
ot any house in the state. BUILD*
BBS ANP CONTRACTORS wil And it to
heir advantage to call and examine onr
goods.

NUTTER BROS. & CO.
39 Mark.! Square Portland Me.

_eodtf

attention Horsemen.
the receipt of One Dollar I will send to any'ada
prescription for the sure cure of each of
following diseases in horses: Worms and Bots,
Icratches and Thrush, Fistula and Poll-evil. Also
i Irow s Liniment and Condition Powders, for sale at
ill dealers in medicines.
Call or address JOS. R.
** Oxford, Cpr. Preble St., Portland,
febl
deodim

mat-

ind inventions.

lortment

U

riOral or written in all

Wholesale and Retail cheaper

S"^1,EIOhs.—At
than
be bought
can

ifaine.
f they

at any other

factory

in

Parties wishing to purchase can save money,
will some to my Factory in Gorham, opposite
Jepot.
WHITMAN LESLIE.

dress

aov3

he

dtl

milch Cow for Sale.
<

j

MOOD Milch Cow for Sale. Apply to
La
<j. h. REED, Woodford’s Corner.
feb5
dtt

the homo of the patient with-

n

KNIFE

n

And
OB.

use

of the

CAUSTICS
without pain. Address,
A. II.
BROWN,
or

nAVEN, CONN.,

Cm™^JSZ£hS**m

Fireproof Roofing Paint.
The best and cheapest *4now Ac Davis Patent
Slate Roofing Paint for Shingle, Tin and Iron
Roofs, also for cheap outside work, sold bv the gallon

Patent,
model or sketch

JUllffeFEII

Wc have purchased of MESSRS SHEPARD & Co.,
heir entire stock of mantels and have been appointed
>y the Mayfield Slate Co. soleagents for Portland
lud vicinity for all goods manufactured by them.

aulT_

n

at

NEW

a

and
description of
your invention. We will
make an examination at
the Patent Office, and if
ve think it natontsiMp will spml vnu nnnprs and adnee, and prosecute your case. Our fee will be in or-

™

de22dto6m

cessful.

send

**■

I
1C
V li II

obtained in the Uuited States
Canada, and Europe; terms as
low as those of any other reliable house. Correspondence invited in the English and foreign
languages, with Inventors, Attorneys at Law, and other Solicitors, especially with
those who have had their cases rejected in the hands
)f other
attorneys. In rejected cases our fees are
reasonable, and no eharge is made unless we are sucwant

dec!5<i4frwtf

out the

n

If you

/A

I

Piwilnn.i

mT|sUCCE8SFU;,LY
TREATED
A

/I A

■

febl2dtf

Marblized Slate Mantles

Wishing

County CommissinDPrs’
15t Ii, 1875.

ON

ST

CONTRACTORS

earliest possible time, we are now ready to consult
with, or receive communications
from, parties interested in a kinds ot light
manufacturing in view to
making a contract for the use of said workshop and
the labor ot the prisoners in the County Jpil.
EDWIN C. TOWNSEND,)
Oounty
*
WILLIAM SMALL,
'(
SAMUEL DINGLEY,
j Commissioners.
/-«
*

first class Real Estate Security, in Portland,
or vicinity—Rents
collected, taxes paid, etc., on
Commission. Houses bought and sold. Apply to F.
G. PATTERSON .dealer in Real Estato. Office 3794
Congress street, Williams’ Block, between Myrtle
and Pearl streets.
au28tf

McAllister,

COMMERCIAL

Patterson’s Beal
BULLETIN.

—

And al Persons Interested.
it known, That the Jail
Workshop is completed and ready for the
machinery required to operate the same.
to commence work at tue

nov24d3m_183 Middle St.

GRATES.

FOR SALE BY

&

PHILBH00K,
Market
aecis^0'13
Street.^

etreet.

OPEN

Butter, Ac.

500 Bblff. Prime Michigan Apples.
“
"
Eastern Baldwin*.
*2®
AO Tabs Choice Butter.
4000 Lbs. Cheese irora best Maine Factories.
4000 Lbs. New Prunes.

acres

FUEL.

SMEDLEY A CO.,

BANKERS A RBOKERS,
40 Rroad Street, Near Void A stock Exchange, New York.
d&w3m4

THOS. QUINBY. Trustee,
Stroudwater, or of
F. O. BAILEY,
35 & 37 Exchange St., Portland.

NELSON LEIGHTON HOUSE, in Deering, opposite

FOR SALE,

AND ALL THKOAT DISEASES,

of

Jebldlm

PROPRIETOR FOR 1RAIINE.
128 Exchange Street.
octlldtf
Agent Wanted.

FOR

COUGHS, COLDS, HOARSENESS,

Inquire

price.

Fortune Teller,

men and Idioms of

shares against the put @107, which were
Selling at the same price the other 100
shares called @108. Netting protit of
$1250; this operation esn be repeated every month In the year. $10.
$20, $50, $100, $1000 will pay as well for amount invested. Gold StocRS, Cotton and Tobacco b
mght and
sold oncommisslon; advances on
consignments; send
for price lists and circulars.
P. O. Box 3774.

acres of good
a summer residence.

lage land adjoining can

on

buying 100
sold @114.

THE

quite

BOUTELLE,

Sin
to (iXtlA
“,lA/» LAP i'ctU'i.

of
customers purchased
100
spread
ONEshares
of N Y Central, the put @106 call ffl'O*,
a

or

applied by

J.

McCOY & co.,

N.

SIS Spring Si., Portland,
ROOFERS AND PAINTERS

I

Jy24_dtt

Southern Pine Flooring,
300 M.

Dry

1 & 11-4 Inch

FIRST QUALITY FLOORING,
For sale in lots or

car

loads at Cargo Prices.

W. DEERINCi,
SIIO Commercial Street, Fool of Centre SI
nel2
eodtf
J.

Exchange.
wanted in exchange for city property
in vicinity of Portland
A FARM
Boston.
Apply to
R. W.
or

feb9

HUSSEY, West Falmouth,

Maine.

d&w2w*

Rare Chance
small capital
FORterest in with
business paying large
a man

a

a

to

take

a

half inFull

profits.

particulars obtained by addressing
febl7w2w*
“BUSINESS.” Saccarappa.
JOB WORK of every description seal
nl ibis office.

ly exeented

a

We hold that in this year 1876 we cannot,
the sentimentalists ask, “rub off the slate
and start anew;” for there are
problems on
that slate which have not yet been worked
out. The war settled something else than
the mere expediency of secession. Other
points of constitutional interpre'atiou were
under process of settlement in the years from
1860 to 1866. The social and political condition of the South underwent a complete
revolution. At the end of the war an entirely new state of affairs obtained there.
The enfranchisement of the black introduced
a novel condition cf
things, and Southern society is not yet firmly settled, beyond chance
of overthrow, upon its new basis. When
the South heartily accepts the new condition, or when we have secured beyond all
doubt the fruits of victory, we cau rest at our
ease,—and not till then. We agree with the
sentimentalists that good feeling is only to be
restored by a banishment of the causes of
difference from the field of discussion; but
we maintain that they should be banished
only when finally settled, that nothing is to
be gained by thrusting them out of
sight
until our merry-making is over, aud then
have them return to plague us again. The

investment of

on

—--

as

$206.

Homestead of the late George Frost, Esq., of
Westbrook, consisting of a substantial Two
Story Brick House about forty feet square, in good
repair, a good Barn about 36x40, walls shingled, and

decided to be the best Gas Light ver produced—
as steady as the Argand, which varies as the
pressures varies, and need to be constantly watched,
as all know, beside the great annoyance from the
heat caused by the styles of the shade and chimney.
By our Shade the light is deflected, and being so
constructed as to allow the heat to pass upwards,
after being properly adjusted is always regulated,
with an actual saving of from 15 to 40 per cent, in
the consumption of gas over any other burner.
is

dtwteod3m

in Wall Street often
leads to fortune.
A

$1250 Profit

Exchange Street.

hardships

triumph.

EC. SARGENT.

S.—M H. RICH, will remain at the Old
Stand, where he will be pleased to see all bis old
customers and a host of new ones.
jan3dtf

FOR SALE.

STREET.

lescribes your future wife or nusband, looks after
friends,l ost »r stolen goods, gives advice on
and business, gives names, Ac. Office,
Ki t I -‘I Congress Street, (up one flight),
] marly opposite City Hotel.
Hours from 9 a. m. to
Satisfaction guaranteed.
0 p. m.
Terms, Ladies
I 0 cents, Gents $1.00. Lio not ring, bat walk in.
feb7
dtf

LOWEST MARKET RATES.

our

Combined

FOR

JUDKINS,

All parties in -want of Coal will do well to call before purchasing elsewhere.

3E3.

mnnuntil tV>Ts
---

tarnish all those In want of Coal
at the

to

memories of common

themselves settled somehow, by the decisive
triumph of one party or the other. We do
not ask the South to
say that they were
wrong, to condemn as false the principles for
which they fought; but we do ask that they
should abide by the decision of the tribunal
to which they themselves
appealed. They
called upon the God of Battles; now let
them loyally accept His decree. If they refuse and carry the question into the purely
political arena, we must, as a measure of
self-protection, see to it that they do not get
control of the national government, and so

Commercial St.,

prepared

am

febS, <13m

UNDERTAKERS,

MDLLE.

118
I

UPHAM & GARDINER,

Gas Burner, Regulator and Shade

tninlv

dlwf

COAL ! !

RICH &

the necessary utensils to carry on this extensive
business. There is also a
STEAM SAW AND GRIST MILL AND
&HINGEE MACHINE, DWELLING
HOUSE*. W ARKHOU*ES,WORftL
SHOES, SHEDS, Arc.
This property is offered for less than the coil
of improvements. Titles perfect and terms liberal
The owners invite investigation.
For further particulars call upon

THE ELLIS PATEST

Druggists.

Having bought out the Stock and Stand or

and

BUNCE.

FEDERAL

COAL !

1 Steam Tow Boat, Barges, Locomotives and Bolling Stock,

dtl

All

feb9__

to insure its continued development.
There is also found in great abundance on this rich
tract of land, SALT SPRINGS, and unmistakable
evidences of OIL, euperioi IRON ORE, SLATE,
LIMESTONE and FIRE CLAY, lying convenient to
the point of shipment. The moveable property consists in part of

CONSUMERS!

FAVORITE

Vegetine is Sold by

now

operated,
7 12 Miles of well-furnished Railroad.

Mooro,

Congre.n St.,Cor. Brown.

MINE,
profitably

with

Elegant Styles, Perject Pitting

March id, iscd.

that I have used your “Blood
Preparation” (Vegetine) in my family for several
years, and think that, for scrofula or Cankerous Humors or Rheumatic
aftections, it cannot be excelledand as a blood purifier and spring medicine it is the
best thing I ever used; ana I have Used almost everything. I can cheerfully recommend it to any one
in need of such a medicine.
Yours respectfully,
MRS. A. A. DINSMORE,
ID Russell Street.

alrmt.

Extensive and of superior quality

Best.

As represented by above cut, cuffs are made, sleeves
cut. The shirt can be finished by any one competent to sew a straight seam, as it is only necessary to
sew on the cuffs, put in the sleeves and sew up the
side seams.
Price $15 OO per Dozen, or
$ <.25 each Parties ordering by mail need only
state size of collar worn.
We prepay express when
there is but one express charge. All are ttivited to
call and examine.

Owen

w

A COAL

Hale Iron VamsaltaMisIii & Irish Linen,
the

Charlestown, Mass.,

H. R. Stevens:
This is to certify

—AND—

A

191
jan21

APPRECIATION.

which may he found in paying quantities,

FI3STE,
CEDAR,

tbsent

geuine Oatmeal Soap is known world wide as Robinson’s Oatmea Glycerine. It is the cheapest line
toilet soap in the world, and the only perfect winter
soap. Ask lor ROBINSON’S OATMEAL SOAP.
d4wt
febl8

1MBERED LID!

BlaclL

\ iays

MORSE &

—

Tr

A
N.
Fortune

—

GUNS, PISTOLS, AMMUNITION,

on

aw

DAVIS,

DEALERS US

PARTLY MADE DRESS SHIRT!

consulted at No. 3 QulnDoctress,
Madame *1. has had large experience in tell-

Clairvoyant and

deodly

—

WHY

PATENT

Seventh daughter of the seventh Son,

Address
ALEX. IKOTIllyGIlA.ll Oc. CO.,
Bankers and Brokers, 2 Wall St., N. T.

B.

KEEP’S

OF

EVIDENCE.

though

—

ACRES

—

can

dlwf

They also send aWeekly Report free to those desiring to speculate. Send for It —Pittsburgh Commercial, Jan. 14,1876.

T.

1

|Kcad!

“Plnin
Blunt
I
m I Facia,” a Treatise on the
Cure
and
Causes,
History,
%
% Prevention of PILEN.

United States
febl

(hfflfln

t

AlWHAT ABE PILES ?

I

PLEASE.

HAWES,

TELLER.-Madame
FORTUNE
Maddox, the celebrated Clairvoyant,
i'eller and
he

viz:

13,600

Particular attention given orders bv mail.
Jan31
decdly*

cl2w

'T

moderate Prices.

177 Jliddle Street.

132 X 131 Exchange Srteet.

feb9

—

jansdtf

THE

C. K.

i,mu

Co., 12 Wall Street, have paid to their customers
during the last thirty days over $450,000. They have
over WOO customers, who reside in different parts of
the world. Their popularity arises from dealing with
their custome rs honestly. They invest sums ranging
from Ten Dollars to $50,000, and give as strict persona) attention to small investments as to large.
&

macs

Guitars, Music Boxes, Accordions, Flutes, Banjos,
Piccolos, Harmonicas, Clarinets, Cornets, and all
ustruments for Bra^s and String Bands for sale at
jargains; extra Violin Strings, Retail and Wholesale.

132 & 134 Exchange St.,

$3UUU

MONEY

TO

HIJSIC

list received, and shall continue for a short time to
■ell any in Stock at J discount Irom retail prices,
"or cash only. Also 3 second hand Pianos, 7 Reed
Organs, cheap for cash or installments, Violins,

FflRMTURE, CARPETS, &(',
—

at

T 0

Medical, Masonic, Juvenile, Educational, Commercial, Insurance, Real Estate, Law, Sporting, Musical,
fashion, and other special class journals; very complete lists. Together with a complete list of over
300 German papers printed in the United States.
Also, an essay upon advertising; many tables of
rales, showing the cost of advertising in various
newspapers, aD-1 everything which a beginner in advertising would like to know.
Address GEO, P. ROWELL & CO.,

Attorney at Law,
OFFICE

AIM

Only One

Newspaper
Advertising.

(gaid ffidnbeh.

9

Rest Work

The

Price, Twenty-five Cents.

No. 37 Plum Street.

Friday Evening. Feb. 25, 1876.

Concert will commence at 8 o’clock.

and

ffioob, Job

HALL,

—

BERRY,

—

244 Middle Street*

been newly painten and frescoed, refurnished, (many
of the rooms with black Walnut furniture) and newly
carpeted, and is in all respects a new hotel, clean
ind bright, and will be kept in all respects as a first
class hotel. Most centrally located in the business
part of the city, it otters superior advantages to commercial men aud pleasure parties.
Its table will at all times be supplied with the
choicest that the market affords.

Legal business of all kinds promptly at-

tended to*

Cincinnati, Nov. 26, 1872.

Mr. H, R. Stevens:
Dear Sir—1 will most cheerfully add my
testimony
to the great number you have already received in favor of your great and good
medicine, Vegetine, for
1 do not think enough can be said in its
praise, for I
was troubled over thirty years with that dreadful
disease, Catarrh, and had such bad coughing spells
that it would seem as
I never could bresthe
any more, and Vegetine has cured me: and I do
feel to thank God all the time that there is so
good a
medicine as Vegetine. and I also think it one of the
best medicines lor coughs and weak
sinking feelings
at the stomach, and advise
everybody to take the
Vegetine, for I car. assure them it is one of the best
medicines that ever was.
MRS. L. GORE,
Corner Magazine and Walnut Sts., Cambridge, Mass.

Situated on Cumberland River,
Clinton County, Kentucky,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

ME.

Dew

EVIDENCE.

THOMAS GILMORE,
229$ Walnut Street.

We would invite the attention of the enterprising
Capitalists ol the State to the following list of property placed in our hands for sale,

LAMSON,

Hotel

Exchange Street,

ESTATE.

glorious

and triumphs incurred' and won in the
achievement of a common independence,
which the auniveisaries call forth, will measurably tend to this remit. It is neither anticipated nor wished by those who give the
subject thought that there should be a res
toralion of the miscalled “friendly feeling'’
which existed before the war. Those of us
with any memory know that for years before
Sumter there was bad blood between North
and South; that the two sections entertained
grave and honest differences of opinion not
only in regard to humau bondage but also in
respect to the nature aud scope of the national authority; and that, if we search for
an epoch of good will we must
go back to
the day3 before these differences had arisen.
Contemplating the situation from the standpoint of reason we are forced to the conclusion that friendly feeling cannot be
restored,
however much we may wish it, until the
causes of dissension are
finally removed by
the entire and frank submission of one of
the parties to the controversy.
We of the North have held that the resoit
to arms was in the nature of a
judicial combat, that its results should be looked upon as
a finally, and that no call should be made
for a reversal of the verdict. At first the
attempt was made to settle the question at
issue by legislation. That failed, and, as in
the history of the world it always has been
and perhaps always will be, we had recourse
to the arbitrament of the sword. If that
arbitrament be regarded as final then the
vexed questions are taken forever out of the
arena of political discussion.
But if the contest is to be renewed at the ballot box and in
the Legislature it is
greatly to be feared that
the old alienation cannot pass away. It cer-

Mr. H. R. Stevens:
Dear Sir—The two bottles of Vegetine furnished
me by your agent my wife has used with
great benefit. hor a long lime she has been troubled with dizziness and costiveness: these troubles are now entirely removed by the use of Vegetine.
She was also troubled with dyspepsia and
general
debility, and has been greatly benefited.

BELUBLE

Hotel,

during the past year has been entirely
remodeled and enlarged bv the addition of 24
THIS
also

GOOD

AValuableProperty

C. B. PERRIN, Prop.

PORTLAND,

CRAM,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
119 1-2

REAL

HOTEL,

United States

corner

___

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.
:
Corner Irvins Place and 16h Street. New 2
York.
One Block from Union Square and Broadway.
The most central, and yet quietest location in the
city. Convenient to the great stores, theatres and
churches. Elevator and all modem improvements.
Easy access to all parts of the city by street cars and

BABCOCK

MAKER

Park and ComS. H. STEVENS,
Boston & Maine Depot.
▼ tf

Jan5

the

All Diseases of the Blood.

To Let.
lower part of building
THEmercial
Sts. Apply to%

it._

looks above and beyond party success that
the centennial year shall bring with itself the
establishment of harmony between the two
sections ol the country; and with great reason it is anticipated that the
quickening of

Vegetine will relieve pain, cleanse, purify and
such diseases, restore the patient to perfect
health after trying different physicians, many remedies, suffering for years, i9 it not conclusive proof, if
you are a sufferer, you can be cured ? Why is this
medicine performing such great cures? It works in
the blood, in the circulating fluid. It can
truly be
called the Great blood Puritier. The great source of
disease originates in the blood; and no medicine that
does not act directly upon it, to purify and renovate,
has any just claim upon public attention.

Boston & Maine Depot.
jan5tf

Liberal terms to families.
CHAS. E. LELAND, Proprietor
Of Delev an House, Albany, N. Y., and Clarendon Hotel, Saratoga.
feb2ldly

Watch and Chronometer Markers’ Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philosophical Instruments, School

Benefit of the Poor.

in

P.

MODEL

Festival.

The Ladies of the Mission will hold a Festival,
WEDNESDAY EVENING. FEB. 23d,

Brokers!

also

€.

If there be a human being on the face of the earth
suffering from either of these distressing complaints
let him be assured that in Loring’s Specific he
will surely find relief. Wholesale Agents J. W.
PERKINS & CO, and PHILLIPS & CO. All the
retail dealers sell
feldtflstp

The True Issue.

If

Apply to
CORNER Park and York Streets.
S. H. STEVENS,

IUVUI

It is the ardent wish of every man who

cure

Stable to Let*

KOSSITIORE HOTEL,
Junction of Broadway, 7th Aye. and
42d Street,
NEW YORK CITY,
Three blocks west of Grand Central Depot, near the
Elevated Railroad, and but twenty minutes from
Wall Street. A new and elegantly furnished Hotelall modem Improvements.
Rates $4 per day.

prepared to receive orders for the copying of Specifications, Deeds, Bonds and all kinds ot
Papers, which will be done in a prompt and satisfactory manner.
Writing Visiting Cards a Specialty.
dtf
jan26
are

Y.

The Irish American Relief Association will give

ARK,

Corner Congress & Exchange Sts.,
PORTLAND, ME.
We

STORE

HOTELS.

GEO. M. CLAltK

!

_LET

No. 55 on the easterly side of Exchange
Street, live doors below Middle Street. Also
front and rear offices in same building. Apply to
FRANCIS FESSENDEN,
172 Middle, corner of Exchange St.,
or HENRY DEERING,
nov2dtf39 Exchange St.

books of the late firm will be at our office for
settlement for sixty days. All accounts not settled
at expiration of above time will be lett with an attorney for settlement.
feb!6d2w
HOOPER, RATON Ok CO.

Fluent Block, (Boom No. 14)

Office

TO

ORES HOOPER.

BLOCK,

FIRE, LIFE AND

—

firm

MIC 111

REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE.

Gained Fifteen Pounds of Flesh.

Address

>IUU

Washington, January 13, 1876.

South Berwick, Me., Jan. 17,1872.
H. R. Stevens, Esq.:
Dear Sir—I have Had dyspepsia in its worst form
for the last ter. years, and have taken hundreds of
dollars’ worth ot medicine without obtaining anv relief. In September last I commenced
taking the Vegetine, since which time my health lias steadily improved. My food digests well, and I have gained fifteen pounds ot flesh. There are several others in this
place taking the Vegetine, all have obtained relief.
Yours truly.
THOMAS E. MOORE,
Overseer of card room, Portsmouth Co.’s Mills.

AUG. P. FULLER.
1u24deodtfPortland. Me.

The

PORTLAND, ME.
ja29jald3m

Insurance

suburbs.

OUl*

recognizing

ami strengthening the fundamental
principle of National Unitv in this Centennial Anniversary of the birth ot the Republic.
E. D. MORGAN. Chairman.
WM. E. CHANDLER. Secretary,

dreams.

two Stores; is
station ot the
immediate vicinity,
Railway,
and nearer than any other Hotel to the point of arrival and departure of the European, Halifax, New
York and Boston Steamers, and the terminus of the
Hor6e Railway to the western part of the city and

HOOPER, EATON & CO.
same

NEW ENGLAND HOUSE,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
rooms

the Falmouth.
janldtf

--—

of

the urine. The mouth is clammy, or has a sour or
bitter taste. Other frequent symptoms are waterbrash, palpitation of the heart, headache and disorders of the senses, as seeing double, etc. There is
general debility, languor and aversion to motion; dejection of the spirits, disturbed sleep and frightful

House contains 40
and
situated opposite the passenger
THE
Grand Trunk
and in the

withdrew their interest from the firm of

The business will be conducted under the
name by

wind

HOTEL TO LEASE.

201, Nearly Opp.

ALBERT E. EATON AND THOMAS F. FOSS

-AT-LAW,

DAVIS & CL

the

Dynpepttia.
SYMPTOMS—Want of appetite, rising of food and
from the stomach, acidity of the stomach, heartburn, dryness and whitebess of the tongue in the
morning, sense of distention in the stomach and bowels, someiimes rumbling and pain: costiveness, which
is occasionally interrupted by diarrhoea; paleness of

BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danfortli Street,

THE

of all official dishonesty, and an economical administration of the Government by bonest, faithful and capable officers; who are iu favor of making such reforms in government as experience mav trom time to
time suggest; who are opposed to impairing thecredit ot the nation by depreciating
any of its obligations,
and
favor of sustaining in every way the national
faith and financial honor; who hold that the common
school system is the nursery of American
liberty, and
shomd be maintained absolutely free from sectarian
control; who believe that, for the promotion or tbe?e
ends, the direction of the Government should'coutinue to be confided to those who adhere to the
principles of 1776, and support them as incorporated in

MONROE PARKER,
386 Athens Street.

containing all the modern improvements. Inquire at No. 10 Central Wharf,
jnetfidtf

SON,

Waltham* Elgin Ac Swiss Watches, Npccla«
cles, Opera Glasses, Silver Ware,
Clocks, &c
Watches and Jewelry left for Repair
Insured against Fire,

Fifteenth day of January, 1876,

Exchange St. Cor. of Milk.

CHAS. W. DAVIS.

on

LA m

JEWELER,
201 MIDDLE ST.,

NOTICE !

COBB,

STANTON

Music by Chandler's Full Band.
those in want of costumes at a reasonable price, Due
notice will be given where he may be found.
Floor tickets $1, admitting gentleman and ladies;
Gallery tickets 50 cents each, to be had ot the committee and at the door.
fe8eod7t

H.

10TA

Very respectfully,

To T.ot

C.

Mon Q

:

Dear Sir—I have had considerable experience with
the Vegetine. For dyspepsia, general debility and
impure blood, the Vegetine is superior to anything
which I have ever used. I commenced taking Vegftine about the middleof last winter,
and, after using
a few bottles, it entirely cured me of
dyspepsia, and
my blood never was in so good condition as at the
present time. It will afiord me pleasure to give any
further particulars relative to what I know about
this good medicine to any one who will call or address me at my residence, 386 Athens street.

DESIRABLE house to let on Congress St., No.
643, in good repair. Sebago water, gas, furdecStX
Inquire at No. 641 Congress St.

THE

This is to give notice to all concerned that

SniTTTT PnaTAV

H. R. Stevens, Esq

dtf

A. BE1TH.

COPARTNERSHIP.

WOULD

COUNSELLOR

A
nace.

sum-

What I Know About Vogetine.

To Let.

J. IV. & D. H. McDLFFEE, Car. middle
& Union Sts.

o i*.

Inquire

<xM2

Thir-

JOEL WILSON, Principal,
fe7d&wlm6
or J. A. WATERMAN,
Sec’y.

Room In the Second Story ot the
Printers’ Exchange, with power it
required. Apply to PRESS OFFICE
or to B. Till RSTOA ,V CO., ill
Exchange Street.

cor.

1S7G.
The next Union Republican National Convention
for the nomination ot candidates for President and
Vice-President of the United States will be held in
the city of Cincinnati, on Wednesday, the fourteenth
day of June, 1876, at 12 o’clock noon, and will consist
of delegates from each State equal to twice the number of its Senators and Representatives in Congress,
and of two delegates from each organized Territory
and the district of Columbia.
In calling the conventions for the election of delegates, the committees of tm several States are recommended to tnvite all Republican electors, and ad
other voters, without regard to past political differences or previous party affilations, who are
opposed to reviving sectional issues, and desire to
promote friendly feeling and permanent harmony
throughout the country by maintaining and enforcing
all the constitutional rights of
every c tizen, including the full and free exercise ot the right ot suffrage
without intimidation and without fraud; who are in
favor of the continued prosecution and
punishment

commence on

7ih. and continue
teen Weeks.

decH__dtl
TO jLJET !

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

RIPLEY,

Second Parish Church,

Natural Magnetic Physician,
He shall lay hands on them and they shall be healed.
Rooms 11 and 14 Fluent Block
nov8
dtf

—AT—

AT

J. A. MERRILL.

oct5-*69T T&Stf

JOHN €.

Street,

journal.

Republican National Convention.

Special facilities for teaebdrs preparing fertile
mer terms.
Semi for catalogue to

Let.

on

vruicnes, deweiry ana silver ware.
J. A. MERRILL & CO., 130 middle Hi.

respectfully inform the citizens ot Portland that he is prepared to lurnish Coffins,
Caskets and Grave-Clothes, of all styles, at
the shortest possible notice.
Everything connected
with the management of funerals, day or night, will
receive prompt attention. Residence No. 219 Federal,
corner ot Temple St.
feblOdOm

PORTLAND ■■ BLUES,

To

MAINE.

Tuesday, Rnrch

In-

At Lord & Haskell’s, 135 Middle St.

O t il How Street.
HOUSEtheatpremiees.

Streets.

Chairs, Sec.

XTndertalx.

House to Let.

reserve commu-

or

Every regular attache of the Press is furnished
ith a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. Ail railway, steamboat and hotel
will
confer a favor upon us
managers
by demanding
credentials of every person
claiming to represent our

SPRING TERR

will

publication

w

GORHAM SEMINARY.

25 Pails St., containing ten rooms.
HOUSE
W. H NEAL,
quire of

fehlgdtf

We cannot undeitako to return
nications that are not used.

For Circular Address H. F. Eaton, Prin.
augl9-tf

THE

€r. Ij. HOOPER, Cor* York and Haple

The

THE—

who will

B. F. LIBBY. No. 353 Fore
Cross St., in Delano’s Hill.

Suits, Lounges, Spring
Beds, IVLattresses,
Patent Bed lionnget, En-

H.

TO LET.

Street.

29c Do no a gh

Nextcu

To Owners or Occupants of Buildings
and Lots on Cross, Danforth, Federal,
Free, Lincoln and Oxford Streets.

KOKKIDCEWOCK,

A

Street.

U PHOL8TERER

Dr. R. T. Wilde,

Ball

g

J. H. HOOPEB,

ameled

GHAKT3D

—

J. N, McCOY A

MANUFACTURER OF

se2dtf

m.

Roofers.
CO., 38 S|t

Real Estate Agents.
JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 95 Exchange

The Hot Corn Girl.

engaged,

JAMES M1LLKB, No. 91 Federal Street

BLETHER,

jalld2m

E.

A costumer has been

Plumbers.

Nos. 31 and 33 Free SL<

Matinee every Wednesday and
Saturday at 2 i>. m.

CO., No SO Middle Street.

idi cases
indispensable, not necessarily for
but as a
guaranty cf good faith.

!

only way to a lasting reconciliation between
North and South] is to have these questions
swept out of politics forever, so that hereafter they shall concern us no more than the
stamp act does.
There

are

but t.wn

wavn

in

#in

«on,/*

is'an entire abandonment oi the questions at issue by the South; the other by the
North. The last solution of the difficulty is
in effect the one put forth by the Democratic
party and the success of that party means
the adoption of this plan. Because of a superstitious observance of days the North
are asked to throw
away all that they have
gained by much toil and sacrifice and vast
expenditure of blood and treasure. They are
one

not required, it is true, to acknowledge the
independence of the South. They are only
asked to put the question under the control
of the South, a condition far better than
independence for that section. Let it be admitted that Southerners are honest in their

acceptance of the Union, but let it be remembered that the Union they
accept is the one
which they shall govern, and that they have
back with the avowed determination to
wrest the government from the bauds of the

come

“Radicals,” (that is, from

the hands of the
who saved it) and to administer it in the
old spirit and according to the old methods.
The other solution is the entire submission
of the South. At present
they are disinclined
to submit, and the only safe course for us is to
hold fast to power until a
change comes over
them or until we have secured,
beyond all
chance of jeopardy, the results of our
victory.
That power shall be exercised in no harsh
spirit. Let the Sonth send their representative men to Washington,Confederate colonels
and Confederate cabinet officers if they wish,
to plead their wants, to
represent their necessities,to announce and defend their policy; but
take good care that these men do not capture
the administration until the points gained at
men

Appomattox are secure beyond any possibility of reversal. This is the question at issue,

twr «
ANNLM.
IN ADVAXrw

for tin success of the
Democracy is the sue*
of its leading
spirits, the men of the
South, who have always controlled it
by virtue of superior ability, and
stronger will, and
finer state-craft. If it is
necessary in order to
secure the good-will of the South to
turn over
the government to them, we shall find
it
more prudent to let them remain
discontented a while
longer. It Is wise and more conducive to lasting
friendship that we should
rigidly insist, even at the expense of some
present irritation, upon a final settlement upon vexed questions
between the sections and
so have them put out of
court, than by yielding to the immediate demands of good-fellowship, invite a repetition through years to
come ot the stormy discussions of the two
decades before the war.
This is the view
taken of the “centennial situation’’ by the
Republican party, and this is the position
which, with all kindness toward the South,
it will hold in the
presidential campaign close
at hand. There are other
questions at Issue
in that
campaign, w true, questions of currency and administiative reform, anu if it
can he shown, as we
purpose hereafter to
demonstrate, that the Republican party offers
the fairer show on these other
questions,
then its position is so much the stronger.
cess

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name, and address of the writer are iu

-AT—

Lost Dog.

OTICE is hereby given, that the above named
Streets, have by order ot the Board of Mayor
and Aldermen, been renumbered, according to plans
in the City Civil Engineer’s office, and all parties interested are hereby notified that the nnmbers so
designated must be affixed to the building on said
Streets, within sixty days from the flrBt day of March
next.
Per order,
H. I. ROBINSON, City Clerk.
jan4
dtmal

language,

teb!7__dlwEaton Family School For Boys,

_dtf_

PRESS.

TUESDAY HOBNING, FEB. 22, 1876

Dr. E. Clark, M. D., 417 Congress Street.
Miss Annie E. Clark. 417 Congress Street.
Alphonso L. Gilkey, Esq., 234 Middle Street.
Fred. S. Hall, Esq., 39 Winter Street.

OX

"-

ftobiclick,

REFERENCES:

CITY OF PORTLAND.

n--

THE

FNION BOtIME, TEMPI.E SIT.
Terms moderate.

Lost.
Congress or Exchange Streets, a small Locket,
containing one picture. The finder will be
rewarded by leaving it at Stoekbridge’s Music Store.

1\.
1*

Photographer.
A. S. PAYIS A

Cor. State and Danforth Streets.

SMALL KING CHARLES SPANIEL. The
finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving
any inlormation from him at
THIS OFFICE.
jan!7
dtf

City

J. 1.
ot Cross, Portland,

Maine.

b >xed and matted.

—OF

Pattern and Model Maker.
BARROCR, 350 Fore Street, Cor.

Probate Business and Collections.

—

In the Great Moral Temperance Drama, entitled

FIFTH

nov5<ltf

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,

patch.

Little Portia AI bee.

a.

Horst shoers at No, 70 Pearl St,

F.M.RAY,

the Wonderful Child Actress,

Box office open from 9

Horse Shoers.
ROBINSON A YOUNG, Experienced

dis-

FOR ONE WEEK

Ladies’

IS Free Street.

Cha§, S.

Teacher of the German

lost and found.

NOTICE

GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of all kinds
done to order.

ST.,

jan20

fel>21dlw

is hereby given, that the above named
Streets have by order ot the Board ot Mayor
and Aldermen, been renumbered according to the
plans in the City Civil Engineer’s Office, and ali
parties irtlfcrested are hereby notified, that the
numbers so designated must be affiled to the buildings on said Streets, witnin sixty days from the first
day of March naxt.
Per order.
feblldtmarl
II. I. ROBINSON. City Clerk.

Furniture—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COBEY & CO., Arcade, No.

MAINE.

PORTLAND,

or Ocenpnul* of Building*
Centre, Chestnut. Franklin.
Pleasant, Washington, Wilniot nnd
York Streets.
Crr-

WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street, opposite the Park.

PERRY,

1-2 EXCHANGE

*

AND

T.

A

To Owner*
nnd lot*on

Carpenters and Bnilders.

d&wtf

Attorney at executed
Exchange Street
Law, 491-2
with promptness and
SaF’Business

Proprietor*.

Feb.

—

MAINE.

educational.

Wanted.
HOME for a healthy female child, seven
weeks old. Apply to
FEMALE ORPHAN ASYLUM,

Street.

Attorney at Law,

Exchange Streets.

CO.,

Holiday,

PORTLAND,

13_

Sacearappa,

ENTERTAINMENTS.
aud

Exchange St,

JOHiY

__PORTLAND

ti
pm* frS.UU ILK
ppp
1LKJU8

WANTS._

PORTLAND.

CITY OF

Book Binders.
WH. A. QUINCY, Room II, Printers’
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL & SHACK FORD, No. 35 Plum

TTas removed to

42 1-2

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

Congreu

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT & FOGG, No. 91 Middle Street.

COUNSELLOR- AT-LAW,

vance.

€*r. of

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

jTflLFOGG,

CO.,

PUBLISHING

At 109 Exchange St., Portland.
Terms: Eight Dollars a Year in advanre. To
mail subscribers Seven Dollars a Year it paid in ad-

mi

MORNING, FEBRUARY 22, 1876.

TUESDAY

the

(Sundays excepted) by

PRESS.

._____

_

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day

IS.

DAILY

The Shoe and Leather Reporter in a review of the business situation, in which it
very clearly shows the cause of the shrinkage
of nominal values, comes 'to the conclusion
that “the greatest drawback at this moment
to a restoration of healthy
activity of business
is the uncertainty of the financial situation.
The clamor for indefinite postponement of
the consideration of the subject of a return to
coin redemption is doing incalculable
injury
to every man who is in debt. The vote of
the last Congress, fixing the 1st of January,
1879, as the day ofresumption, is a step in the
right direction, but onlv a halting, hesltatins
step; one year is ample time for preparation.
When the resolution is once formed, tbe execution of it should be carried into effect at
the earliest possible moment. If Congress
could be persuaded to enact a law
declaring
that all Government issues should be redeemed in gold or silver on and after the 1st
of January next, and authorize the
Treasury
Department to make preparations for such
redemption, we feel confident that within
sixty days from the passage of such act new
life and vigor would be infused into
every artery of commerce. Such a measure would
relievo us of all the terrors which a dread of
contraction has evoked, and inspire the capitalists of the country with confidence—the
only thing necessary to insure their ready cooperation in the resuscitation of tbe lifeless
industries of the nation.”
The Democartic factions will

compromise

on

the

Payne bill,

probably
financial

a

which undertakes the impossibiliwithout contraction,
and
approves the wasteful and costly
expedient of hoardiDg gold in the Treasury
for a score of years. The bill will be found
inefficient If not iojurious if it becomes a law,
and will then be soon repealed. But by that
time the presidential campaign will be safely
over and the Democrats free
to declare for
measure

of

ty

resumption

repudiation.
Our New York Letter.
Tbe Advisory Council and Oliver Johnson.
-The Babcock Trial and its IssueT

he Tweed Suit.

New Yobk, Feb. 19, 1876.
The events that are constantly occurring in
real life far surpass any thibg in fiction or drama, in point of interest and sensational effect.
This week we have had an unusual display of

striking tableaux and highly imposing situations. Among them may be cited as eliciting
universal concern. 1. tbe Ecclesiastical Council
in Brooklyn. II. tbe political trial in St. Louis,
III. the prosecution of the great ring robber of
New York. I place them in the order of their
Ibe flymoutb
consequence.
uoaouDleaiy
church afr'air commands much more general
and istense thought than any other that baa

occupied

the public mind iu a great while.
There are numerous reasons why it should.
Some of them are creditable to human natare,
and gome decidedly the reverse. It is a good
to see people solicitous about the reputation of a man who is by uuaDimous admission
the most eloquent and gifted of all living
preachers. It is a good sigu also to note the

sign

jealous
rights

watchfulness with
guarded under the

are

which personal
of Congre

polity

gationalism.
There

are multitudes of honest, earnest, sin
persons noting every stage in the proceedings of this convocation, desiring above all
things that its deliberations will result in 'res-

cere

a great name from the defilement of vulgar tattle and brutal defamation.
They are
just as anxious that Plymouth church, in ridding itself of a couple of members wbese very
uames fill the air they breath with peslilential

cuing

odors, shall uot transgress

or invade any law of
church govern meet. The min and the woman
whose proposed expulsion from the society has
cause! all this fuss, ate of no account whatever, but they have acquire.] au adventitious im-

portance by the issociatiou of their

names

with

that of the object of their calamoies. To sensitive natures such an unenviable notority would
be positively galiiog, but slanderers are not

presumed to be troubled with any excessive
degree of susceptibility. So far as they are
concerned it doesu’t matter a particle whether
they are contemptuously dropped from the roll
without further ceremony, or whether they are
disciplined for lying and driven out by the
formality of a vote of the paiisb. Bat the Conwant to be sure that oo precedis established in this case, that may at
some futnre time affect the privileges of less
objectionable people, who may chance to fall

gregatlonalists
ent

witbio the purview of theological correction.
Then again, it is an indisputable fact that the
popular appetite for scandal has grown by
what it fed upon so long.tbat it has become excessively purieot aod insatiable. It certaialy
has been nurtured and stimulated for the past
few years beyond all historic precedent. The
newspapers now-a-days devote whole coiumos
of every issue to matters that no decent print
would have ventured to hint a thing about a
generation ago. That is one ot the reasons be-

yond ail peradventnre, which
Brooklyn scan. mag. current for

has

kept

this

such a length

of time.
I had

no idea when the Council met that
any new fact would come to the surface*. It
didn’t seem possible that further light could be
thrown upon the lurid scene.
But Oliver
Johnson has contributed a brief chapter to the

history,

which literally epitomizes the whole of
it. He has known from the beginning all there
He was associated with Bowen
was to know.
and Tilton in the “Independent” daring all
the years when the conspiracy agiinst Beecher
was

being hatched.

He bad beard the

imputa-

tions of Bowen repeated so often that be actaally believed them to be true. But be found
out after a while that they were all coined in
In short he discovered that Bowen
one mint.
a false-hearted, malignant
was
and mendacious sneak, that his pretended knowledge of Beecher’s impurity was fabricated, and
that he and be alone filled the mind of Tilton
with the groundless suspicions which ultimately brought ruin to hint and his household and
He ascertained not
sorrow to all Christendom.

merely that Bowen was without evidence to
support his allegations, but that he bad resorted to extraordinary contrivanoes to get
some inculpatory points which he cculd use
against his pastor. This morbid sentiment took
such hold of his mean nature that he became
an easy prey to any adventurer who approached
him with an intimation that he could give him
a clew by which he
could follow Mr. Beecher.
One of these sharpers lured him to a
bagnio
For three successive evenings on the
promise
jf showing him the sight he so ached to behold, and he was coolly told when bis weary
vigil was over and a good deal of hri money
tone, that nobody on those premises ever saw
the person he was looking for.
Now Oliver Johnson knows all the parties
and all the facts of this whole affair from beginning to end. But he never stated them so

*

as lie lias, in tbis last
It was called forth by the publication of a previous letter which he wrote to
Bowen at a time when he had not ascertained a
how utterly false and vicious Bowen was.
Bat was there ever such a bad lot as the

lucidly

concisely

aud

letter of his.

little set who have combined

together

stroy Henry Ward Beecher? Each

BY TELEGRAPH.
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Legislative

gone before him; but Bowen is so many shades
blacker than the rest that the contrast 'makes
them seem less hideous than they are.
The proceedings of the advisory council have
been of absorbing interest throughout. Mr.

Beecher, grand as he always is, has never
appeared so superbly eloquent and Inspired
as he has become while recalling and reciting
to his clerical brethren the thrilling story of
the wrongs and outrage he has suffered at the
hands of the little knot of enemies in his own

parish who have for years been plotting against
The sessions have been replete with
situations of thrilling excitement, and he has
him.

borne himself with a manliness and dignity
that have completely captivated the assemblage—so much so that their enthusiasm has
frequently found vent in outbursts ot tumultuous applause. His magnificent powers of
eloquence and pathos have never been more
than in this grand epoch
sense of iujuries inflicted

touchingly displayed

of bis life, when a
upon him by base creatures .whom he has confidingly trusted has inspired him with superhuman intellectual and moral strength. From
out this refining fire of relentless persecution
the pure gold of his character shines with

translucent splendor.

Turning

for a moment to the trial in progress in St. Louis we find that it has reached a
stage at which it is no longer difficult to reach
an intelligent conclusion. The attempt to connect Gen. Babcock with knowledge of or complicity with the frauds of the whiskey ring has
failed. That the General has been imprudent
in maintaining somewhat intimate personal
relations with the federal offisers in the West
is true, but that is the extent of his offending,
and to those who knew him it furnishes the

best possible ground for believing that he bad
no suspicion that they were in league to enrich
themselves by the double violation nf tbeir
oaths as officers and their obligations as
citizens. That the indictment against him
originated in partisan rancor appears to be
pretty decisively established, and that his case
uao uccu

uicu

papers is
no

a

uuu

pacjuuftcu

self-evident
donbt his

reason to

uj

uvsouio

uono-

proposition. There is
acquittal, except upon

the hypothesis that the tribunal before which
be stands arraigned is an unjust one. That I
The rulings of
ftm not prepared to believe.
the Court, it must be confessed, are not such as
to preclude the suspicion of unfriendiy bias.
What, for example, could be more unfair in
the light of strict equity than the decision that
a telegram can be used in evidence against the
party to whom it is addressed? If that is the
case, what is to hinder the throwing of sus
picion upon anybody by simply sending them
message of equivocal or iniquitous tenure?
The notice given by District Attorney Dyer
that he purposes to resign when the trial is
over must be accepted as an acknowledgement
that the prosecution has failed. As soon as the
end is reached we shall begin to get at the
a

and it will be established that the whole
thing is a political intrigue, and that the machinery of federal judicature in St. Louis has
been wrested from its legitimate functions to
serve the purpose of an unscrupulous cabal
having political objects in view. This was

facts,

Henderson’s “little game,’’ and he played it so
openly that he was detected and dismissed.
That Dyer was an accomplice looks more and
more probable. Who else could have furnished
the material out of which the penny-a-liners
have been manufacturing sensational despatches day by day? The whole thing has been
a trial by newspaper rather than by jury, and
reflects disgraco upon the administration of
justice. If this is the way in which the opposition expect to get control of the government
it is to be hoped, for the sake of common decency that the scheme will be frustrated. Everybody felt rejoiced at the success of the
effort to detect and punish the men who be-

trayed
gain.

a

public

trust with a view to

personal

agencies are emsuspicion and opprobrium up-

But when the same

ployed to

throw
innocent parties the law becomes a sword
in the bands of the oppressor instead of a
shield against wrong.
The Tweed suit drags its slow length along
on

receiving

far less attention from the community than its gravity demands, considering that it
is an action to recover $G,000,000 stolen from the
city treasury. The most important witnesses
thus far have been the confederates of the fu-

gacious “Boss.” They relate the
the theft and the division of the

manner

of

plunder—with

minuteness of detail which is 'more convincing than the ordinary statement of sash
fellows could be. In fact they merely corroba

orate what

everybody

knew before.

The moncertify to

ey was purloined, and they simply
the scale of distribution. What will come of
it nobody can tell, but if a judgment should he
obtained it will be appealed, and carried
through all the stages of the law’s loDg journey, and if a finality ever should be reached it
will be rather a matter of form than sub-

stance, as there does not seem to be any conceivable way of getting it satisfied. The Bing
rascals are all out of reach now, and the
chances of their being compelled to make restitution are not worth calculating. Their monument remains in that unsightly and unfinished edifice, the county court house.
Yarmouth.

FOBEIQ N.
ENGLAND.
No Alliance Between the Power*.
London, Feb 21.—It is stated that no alliance has been formed between Bussia, Germany, England and the United States in regard to
Cbioa, bat the usual good uuderstaodiug between the powers is more emphatic by reason
of the position iu which foreign resideuts in
China are placed.
A ministerial Defeat.
London, Feb. 21.—M. Buffet is not elected
anywhere so far as beard from, the Standard’s special sayiDg that he had been returned
from the department of Bourges is oot confirmed.
Biot* in Corsica.
A Paris special reports riots in Corsica between the supporters of Jerome Bonaparte and
M. Bouher. The latter was elected.
Additional ABiction for Dion Houcicaalt
The evening Standard says that among thevictims by the Strathclyde was Mrs. Green,
daughter of Dion Boucicault. A son of the
dramatist was killed only last month, by a railway accident near Huntington, England.
Boumania to Keep Quiet.
The Pall Mall Gazette from Berlin specials
says that in consequence of the representatioos
of the northern powers the Boumania ministry
has given a pledge to abide conscientiously by
the rules laid for BoumaDia’s political positiou
and cooduct in international treaties and to
regulate their policy accordingly.
A PAIN.
The Koynli*)* Successful.
Madrid, Feb. 21.—Telegrams from the north
announce that the royalis's continue their sucGen. Primo de Bivera has
cessful progress.
occupied the Carlist forts in Navarre. The
greater part of the Carlist artillery at Estelia
The Carlists had thrown a porwas captured.
tion over the precipice before the arrival of the

Matters.

The Nchool Mill Tax—The Laud Scrip la*

ignliou, etc.,

vest

[.Special

to the

The opinion of the
constitutionality of the

Press.]

Augusta, Feb. 21.
Supreme Court on the

schools from and including the action of the
convention which framed the constitution until
the present time, showing that the policy of
the state has been to provide other revenues for
common schools than the “suitable provision”

required of municipalities. A “suitable provision” is not necessarily a sufficient provision. A
sufficient provision must be one adequate to the
educational demands of the people. The Legislature has clearly a right to make the provision sufficient. The framers of the constitution
so considered and so anticipated.
The early
Legislatures made grants of land for a school
fund, and created a batik tax for their support
It is a tax for the benefit of the whole people,
and like all other similar taxes must be based
npon the property of the state. It is a tax for
a public purpose, and not one by which one individual is taxed for the special benefit of
another. All enjoy fte beneficial results of
education and the better order and government
iubtviiuuii

xu

wuvuoiuu

vuu

wvuii

says that "the Legislature has authority under
the constitution to assess a general tax upon
the property of the state for the purpose of distribution under ‘an act to establish the school
mill fund for the support of schools.’
Quite an insurance lobby is here tonight for
the purpose of defeating the pending bill, which
has already passed both branches and now
up on its final passage.
The friends of fish culture are attempting to
save themselves by getting the Senate to nonconcur in the action of the House abolishing
that barnacle.
The land scrip committee meet tonight and
put iu some further testimony taken from the
report of a congressional investigation, which
has just been published. The Democratic portion of ths committee do not care to make a
comes

report, bnt only submit the testimony. The
Republican members will sign a report to the
effect that the transaction on the part of the
state officials was honest aud that they received the market price of the land at the time.
Mr. Pike remarked last evening that he saw
evidences of fraud in the transaction. The investigation will prove an overwhelming vindication of Gov. Cony and associates.

The bill for the gradation of punishments,
presented by Gen. Anderson, is in the hand
writing of Judge Goddard, and bears many evidences of his peculiar geniu9.
Both branches are rushing business, and Wed-

nesday

is

now

said to be the

day

of

adjourn-

ment.

Gov. Connor signed the bill abolishing capital punishment today.
The last of the Augusta House sociables took
place tonight. It was a very pleasant occasion.
S.
_

MATTERS IN MAINE.
Suicide iu Gardiner.
Gardiner, Feb. 21.—Joseph Orff, ef this

Qity, committed suicide yesterday by hanging.
Insanity seems to be hereditary in his family,
a brother and another relative having perished
by their own hands. Mr. Orff leaves a wife
and three children.
Fire in Waterville.
Waterville, Feb. 21.—The farm buildings
of C. D. Cummings, West Waterville, were

destroyed by fire Saturday night. Loss abont
insured for $1200 in the Liverpool, Lon-

$1600;

don & Globe Co.
Thfi Cnodv rmu>.

Banoob, Feb. 21.—In the Supreme Court today, Judge Peters delivered tbe charge to tbe
jury in the Godfrey case. The jury came in at
5 p. m., after being out seven hoars and reported a disagreement, six to six.
They were

discharged.

Liquor Case*.
case brought up this

In the liquor
motion was made

afternoon,
by counsel for respondent to
quash the indictment on the ground that the
grand jury were Dot properly drawn. The
judge will take time to consider the motion.
If this motion is granted it will decide the fate
of 125

indictments for six months uutil the
August term. The flues on these indictments
would amount to about $12,000 besides the

costs,

Great excitement

prevails

among

the

legal fraternity.
Quite Another Affair.
Biddefobd, Feb. 21.—The rumor

of the
tbe Holland mill at Limerick was
not correct.
It was the Ossipee woolen mill at
Waterboro, owned by J. H. Holland which was
Loss will reach
totally destroyed Saturday.
$50,000. A large amount of stock was saved.

burninglof

Insurance $16,500,

MASSACHUSETTS,
Death ot an Editor.
Boston, Feb. 21.—Isaac W. Frye, a wellknown journalist and assistant editor of tbe
Journal of Commerce, died yesterday.
The Great Tragedienne.
Tbe body of Cvarlotte Cushman lay in state
at tbe rooms lately occupied by the deceased at
the Parker House, and from ten to twelve
o’clock a continuous stream of visitors passed
in and out. Long before the hour assigned for
tbe funeral services, School street in front of
the Parker House wts thronged with people,
tbe crowd extending up to Tremont street and
about King’ schapel, where the street was almost impassable.
By 11 o’clock every available seat and standing room in the cburoh was
occupied, and many entitled to admission were
unable to force their way in through the
crowd. Members of the several theatrical companies of the city were in attendance in large
numbers and many of the best people of the

city.

12 o’clock the remains were borne from
tbe hotel and placed in a hearse at the front
At

entrance, King’s chapel beinB nearly opposite.
No carriages were in attendance. Pall bearers
and immediate family and friends escorted the

remains to the church on foot. Tbe casket was
deposited in front of the altar, and beautiful
floral offerings placed upon it. Tbe interior of
tbe chapel presented a spectacle ot rare beauty.
Floral offerings from Clara Louise Kellogg,
Lawrance Barrett, Jarrett and Palmer and
others, filled all tbe available space in and
around the chapel.
The simple burial service of the church was
conducted by Kev. W. H. Foote. Governor
Bice and other distinguished men were present.
It was the intention of Jarrett and Palmer to
charter two palace cars for the purpose of bringing on tbe company of Booth's theatre with
other prominent actors and the principal managers. Had|Sunday been chosen for the obsequies, this design would have been carried out.
The information of tbe selection of Monday
created a general disappointment.
After the services a loDg line of carriages
followed the remains from the chapel to Mount
Auburn, where they will find their final resting
place.

THE INDIANS.

Don Carlo* Flee* to France.

TaIasa. in PYru»r»t«i1

to

ha short,

on

amount

of tha

disagreement now prevalent among them.
King Alfoso has gone to Azcoitia. He will
sleep to-night at Azpertia.
Death af the Grand Duchess Marie.
St. Petersburg, Feb. 21.—The Grand
Duchess Marie, sister of the Emperor, is dead.
FRANCE.
French Election Returns.
Paris, Feb. 21.—Of 169 elections of which
the results are known, 123 were carried by lie
publicans of various shades, 17 by Bonapartists, 11 by Radicals, 7 by Legitimists, 8 by Constitutionalists and 5 by Conservaties. These
earlier returns, being those of cities aad larfce
towns, probably show a relatively greater proportion of Republican successes that tbe districts yet to bear Irom.
Paris. Feb. 21.—Returns from 32s arondissements show tbe following result: Republicans
124; Conservative Republicans 48; Bonapartists 39: Legitimists 15; Radicals 14; Conserva
tives 12; Constitutionalists 11; no choice 61.
Among the Bonapartists elected are Due Defeetre and Messrs. Ansat, Levent, Chevreau
and Macbon. AmoDg the Conservatives are
Messrs. Keller and Pishon.
Among the Republicans are Bethmont, Barne and Bent.
Leon Gambetta was beaten at
Avignon
Ronher waB successful at Bostia, in Corsica.
Buffet Resigns.
M. Buffet, vice president of the council, has
placed his resignation in the hands of Presi
dent MacMahon. It ia believed that the Pres
ident will request him to retain his office till
the convocation of chambers.

Foreign Notes,
Intelligence from Trebigne states that in

consequence of the Russian and Austrian
Consul General, all hope of an extension of
Montenegrin territory has been abandoned.
A party ol Italians landed in Dalmatia from
the Austrian Lloyd steamer recently, having
passports to MoDteDegro, was arrested by the
Austrian authorities and sent back to Italy under escort, notwithstanding tbe representations
of the Italian consul.

The Sioux

on

lhe|War Path,

Helena, Mootrna, Feb. 21.—Ten men arrived at Bozeman, Montana, the night of the
18th, from Fort Pease, at the head of navigation on the Yellowstone, They report that the
Sioux are encamped in the vicinity of the Fort
in large numbers.
One man from the Fort
was killed by the lodians; 14 men were left in
the camp and efforts were being made to have
three companies of cavalry go to their rescue.
Probably 125 men will leave here for the Black
Hills in a few days.

NEW JORK.

To-day
metropolis.
New York, Feb. 21.—To-morrow will be a
here.
At
legal holiday
Trinity church a Te
Deum will be sung, and other services in honor
of the day will be held. The chimes will ring
patriotic tunes for an hour, both at Trinity and
Grace churches in this city, and at St. Ann’s
in Brooklyn.
in the

METEOROLOKICAIi.
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT

TWENTY-FOUK

HOURS.

Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
Feb. 22,(1 A. M.))

War

For New England.

low barometer, increasing southeasterly winds
shifting to brisk and high northwesterly, warmand rainy weather, turning into snow in the
northern portion, and followed by risiog barometer, ceid and clearing weather.
Cautionary signals cmlinue at Indianola,
Galveston and from Washington to Eastport.
er

Schooner Ashore.
Vineyard Haven,Feb. 21.—Schooner Susan
Parker of Philadelphia, from Rockport, Me.,
for Camden, N. J., with a cargo of ice, is
ashore io Lhommedren shoals, Vineyard Sound,
This
Wreckers have gone to her assistance.
afternoon the wind is easterly and the weather

threatening.

THE ADVISORY COUNCIL.

Augusta, Feb. 21.
met at 2 p. m.
House papers
passed in concurrence.
Rill to provide for additional
safety to life on
steam vessels on inland waters was indefinitely

Sonic of the Conclusions Arrived
At.
Session,
Brooklyn, Feb. 21.—The Advisory Council
assembled today, at 2 o’clock, in secret session,
according to ibe adjournment of Saturday,
Notwithstanding the tact that several of the
delegates went home on Saturday evening, all
or nearly all of them were present.
A large
number of persons endeavored to secure admission to the session, but were unsuccessful,
a rule having been made that every delegate
should exhibit his ticket before
entering.
The council will probably meet during the
same hours as when in open session.
New York. Feb. 21.—Mr. Moulton sent this
afternoon to Dr. Leonard Bacon, as moderator
of the Plymouth Advisory Council, the followfn Secret

Resolve iu favor of the
Military Asylum at
Bath, originally appropriating $9000, reduced
to $6000 in the House, was amended so as to
appropriate $8000, and passed to be engrossed.

The act to repeal the bounty

ou

bears

was

in-

finitely postponed.
The Senate voted to adhere

the Homoeopathic Hospital resolve. This kills it.
The Senate also voted to adhere on act to set
off Bartlett Island from Mt. Desert to Freon

mont. This kills this bill.
Bills passed to be enacted and resolves finally
passed in the House were similarly passed in

ing communication:

The report of the committee relating to mileage of members was taken from the table.

They report legislation inexpedient.
port was accepted; the vote passing
grossed.

The reto be en-

Resolve in favor of Mr. Chase was reconsidered and the revolve indefinitely postponed.
Report of the Judiciary Committee reporting

legislation inexpedient on order
prisonment for debt, was taken
and accepted. Adjourned.

to abolish imfrom the table

HOUSE.

The House met at 10

o’clock

business promptly.
Mr. Talbot presented au order

and

went

to

requesting

the
Governor to transmit the names aud salaries of
all officers and employees of the Insane Hospital during the past five years.
Tbe following bills were passed to be engrossed under a suspension of the rules:
Bill relative to criminal prosecutions, (reported by

the

Judiciary Committee Saturday); act relating to
writs in municipal courts; act respecting the
authority of the St. Croix Gas Co.; resolve to
pay more bear bounties.
Pasted to be Enacted— Acts setting ofl a part of
the town of Montvllie to Liberty; for the formation
of Railroad Corporations; additional to chap. 31R.
S. relating to tactory agents and warehouse men; relating to appointment ot a lond agent and his duties;
to authorize Camden Village Corporation to build a
hall; to make available the school funds of Bowerbank ; relating to tbe settlement of the public lands;
abolishing tbe death penalty; amending an act to
supply Auburn and Lewiston with pure water;
amending chap. Si, sec. 51 R. S. relating to railroads;
amending sec. 117. chap. 82 R S. relating to division
of accounts; securing the rights of mortgage bondholders.
Finally Passed—Resolve appropriating $10,030 to
the Centennial Commission; appropriating $5000 for
the Industrial School for Girls; appropriating $8000
for the Agricultural College; appropriating $10,000 to
Maine General Hospital.
The resolve appropriating $10,000 for a muster and $3000 for camp equipage came up by
assignment. Mr. Martin of Camden, moved
the indefinite postponement of the resolve.
Mr Cleaves of Portland opposed such action
and warmly advocated its passage. It was little better than a breach of contract with the
uniformed militia.
Gen. Tilden, Haynes,
Davis of Jefferson, Chase of Standish and
Gen. Anderson advocated the bill. Mr. Hussey
of North Berwick, opposed.
He would vote
no money for war or in the cultivation
of the
art Gen. Anderson urged the sustaining of
tbe militia as in accordance with the genius of
our government, which is opposed to a large
standing army which is a menace to a JRepub'
lie. Mr. Porter presented an amendment to
tbe effect that all damage snstisned by persons
in their property while the militia were on the
The motion
way to and from muster. Lost.
to indefinitely postpone was lost.
Yeas 41,
nays 73.
An amendment offered to substitute $5000
for $10,000 was lost and the resolve as it came
from the Senate was passed to be engrossed.
Bill relative to the taxation of logs in landings and in rivers was discussed, amended and

indefinitely postponed.
Mr. Talbot presented a bill to repeal sec 5,
chap. 41, K. S., relative to houses of correction,
which enables towns to keep persons who are
The bill
panpers in perpetual imprisonment.
was read three times and engrossed under suspension of tbe rules.
Tract Af VrunlrfAwf rvrnaAntnil

soanlirA

n

appropriating $1000 for the Governor and staff
to attend the centennial.
AFTERNOON

SESSION,
A bill to extend the time for the building of
the Somerset railroad was passed; also resolve appropriating $2500 for Forks bridge on
the Kennebec; also resolve incorporating the
town of Kossuth in Washington county.
The bill to regula'e municipal indebtedness

variously amended
*
legislature.
was

and sent to the next

The bill abolishing the office of Fish Commissioner was taken up and discussed by several gentlemen. A motion to indefinitely postpone was lost, yeas 39, nays 79, and the bill, after being amended by inserting Feb. 15, 1877,
instead of September 15,1876,' passed.
Mr. Anderson presented a bill providing for
the gradation of punishments, which provides
that the sentence for crimes which heietofore
have been imprisonment for life, shall hereafter
be imprisonment for twenty years, and that
sentences heretofore twenty years shall be ten
years, and alt others reduced to one half, even
to fines.
Mr. Frank

presented a bill declaring that the
act abolishing capital punishment shall not
apply to offences previous to the passage of that
act.
_

BABCOCK’S TRIAL.
Argument for the Defence.
St. Louis, Feb. 21.—Emery A. Storrs, of
Babcock’s counsel, resumed his address to the
He said at the close of bis
jury this morning.
discussion Saturday afternoon, “1 had finished,
as 1 supposed, the despatches between Joyce
and Babcock relative to’a successor of C. W
Ford. It seems to me that I had demonstrated
that Maguire’s appointment was the result of a
most honorable motive from the highest principles of justice. The President consulted the
wishes of Ford’s bondsmen who were bound to
the extent of thousands of dollars for the conduct of that officer.
All the correspondence
passed in October, 1873. From that time down
to March, 1874, there was a period of dead silence between Gen. Babcock and Joyce and
McDonald. I come now to the next despatch
in the order of time, from
Joyce to Babcock in March 1874:
“Start for San Francisco to-morrow night.
Make D. call off his scandal hounds that only
blacken the memory of Ford and friends.
Business.”
Douglass himself tells you in his testimony
there was no direct suspicion against Joyce,
but the revenue agent sent out here from time
to time brought back such stories of excessive
hospitality that the Commissioner felt the necessity ol transferring him for the time being to
another sphere of usefulness. Joyce attempted
to resist Washington when he received the order, but was thwarted. Had Gen. Babcock
then been a member of the conspiracy his
offices would have been called in use to prevent
the San Franci.-co trip, or at least to secure
Joyce’s desired visit to Washington. Gen.
Babcock was not applied to, and that is the
best proof of his innocence and ignorance of
any ring at this time. Referring directly to the
scandal bound despatch, Mr. Storrs asked:
Who was Ford? and in reply quoted the President’s deposition, in which the latter refers to
bis life-long friendship with Ford, and says for
__

recipient of hundreds and thousands of dollars
which he disbursed, and of which so implicit
was his confidence that the President kept no

account. Said Mr. Storrs: The tooth of scandal may have bitten Ford through and through
but the President still m dntains the same confidence in his old friend which existed in New
York State 25 years ago.
It is absolutely delightful in the vast desert
of this case, in the great void of truth and honesty to find a green spot like this.
Knowing
that the relations between Ford and the Presihis
“Make
sent
D. call
despatch
dent, Joyce
off his scandal hounds, that only blackens the
memory of poor Ford." Is it any wonder that
the private secretary of the President receiving
this despatch went to Douglass and Inquired
if any investigations were afloat touching
Ford.
Mr. Storrs then read the letter of March 17,
from Babcock to Joyce, in which he says that
Douglass informs him that no charges have
been.made concerning Ford or any other St.
Louis official, and then tells Joyce that he
don’t know why Douglass sends him to San
Francisco unless it is because of the confidence
he feels iu him.
Mr. Storrs said: Can that be the letter of one
conspirator to another. (I do not know the object of your visit to San Francisco ) Would
that be possible if Babcock was a conspirator?
Wouldn’t be have known; wouldn’t Joyce have
informed Gen Babcock as soon as he was ordered to San Francisco and have sought him to
intervene and prevent the trip? Goutlemeu. I
think I can safely leave the scandal hound despatch in your bands. After this Joyce was in
San Francisco several months. No words passed between him and Babcock all that time.
Did you ever hear of such an uncommunicative
Here is a conspiracy from 1873
conspirator.
down to the last of May, at.d only one telegram
from Babcock to Joyce and two answered ones
from Joyce to Babcock, and these creditable to
the latter.
Storrs then passed to the despatch of October, 1874, to Babcock. “Have you talked with
D? Are things right? Answer, &c;” and
said that no attention was ever paid to this. It
remained unanswered. Now you must remember that McDonald, whom Joyce represented,
was the supervisor of this district.
He was a
trusted officer. He had a right to make these
inquiries. It was not only his right but his
duty to know every act id connection with the
revenue service which concerned his district.

4!) Ef.msem

Street, I
Brooklyn, Feb. 21,1874. j
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Fortj-Fourth

Letters from Bowen and Moulton.

Senate

_1--1_C_,l«».t.

royalists.

Later—It is reported that Don Carlos fled into France last niirhl. The Carlist resistance at

the Press.]

postponed.

etc.

school mill tax, was received from Chief Justice Appleton this morning. It covers eight closely written sheets, and
considers the whole question of the support of

nttuiu^
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SENATE.

The

of

them that ha3 appeared upon the scene has
enjoyed for the moment the dubious eminence
of being worse than anybody who had ever

LEGISLATURE.

(Special Despatch

to de-

one

FIFTI-FIFTH

Rev. Leonard Bacon, D.D:, Moderator:
Reverend Sir,—From the terms of the letter
missive I had not supposed your reverend body
was competent to consider or detetmine the
question of guilt or the innocence of Henry
Ward Beecher. The proceedings of the council, however, show that I may possibly be mistaken in my construction of the charter of
your authority, since Mr. Beecher was allowed
to introduce his own protestations of innocence
and some corroborative declarations of his adherents. Mr. Beecher invoked the Deity and
challenged mankind to deny or disprove his
innocence, which defiant declaration the council received with applause. I send the communication to the council simply to say that I am
prepared to prove Henry Ward Beecher guilty
of adultery and perjury by evidence both oral
and documentary, and that if allowed the opportunity of producing such proof before tbe
council if I fail to make good the assurance,
then I am willing to be discredited and denounced by mankind as a wretch devoid of
truth and honor, and unworthy of human
association.
Respectfully, your obedient servaut,
Francis D. JJIoulton.
(Signed,)
The Advisory Council went into executive
session this afternoon wiih Moderator Dr. Leonard Bacon presiding. Everyone except dele"Cio caoiuucu
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was allowed to enter building excepting the
officers, ladies attending tbe tables and a few
attendants of Plymouth church.
The session

lasted three hours. At the conclusion it was
stated that no business of importance had been
transacted other than the reception of the reTbe five first comreports of tbe committees.
mittees presented a full report, and committee
number six asked an extension of time which
was granted.
The committee to whom was referred ex-Deacon West’s communication and
other matters of like character, asked that
their time be extended as their report was not

quite ready.

Mr. Beecher’s son-in-law, Kev. Mr. Scovil,
requested permission to withdraw from the
council, because it is said he wished to take no
part in the discussion over tbe committee’s re-

ports.

The committee’s reports were received with
evident satisfaction 03 a murmur of approval
rose through the house as they were read. The
committee to whom was referred the second
question in tbe letter missive, that relative to
the dropping of members from the rolls, presented a majority and minority reoort, and (t is
thought they will be the subject of a long and
heated discussion, as the house is said to be
divided in regard to the question, which is as
follows:
“In this rule or in these practices is this
church acting manifestly with the word of God
or the principles of Christian justice.”
No information could be gleaned in regard
to Mr. Bowen’s communication, and the members of the council professed to be in ignoreuce
of Frank Moulton’s letter offering to produce
proof of Mr. Beecher’s guilt. If they were received by the moderator it is probable that he
gave them into the hands of the business committee without presenting them to the council
according to the rule adopted in open session.
ThdUrooklyn Eagle gives the following alleged summary ef the discussions of the committees of the Advisory Council upon the questions submitted to them:
First question.
Is this church acting contrary to tbe word of God in allowing to itself in
case
another
mode
of terminating theconany
necton of members with this church than by
death, a letter of dismission or formal excommunication? Tbe report is understood to be in
the negative which sustains the general principle of the church in the matter of dropping
members, but which refers to two instances in
that principle, those of Mr. Tilton and Mrs.
Moulton.
The conclusion of tbe committee on
the first question is said to be that in addition
to the causes enumerated viz, death, letter of
dismission or formal excommunication, there
is another way of terminating the connection
of members warranted by scripture and congregational usage, which other way is the withdrawal of watch, ctre and fellowship from
membets for whom the church declines to continue responsible, but against whom it conld
not sustain a charge that would cause excommunication.
This other way is said to be
equivalent to the practice of dropping members pursued by Plymouth church in most
cases.
It is

said to be suggested that hereafter the
process be callep ibe withdrawal of watch,
care and fellowship to make the name of the
thing correspond with the name of the same
means in Congregational churches generally.
Henry C. Bowen in a letter toltev. L. Bacon,
moderator of the advisory council says: “There
were some statements made in the council on
Saturday as reported in the papers so incorrect that I am compelled to contradict them.
First, Mr, Beecher is reported as saying “Mr.
Bowen is a man of courage, but he has not
courage enough to look me in the face, and
never had, and intimate any moral impurity in
me.” “It is false,” says Bowen, that I have
never dared to meet him in this way.
Bowen
then goes on to show by statements of Messrs.
Carpenter, Claflin and Moulton that Beecher
declined or could not be persuaded to meet him.
“The result of Mr. Claflin’s attempt to induce
Beecher to meet him as given by Mr. Carpententer,” says Bowen, “agrees with my memory.” A few days after this I (Carpenter) saw
Mr. Claflin, who told me that he had seeu Mr.
Beecher the next day and that Beecher said
“There isn’t force enough in Brorklyn to draw
me into a
private Interview with Henry C.
Bowen.” I was no more afraid then to meet
Mr. Beecher and iDtimate moral impurity than
I was in your presence last Friday
night, or
than I would have been on the occasions on
which I have been before the examing committee of Plymouth church, of which he is chairman, had he seen fit to be present.
Second, Mr Beecher as reported said to the
council, speaking of his interview with me at
Mr. Freeland’s house. The great difficulty
was, that beiDg newly married, he could not
endure that his wife should suppose that he
was under the ban of
the pastor.
This statement is'false and all the inferences that Mr.
Bi-echer draws from it. The meeting at Mr.
Freeland’s house was about the first of Feb’y,
1870. I was married in 1865.

WASHINGTON.
Presidential Nomination*.
Washington, Feb. 21.—The President sent
the following nominations to the Senate today:
Seth J. Cowly, to be collector of customs at
Philadelphia; Andrew Cone of Pa., to be consul at St. Paul, Deloanda.

Washington’s Birthday.
The President to-day issued the following

executive order:
Whereas the following concurrent resolution
has been adopted by the Congress of the United
State: “Be it Resolved, That for the promotion
of national feeling throughout the Union on the
occasion of the Centennial year or our independence, and believing this to be the proper time
for the expression of our appreciation of the
great service rendered to thejpeople anil the
cause of liberty by the Father of our country,
George Washington, the 22d of the present
month shall be treated and deemed a national
holiday throughout the United States m the
government business and so far as is consistent
with the public welfare in all of the departments
of
the
government
employment,
shall be suspended for that day; and whereas,
the spirit and sentiment expressed in said resolutions meets with my warmest approval, now
therefore, in pursuance of that purpose and in
harmony with the general sentiment of tho
nation, I, Ulysses S. Grant, President of the
United States of America, hereby direct that
all business in the Executive Departments of
the government shall be suspended on the22d
of February, 1876, and that said departments
shall be closed on that day.
^iornnd
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By the President:
Hamilton

Fish, Secretary

of State,
Various mutters.
A recent raid of the internal revenue officers
in Agle, Thorp county, Georgia, resulted in
the seizure and destruction of ten illicit distilleries and 15,000 gallons of mash and beer.
Twenty one persons including a U. S. commissioner, were brought in, all charged with
violating the internal revenue laws.
The Missouri Levee Committee will
report
unanimously in favor of an appropaiation of
from $3,000,000 to $5,000,000 in the shape of
a'refund of a portion of the cotton tax illegally
collected from the states, to be directly benefited by the construction of levees.
A bill introduced in the Senate by Mr. Sargent, and in the House by Mr. Piper, amendatory of the silver coinage laws, provides for the
coinage of a new silver dollar equal in weight
and value to two of the present silver half dollars, and proposes to make it legal tender for
amounts not exceeding $20. The bill abolishes
the existing legal tender provision regarding
trade dollars. It also provides that silver half
dollars snail be legal tender for amounts not
exceeding $10, and the government shall replace without loss to the holder of all abraded
The new silver dollar is to be
silver coins.
Coined on the government account only.

Earthquake.

Detroit, Feb. 21.—An earthquake was felt
here yesterday forenoon. It was severe enough
to shake houses and rattle crockery and caused
so much alarm in St. Mary’s church that the
congregation speedily vacated the building.
The shuck lasted several moments.
Another Saving" Bank Bone.
St. Louis, Feb. 21.—The Guardian Savings
bank has closed.

The Brazilian government has contracted
with a London firm for the construction of the
necessary works for supplying the city of Rio
Janeiro with water at a cost of $10,000,000. *
The Celtic and Parthia from New York have
arrived in Queenstown,

Congress—First Session.

SENATE.
Washington, Feb. 21.
Several bills and petitions were presented
and referred, including many for the repeal of

the bankrupt law.
A message was received from the House
announcing the passage o£ a concurrent resolution by that body declaring tbe.22d of Feb. of
the present year a legal holiday.
Mr. Hamlin of Maine asked for an Immediate consideration of the resolution.
Mr. Conkling said he did not object to its
passage, but he desired to say that the time
would come if it had not already, when Congress should declare the birthday of Abraham

Lincoln a legal holiday.
The Senate proceeded to the consideration of
the concurrent resolution and it was agreed to.
Mr.

Allisou, from the Committee on Appropriations, reported with amendments the House
bill making appropriations for the support of
the military academy for the year ending June

30th, 1874 P,aced on the caleodar.
Mr. Morrill of Vt., submitted a resolution instructing the Committee on Library to enquire
as to the expediency of making an appropriation of $1000 annually for the library of the
Treasury Department.
Mr. Morrill of

Agreed

to.

Vt., from the Committee
Revolutionary Claims, submitted a report

on

upon the Seuate hi I r to provide for the settlement
of claims of officers ot the revolutionary army
and of the widows and children of those who
died in the service, which he asked to have
printed and recommitted. So ordered.
Mr. Frelingbuysen, from the Committee on
Judiciary, reported back the petition of Jas.
A. llriggs, asking Congress to prohibit the
sale of the Wabash and Erie canal between
Terre Haute and the Ohio line with a resolu
tiou that the Attorney General of the United
States is hereby requested to report to Congress whether any act of Congress is necessary
to protect the property and interest of the
United States in the Wabash and Erie canal
from Terre Haute to the state of Ohio, and
that he be requested in the meantime to take
such measures as may be deemed necessary to
have the sale of said canal which is advertised
for the 24th inst. postponed.
Senator McDonald said he did not object to
the first part of the resolution but moved to
strike out the latter part. It would only interfere with the sale of a portion of the canal
which had been ordered by a decree of the
court.
The motion^vas rejected and the resoluuou was agreeu to.
Senator Harvey called np the resolution submitted by him a few days ago directing the
Secretary of War to furnish the Senate such
suggestions as may be deemed expedient for
public service concerning a period from between May 19tb, 1869, to Oct. 1872, to enable
the government to carry out the provisions of
the act constituting eight hours at'day’s work
for all laborers, workmen and mechanics employed by or in behalf of the government approved J uue 25,1868.
Mr. Harvey said that the object of the resolution was to get before the Senate such information as to enable the Senate to see why that
law has not been executed in certain instances.

Mr Sargeut said it was contemplated that
the Secretary of War should send to the Senate
a list of persons who have claims against the
He was
government on account of this law.
opposed to it as it would open a fine field for
claim ageuts.
Mr. Harvey said these claims were of such a
character that Congress could provide for their
settlement and claim agents would have nothing to do with them.
Mr. Allison said the resolution shouffl be refeired to the Committee on Appropriat'ons.
Mr. Saulsbury said be had no hesitation in
saying that this eight hour law was an evil as
it originally passed.
It had already cost the
government a good deal of money by reducing
the hours of labor from ten to eight.
He did
not want any suggestions from the Secretary of
War on the subject.
This resolution was an
initiatory step to pay jnore claims! to further
tax the people of the country.
The time had
comd when Congress should shut down on all
such claims.
Mr. Harvey said he did not propose to discuss the policy of the eight hour law now, but
such a law was on the statute books and Congress should see that it was enforced.
Pending discussion the morning hour expired and the resolution was laid aside.
Mr. Edmunds, from the Committee on Judiciary, reported adversely on the bill to amend
sec. 2.165 of the Revised Statutes of the United
States, and it was indefinitely postponed.
Mr. Sargent moved that when the Senate adjourned to day it be to Wednesday. Agreed
to.
Senate then resumed the consideration of the
for sale of timber lands in the state of California and O'egon and in tbe Territories of the
United States. The pending question being on
amendment of Mr. Sargent that any person
IV OYQU UILUOCIL
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the act in addition to other requirements mentioned in the bill shall declare that he has not
made any agreement with any person or persons by which title he might acquire from the
United States or any right on said land or the
timber thereon should inure in whole or part
to the benefit of any person except himself it
was

agreed

to.

Other amendments were offered and rejected
and the bill was passed
Mr. Conkling called np the Senate bill centering exclusive jurisdiction over the Indian
reservations upon United States Courts and for
the punishments of crimes committed by and
against the Indians which was amended and
then laid aside to come up as unfinished business on

Wednesday.

Mr. Windham

from Committee on; appropriations reported favorably ou the House bill
an
making
appropriation to pay fourteen
crippled and disabled American soldiers employed in the House of representatives from
the 6th of December, 1875, to the 30lh of June,
1876. Passed
Mr. Morrill of Maine, from conference Committee on a joint resolution to pay interest on
3.65 District of Columbia bonds, made a report
which was read.
Mr. Morrill said the only
difference
between this report and
thait
submitted a few days ago was that the present
one recited the several stats giving authority
to Board of Anditutes and repealed them all so
as to make it certain.
The law under which
the board acted should bo repealed and again
report now submitted, provided that Board of
Auditors should at the end of 30 days turn out
to the district commissioners all the books and
The Board of Aupapers in their possession.
ditors had no further power to audit claims
and issue certificates.
Aft«r discussion and
the rejection of various dilatory motions the
report was concurred in yeas 31, nays 25.
Mr. Wadleigh gave notice that with a view
to examining the report be would on Wednesday move that the vote be reconsidered.
Senate went Into executive session and at
5 30 o’clock adjourned till Wednesday,

HOUSE.
A large number of bills were presented and
also resolutions of
the Maine Legislature

against compulsory pilotage.
Mr. Lord of New York offered a resolution
the Attorney General to report by
what authority and for what purpose he recently gave instructions to his subordinates in
contravention of the long established rule relating to the testimony of accomplices in crim
inal;actions. Adopted.
House proceeded to vote on the bill to reorganize the judiciary and it passed by yeas 143,

directing

nays 102.
Mr. Kelly of Pa, offered a resolution calling
for the correspondence between the Treasury
Department and the Bank of England prior to
the 31st of December, 1873, in relation to the
transfer of the proceeds of U. S. bonds sold or
to be sold in London: also for the correspondence between the State Degartment ami the
British government in relation to th« mode of
transferring to this country the amount of the
Geneva award. Adopted.
Mr. Ellis of La., offered a resolution for the
appointment of a sub-committee to visit and
inspect the levees of the Mississippi river and
the region subject to inundation, in order to
obtain such data and practical information as
may enable it to determine the necessity and
amount of appropriation, provided the visit be
not made at the public expense. Adopted.
Mr. Townsend offered a resolution instructing the Committee on the Pacific Railroads to
enquire whether any committee on arrangements bad been formed by the Central Pacific
and Union Pacific Railroad Companies, or by
any of their officers with English capitalists or
corporations, to transfer the commerce of the
Pacific Ocean, now carried in American built
ships to English built ships sailihg under the
British flag
Adopted.
Mr. Faulkner of W. Va., offered a resolution
instructing the Committee on Foreign Affairs
to enquire into the facts and circumstances of
the conviction in Great Britain of Edward O’- *
Meagher Condoo, a citizen of the United States
aud whether the case is a proper one for the internnaition of tile

vovernment.

either

in

form

of a demand for his release, or of an appeal to
British clemency. Adopted
Mr. Goodin of Kansas offered a resolution
calling for information in regard to the dedication of C. C. Hutchinson agent for the Ottawa Indians in Kansas,
Adopted.
Mr. Jencks of Pennsylvania, introduced a
bill for the transfer of the pension bureau from
the Interior Department to the War Department. Deferred.
Mr. Clark of Missouri, from the Post Office
Committee, reported the post route bill, which
was

passed.

Mr.

Springer of Illinois, made a personal explanation in reference to an amendment moved

by him to the ceutennial appropriation bdl
when it was before the House, aud which was
engrafted on the bill, and replied to strictures

upon him in the New York Herald and Philadelphia Times in relation thereto, as to whether the appropriation was to be a first or second
lien. He declared in conclusion that if it were
the purpose of the centennial board at the close
of the exhibition to convert the assets of the
corporation into cash and then return to the
stockholders all the money they had subscribed
before paying into the treasury the amount appropriated by Congress, the people had a right
to know the fact at once.
They would then
brand the whole celebration as a huge scheme
of private speculation and fraud. Could it be
possible, he asked, that the first century’s completion was to be celtbrated under false pretences. and that tbe second century was to be
ushered in by a legislative jobbing corporate
speculation and publio plunder. He desired to
introduce a resolution directing the Secretary
of the Treasury to withhold the appropriation,
and he wished that resolution referred to the

Judiciary Committee.
Mr. Conger of Michigan, suggested (sarcastically) that Mr. Springer had made it so clear

to what the decision of the courts must be
that the Judiciary Committee could give the
House no further information.
Mr. Kelley of Pennsylvania, denied Springer’s allegation expressly and distinctly. He
said that Mr. Springer through his ignorance
of the laws had given to the centennial board
more than it asked of Congress.
If it w is a
as charged by Mr.
Springer, it was a
job, ofwhich
which he (Springer) was the workman.
job
as

(Laughter.)

After some confusion, arising from a fruitless
effort on the part of Mr. Holman of ludiaua,
to be recognized and to submit a motion, the
House at 4.30 o’clock adjourned till Wednesday

tomorrow, Washington’* Birthday, being

Cincinnati, February 21.—Pork is quiet and firm
37* @ 22 50. Lard is steady and in moderate
demand: steam at 12 90 delivered; kettle at 13| ^
Bulk Meats quiet and firm; shoulders at 8|c;
14.
clear rib sides at Ilf; clear sides at 12. Bacon is
steady and in moderate demand; shoulders at 9Jc;
Whiskey
clear rib sides at 12|c; clear sides at 13c.
in fair demand and market firm at 1 05. Hogs In
moderate demand; sales common to good light 7 50
@ 8 25; tair to good packing grades at 8 49 @ 8 60; no
heavy offerings; receipts of 2270 head; shipments of
960 head.
Detroit, February 21—Flour is dull and steady.
Wheat firm; extra White Michigan at 140$: No 2
White Michigan 1 29$. Corn nominal ;No 1 Mixed at
44 @ 45c. Oats quiet and steady; White Western at

a na-

at 22

tional holiday.
Mr. Cox then resumed the chair to announce
! that he had just received a telegram from Mr.
Kerr to the effect that he was much better and
would be iu Washington tomorrow.

i

.llia'OU TELEKRABS.
Work in the Boston iron works at Paterson,
N. J., was stopped Saturday and the nail mills
will close at the end of next month. A large
number of workmen are thrown out of employment.
The bar-keepers and proprietors of the Atlantic Garden, N. Y., were arrested Sunday
and the sale of lager beer stopped by the police. About a dozen other dealers were also arres'ed for violation of the excise law.
The Hungarians in New York city Sunday,
listened to eulogies of Deak, the late statesman
ef their country.
John Somerby, one of the oldest masons of
Portsmouth, N. H„ died at his residence Saturday night, aged DO years.
The temnerance revival in Portsmouth, N.
H., is rapidly increasing, and already the venders of spirits bitterly complain of the falling
off in the receipts.
Dalany’s tin ware manufactory at Woods
Haven, L. I., with machinery and outbuildings
was burned yesterday. Loss
$30,000. Nearly
500 employes are thrown out of work.

F1RANCIAI.A»U COrriTJERCIAE.
Portland Wholesale Warket.

39c.

Receipts—2G,700 bbls flour, 20,356 bush wheat, 1450
bush corn, 000 bush oats.
Shipments—705 bbls flour, 6,017 bush wheat, 2211
bush corn, 2838 bush oats.
Cleveland, February 21.—Petroleum market is
steady and unchanged, demand good: standard
White at log; Ohio test at lt|.
NewjYork, February 21.—Cotton quiet; Mid-

dling uplands 12Jc.

Savannah, February 21.—Cotton steady;Mlddling

uplands 12gc.

Charleston, February 21.—Cotton is quiet; Middling uplands 12$c.
Mobile, February 21.—Cottou is irregular; Mid"
dling upauds at 12$c.

European Markets.
London, Feb. 21—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 94 7-16
for money and account.
Liverpool, February 21—12.30 P. M.—American
Erie at
securities—United States bonds, 10-40s, 106.
15g; New York Central 105.
London, February 21—12.30 P. M.—Cotton market
| quiet and unchanged: Middling uplands at C15-I6d;
do Orleans at 68d; sales 10,000 bales, including 2000
bales tor speculation and export.

Monday, February 21 —The wholesale market is
quiet with but little activity to note. Sugars are ti m
and unchanged in prices. Pork and lard are
very
firm at present prices. Apples are still
plenty at the
quoted pi ices. The grain market remains steady and
unchanged.
FREIGHTS—We have the following charters to

wonders, and so does Hunts'
Sufferings from Dropsy, Bright’s Disease, Kidney, Bladder and Glandular Complaints,
Retention and Incontinence of Urine, Gravel, Diabetes, Female Irregularities, Pain in the Back and
Loins, General Prostration of the Nerve Structure
and Afflictions of the Urioo-Genitat Organs,will disappear after a few doses of Hunt’s Remedy, and
health is firmly re-established.
fel>17deod*!fcwlw
Time

this week: Sehr T J Trafton hence to Baltiwith headings 3Jc. Brig Carrie
Purington
hence to Matanzas with box shooks 10c. Sehr L T
Whitmore hence to Norfolk with ice $1. Sehr Carrie Melvin from WisCasst to
Wilmington, N. C., with
ice $1.75. Brig Proteus hence to Cuba with box
shooks 10c. Sehr Agues from Harmon’s harbor to
New York with ice $1.25.

noie

more

In this city, Feb. 10, by Rev. W. E. Gibbs, Henry
R. Libby of Scarboroanu Miss Mary U. Libby of Cape
Elizabeth.
In this city, Jan. 29, by Eld. E. A. Stockman, Frank
Dolley of Scarboro and Miss Alice Gatien of Saco.
In Farmington, Feb. 8. Ebenezer H, Blake of Gorham and v.rs. Sarah A. Putnam of Farmington.
In Farmington. Feb. 10, Henry C. Parlin and Miss
Anna A. Furbusb.
In Bucksport. Feb. 4. Jerrv Biidses and Mias Ada
nan, both or Bucksport.

QUEENSTOWN. Brig Anita Owen—24,000 bush
wheat, 12,764 ft lumber.
Foreign Import!.
SAGUA. Sehr Maggie Ellen-388 nhd 30 tes molasses to Jno D Lard.
GLASGOW. Br Steamship Waldensin—18 coils
wire rope to J Nickerson, 10 crates merchandise to H
& A Allan, 6 packages merchandse to J E Prlndle.

In Cumberland, Feb. 20, Mr. Ebcnezer Merrill
aged 75 years.
[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clk,

at his late residence.
In Elliot, Jan. 24, Mr. Robert Nason, aged G5 years
4 months.
In Bristol, Feb. 4, Capt. S. C. Bailey, aged Cl years.
In Auburn, Jan. 26, Elisha Stetson, Esq., ageu 87
years 2 mouths.
In Brooks, Jan. 26, Mrs. Moses Cilley, aged 35 yrs.
In Belfast, Jan, 29, Mr. Willard Walton, aged
79 years.
In Cambridge, Feb. 20, Edward Richardson, cashier
of the National City Bank, aged 67 years.
[Funeral services Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
at the First Parish (Unitarian) Church, Harvard
Square, Cambridge. Friends arc invited to attend
without further notice.
In Peabody, Mas?., Feb. 21, John D. Creagan, aged
26 years.
[Funeral services at the residence of his father, No.
6 Hammond street.

Boston Stock Market

[Sales at the Brokers’ Board, Feb. 21.]
Boston & Maine Railroad.100}

20. ...do.1001

80.do.a GO
Eastern Railroad.

185
22

Boston & Maine

90
11

Railroad.100}

Netr York Stock and Money Market.
New York. Feb. 21—Evening.—Money was easy
at at 2} @ 4 per cent. Foreign Exchange was firmer and leading bankers advanced to
480} and 490}
with the actual Ousiness at 486 for lond and 490 for
demand, there was a very limited supply of bills on
the market.
Gold was strong ami higher,
advancing from 113}
to 114. The rates paid for carrying were
4, 3, and 3}
per cent The clearances at the Gold Exchange Bank
were $23,436,000.
The Assistant Treasurer paid out
to-day $106,000 on interest aud $98,000 in redemption of bonds.
Governments firm. State bonds steady. Railroad
mort gages moderately active and firm
Stocks dull
and lower, chief business in Western
Union, which,
after rising from 73} to 73|, settled to the opening
figure. There are rumors of a further reduction in
rates. The determined drive against the Western
Union weakened the whole speculation, and Northwestern declined from 44} @ 43}, closing at
438,while
St Paul fell from 45 @441; Lake Shore from 66}
@
65}; New York Central from 116 @ 115}, closing at
115}; Rock Island from 110J @ 1104; Erie advanced
from 17 @ 17}. while Pacific Mail
opening at 333, rose
to 33j, receded to 33} and closed at
33}; Ohio steady
throughout at 22 @22}. The transactions aggregated 7100 shares.
To-morrow being legal holiday all exchanges have

83P3 The funeral services of the late Benjamin F.
Walker will take place at 3 o’clock this afternoon,

at No. 25 Alder street.

DEPASTURE OF 8TEA.71*11 IP*.

The following

..

Republic.New

York.

The following were the

closing quotations

MARINE

of

Nlondar, Feb. 91.
ARRIVED.
Soli RriororlidP

Northwestern preferred. 65*

iiof

Steamship Eleanora, Johnson,

Fox.

.....

Steamer Reading,
Clark <Jfc Co.
Brig Anita Owen,

Porteous.

Providence Print Cloths Market.

-1_l_as-

firm; No 2 at 33$c on the spot; 32$ seller March; 321
@ 33c seller April; rejected 27c. Barley Is dull and
lower at 61c on spot; 59c seller for April.
Kve is
nominal. Clover Seedflrm; fair to choice 2 15 (&j 2 45.
Dressed Hogs in good demand at full prices lor good;
others weak; sales at 9 60 @ 9 30. Pork irregular but
in main lower at 21 25 on spot and seller for March;
21 55 seller for April; 21 81$ seller May.
Lard is irregular and in main lower at 12 75 on spot; 12 80 for
seller March, 12 50 @ 12 97seller April; 13 15 seller lor
May. Bulk Meats are dull and unchanged. Whis106.

Receipts—50,000 bbls hour, 50,000 bush wheat, 88,000 bush com, 22,000 bush oats. 9,000 bush barley,

2000 bush ot

rve.

Shipments—13,000 bbls Hour, 17,000 bush wheat,90,000 bush corn, 22,000 bush oats, 9,000 bush barley,
4000 bush rye.
On the call of the Board in the afternoon—Wheat
was $c lower.
Corn firmer at 42gc seller March; 43$c
seller April. Oats uucliauged. Pork higher at 21 40
seller March; 21 67$ seller April. Lard is firmer and

unchanged.

Toledo, February 21.—Flour is steady with

a

moderate demand. Wheat is steady and in moderate demand; No 1 White Michigan at 130; Amber
Michigan at 1 26; seller .March 1 26$; seller April at
1 29$; seller May 1 32; No 2 Red Winter 1
26$. Corn
is steady with a fair demand; high Mixed at 47c; for
seller April 48$c; seller May 50$c; low Mixed 46$, no
grade 44$c; damaged 39c. Oats are nominal. Clover
Seed 7 80. Dressed Hogs at 9 85.
Receipts—200 bbls flour 5,000 bush Wheat, 14,000
bush Corn, 6000 bush Oats.
Shipments—000 bbls flour, 3,000 bush Wheat, 26,000 bush Com, 2,000 bush Oats.
St Louis, February 21.—Flour is quiet and unchanged ; medium and extra 4 50 ® 5 12$. Wheat Is
steady and unchanged; No 2 Red Winter at 1 51$ @
1 51$; No 3 do at 1 36$ bid. Com active and lower;
No 2 Mixed at 39 @ 39$ cash; 38$ @ 39c seller Febru-

ary ; 39$ IS! 39$c seller March. Oats inactive; No 2 at
35c bid cash; sales 35Jc seller for March. Bariev is
dull and unchanged. Rye Inactive at 68$ @ 68$c bid.
Whiskey steady and unchanged at 1 07.
Receipts—500 bbls Hour, 20,000 bush wheat, 119liush corn, 16,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush barley, 2 UOO
bush rye, 3000 hogs, 1200 cattle.

Milwaukee, February 21.—Flour is quiet and
unchanged. Wheat opened and lower and closed
steady; No 1 Milwaukee at-1 09$; hard do at 116*
No 2 Milwaukee at 1 02$; seller for March at 1 ll'Sseller for April at 103$; seller May at 107$- Nog
Milwaukee nominally at S3$c.. Corn—No 2 at 43ic
Oats quiet and unchanged; No 2 at 3-c.
La
shade ftnuer; heid higher; No 2 Spring Barley
83c- No 3
firmer and held higher; No 2
cu„5IJCi>
at’08$ @
69c. Provisions are
Lard easier at

inactive.

12$ ,o) 13$.

Pork easier at 21 25.

Sweet pickled hams

are

at
Dry salteil meats—shoulde^Kiel11
ders 8Jc loose; 'A®12!0udduies 11$ @ li$. Dressed Hogs in-

active and nominally at 9 25 ® 9*40.
Receipts—500 bbls flour, 37,000 nush wheat.
Shipments—8,000 bbls hour, 66,000 bush wheat.

—

D W

Pettengill, Queenstown—John
B Ricker

Hatteras.

Ar at Cientuegos
New York.

19th, sch Alzena, Plummer, from

MEMORANDA.
Sch Volunteer, Smith, from (iloucester, fishing, was
run into off West Quodtly Light night of the 13th
inst, by an unknown schr. and had her stern knocked eft and sustained other damage to the extent of
$500 or more. She was towed to Eastport, where she
will undergo repairs.
Sch George & Emily, from Wilmington for Port au
Prince, before reported abandoned, was passed 13th
inst, lat 36, Ion 73. waterlogged, &c. A fire had been
set on the after house, but went out alter burning
through the deck.
Sch Adelia S Hill,Gregory, from Pensacola lor Liverpool, was spoken 1st inst, lat 44, Ion 24, dismasted,
baving|encounteted a gale Jan 28. She received assistance in rigging jury masts, &c, and would probably succeed in reaching port.
Sch F L Richardson, from Matanzas for Philadelphia, was ashore on Bulkhead Bar 19th inst.

Spring

AvS-

York—Henry

for Norfolk.
Ar at Liverpool 20th, shio Ocean King, Freeman,
San Hrancisco (Oct 1)
Ar at Cardenas 19th inst, brig Elizabeth Winslow,
White, New York.
Sid, brig Jeremiah, for New York.
Sid fni Cardenas 18th, sch Labaina, for North of

Domestic Market*.
»New York.February 21—Evening—Cotton market
quiet at l-16c decline: sales 1555 bales; Middling uplands 12}c delivered on contract.
Flour—receipt
16,103 bbls; the market is dull and prices still rule
m buyers favor jsales
13,700 bbls; No 2 at 3 25 @ 4 00;
Supertine Western and State at 4 25 @ 4 60; extra
Westem do at 4 90 @ 5 95; choice do at 5 30 @ 5 75;
White Wheat Western extra at 5 80 @ 7 09; Fancy
at 7 05 @ 7 75; extra Ohio at 4 90 @ 7 25: extra St
Louis at 5 25 @ 9 00; Patent Minnesota extra
good
to prime at 6 60 @7 3.5; choice to double extra 7 40
@ 9 00. including 2700 bbls shipping extra at 5 10 @
5 15; 2500 bbls city mills extra at 5 10 @ 6 00; 3100 do
medium to choice Western extra at 5 75 @ 8 50; the
market closing quiet: Southern flour at 4 90 @ 8 75.
ltye flour dull. Cornmeal is quiet and unchanged.
Wheat—receipts 20.930 bush; the market is iriegular
and unsettled with a little more business
doing for
export; No 2 and No 1 closed firmer with better export inquiry; grades below No 2 buyers favor; large

n„to

Bird.

uuc.

Ar..a^.St Thomas 7th

Inst, brig A J Roes.Lothron
1
W Suow’ Hell, New' York.
8tb. ,cb A M Ciontman,
Harding. Barbadoes.
E'lw Waite, Lee. Oardifl.
onaJ-f!;ai.aIlaAde,a
'?th-,pch
ne Richardson, Drlsko, North
of
iSth, brig Clara Jenkins, Coombs,
New
bar^Ve Lavinia. Uavis, NYork; brig EuSid

Hatterai^11^
y0J^atanzaa

,,®ld
J F Merry, Bradley, for
Fari- Philadelphia;
Peri« Stevenson, do; schs Eva
\TowhA«^attcra8j
and AmoB Walker, Gilchrist, do.
BaUimor^r<leUa8 15tb iD8t' brt* Rahhoni, Coombs,
A
to the Nerrosi.
Robust people who have, all their
lives, eaten,
digested and slept well, can scarcely be expected to
appreciate the blessing of Btrong nerves as well as
those who, having undergone all the misery entailed
by.weak ones, have eventually regained their nerve
power. In order to experience the unspeakable
relief ot a change from an enfeebled and unrestful to
a vigorous and tranquil condition of
the nervous
system, the nervous invalid should try a course of
Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters.
Under the bracing
and soothing influence of that benign tonic and nervine, appetite returns, digestion becomes complete
and painless, and sleep revisits weary eves.
Tbe
causes of nervous weakness are to be found in imperfect digestion and assimilation, and the feeble perfoimauce of other vital functions resulting therefrom. The Bitters remove these causes, as well as
the nervous symptoms which they produce.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
Please tell the people that you caw their
advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceeds 100,000.

FOREST

a

TAR.

great power for good in all

departments ot industry aud art. Nowhere has this
power

been used to better purpose than in the drug-

gists' laboratory.

Through

aid the Forest Tar

its

Co., of Portland, Me., are able

to

present to the med-

ical profession and the public, pure tar, in suit
forms that the most delicate
and benefit

ure

take It with pleas

can

your druggist about the Forert

Ask

Tar preparation.
octlS

sn9m
The

large.! and beat

na-

in
the
Mime.
MIIOPLDKH
MIPPOBBRACES,

no rt me u t

Alan

I TERM,

C RETCH EM.

INDIAN Clil'BM
and
D in B
KELI.M.
A potheLORIIHO,
en ry and Practical Traaa Filter, Car
Exchange mid Federal Mta.
janZfcorlantf

"CALAISBONDS!
SWAN & BARRETT,
300 MIDDLE

ST.,

prepared to exchange City ot Calais Bonds aid
Lewy’s Island Railroad, doe December, 1876, giving
therefor City of Calais Municipal Bonds due DecemNo
ber, 1891, without expenses or loss of interest.
city in the state stands better financially than Calais, and this is a very desrable exchange for all
holders of the first issue above named.
Are

Highest Market Rates paid for
Called 5-JO Oarer ament Bonds,
Mtate of.flainr Bonds.
Calais aid Railroad Bonds.
FOR SALE,
PORTLAND CITY R. R. AIR.6’s
PORTLAND CITY MVTNICIPAL.
.«P»
CLEVELAND CITY.
CLEVELAND CITY.7>»
TOLEDO CITY .7>s
8T.LOEI8COIJNTY GOLD.6 »
MAINE CENTRAL R. R.7’s
and other desirable securities.

DOMESTIC PORTS.

PORTLAND, O- Cld 7th, ship Valparaiso, Mills,

Cork.
PORT DISCOVERY—Sid 11th, brig Deacon, Reed,
San Francisco.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld Ctb, ship Whittier, Swap,
Manila.
Cld 19th, ship St John. Scribner, Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 14th, sch Ligbtboat, Wood,
Jacksonville.
Ar 15th, sch Lady Woodbury, Woodbury, Utilla.
PENSACOLA—Old 16th, sch Wm Deming, Hodgkins, New York.
SAVANNAH—Cld 16tb, sch W H Whitaker, Carl,
for

Portland.
Ar 18th,

ship H L Richardson, Morton, Liverpool.
CHARLESTON—Cld 18th, barque Emma F Partridge. Partridge, Mobile.
PORT ROYAL, SC—Sid 18th, sch James Young,
Young, New York.
WILMINGTON, NC-Cld 15th, sch Willie Luce,
Spear, Rockport.
NORFOLK—Ar 18th, sch Nathan Cleaves, Atwood,
Portland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 19th, schs Belle Brown,Knowlton, Belfast; F I Lockwoed, from Kennebec.
Ar 21st, scbs John T Manson, Manson, fm Boston;
Cora, from Kennebec.
Cld 18th, brig Antelope, Leighton, Cardenas.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 19th, sch Carrie L Godfrey,
.Godfrey, Fernandina.
B
NEW YOKK-Ar 18th. scbs W II Mitchell, Cole,
New Haven; Starlight. Reed, Norfolk.
Ar 19th, barque A Houghton. Counce, Matanzas.
IQ rlotra
V..4
VT..;
I.
LI 41
cm

|

_

..

Bird, Blackington. Richmond ; Gentile, Eldridge,
Hyannis; Trade Wind, Gray, Rockland.
Ar 21st, barque W H Genn, Collins, Carthagcna;
brigs Faustina, Connouton, Cardenas ; Tally Ho,
Cates, Sagua; Charlotte, Whitmore. Cardenas; schs
Orrie V Drisko, Drisko, Caibarien ; Etna, Sawyer,
Matanzas.
Cld 19th, brig Centaur, Stanley, Mansanilla; schs
Cephas Starrett, Babbage, Laguayra; C H Hodgdoc,
Foster, Baracoa: Sabao, Lamson, Jacksonville; Am
Chief, Snow, Bucksport; Dion, Mason, Boston.
Passed through Heli Gate 19th, schs Dione, Mason.
New York lor Boston; Post Boy, Robinson, do for do
Mansfield, Acborn, do tor do; Am Chief, Snow, do
tor Rockland.
PROVIDENCE—Ar t7tb, schs Hyue, Oliver, Port
Johnson: Jeddie, Chadwick, Hoboken.
VINEYARD-HAVEN-Ar 18th, Francis Hatch,
Green, fm Port Johnson tor Salem; Farragut, Hart,
Savannan for Bath; bramball. Hamilton, and Grace
Cushing. Hamilton, Portland for New Haven; JB
Austin, Williams, Kennebec for Philadelphia; Nellie
C Paine. Pierce, Bath for do.
Passed by, sch Sami Hart, Holbrook, Rock port for
Norfolk.
Sid, schs Frances Hatch, Nellie C Paine. Helen
Thompson, Nellie Lamper, L T Knight, L S Barnes,
Alta V Cole, RC Thomas, and others.
BOSTON—Ar 19tli, schs Pallas, Rhoades, Rockland; Exeter, Pendleton, and Ariosto, Klwell. do.
Ar 20th, brigs Clias A Sparks. Bradley,
Matanzas;
Morancy, Kedonnet, New York; schs'Alta V Cole
Mitchell. Rio Grande; Cbromo,Hoyt, Port au Prince*
Ilortensia, Larrabee, Cienfuegos; Odell, Winslow*
Philadelphia.
.Below, sch Brigadier, Norton, from Port Johnson
for Portland.
Ar 21st,schs Amelia, Lane, Baltimore; Orion Patterson Beitast; RC Thomas,
Crockett, Baltimore
brig Jessie Rhynas. Tucker, for Havana;
Sparkling Water, Hichborn, Cienfuegos.
18tb’ bri* k ** ^gelow, Hardenbrook,
Cayenne via Boston.
SALEM—Ar l9tb. schs Orion, Patterson. Belfast
for Boston; Olive
Elizabeth, Randall, Portland for
New York.
Ar 20th, schs Frances
Hatch. Green, Port Johnson;
Ccrvo, Tyler, Port Johnson.

Barrett,

cto

200 MIDDLE
Portland, Dec. 4, 1875.

STREET.
en3m

“It works like

Pnn.

[FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE.
Ar at New York 21st, sch Nellie Chase, Sheppard,
Havana.
Ar at Fortress Monroe 21st, ship Palmyra. Bath

Providence. February 21.—The Printing Clothe
market is steady at 4 @ 4}c for
thirty days for best
64 @ 64 with dull inquiry.

A'U./vaxxlW Anvil

♦a

& Co.
Sch E G Willard, Si monton, Philadelphia— E G
Willard.
Sch H T Townsend, Wilder, Eastport and Calais—
N Blake.
SAILED—Sch Annie Lyons, Baker, (from Pittston)
for Philadelphia, having repaired.

1O8*
105&
io<;}

sales No 1 were rumored on Saturday aud this afternoon but were not authenticated; sales of 126,000
bush; 1 02 foi rejected Spring; 105 @112 for No 3
Spring; 1 23 for No 2 Northwestern in store; 1 23 @
1 27 tor Winter Red Western; 1 44 for Amber
Penn;
1 33 for Canada
in bond; 116 for ungraded
Milwaukee and nominally;
1 32 @ 1 36 tor No 1
Spring; 1 24 @ 1 26 for No 2 Milwaukee; 1 23 @ 1 25
for No 2 Chicago. Rye is nominal. Barley
nominally
unchanged. Barley Malt is quiet and heavy. Corn
—receipts 57,928 bush; the market is shade firmer
with a fair inquiry; sales 69,000 bush; 59 @ 60c for no
grade Mixed; 64 @ 64}c for graded Mixed; 64 @ 64}c
for graded Yellow; 64c @ 65cfor ungraded new Yellow Western; 65 @ 66e for new White
Southern; 63
@ 61Jc ior ungraded new Mixed Western, also 10,000
bush gradeded Mixed seller February at
64c; 5000 do
buyer Februay at 64}«; 63}c bid seller March, held at
64c. Oats—receipts 30,800 bush; the market is unchanged; sales 3200 busb;46 @ 48c for Mixed Western
and State, 4b @ 52c ior White Western aud State, including No 3 New York inspection at 46 @ 46}c; old
No 2 Cnicrgo in store at 47Je. Hops firm.
Cottee—
Kio is quiet and steady; cargoes 14} @ 17Jc in
gold;
job lots 14} @ 18}c gold. Sugar dull and nominal at
7} @ 7}c for lair to good refining; 7|c for prime; refined is unchanged at 9}c for standard A; 10ic for
granulated; 10}@ 10|c for crushed; 10}c for powdered. Mulasses—Foreign is in better demand and
steady; sales 100 hhds new Cuba refining at 32c for
50 test. Rice is quiet and steady. Petroleum
quiet
and steady; crude at 8c; refined at 13|c; cases at
18} @21. Tallow is firmer at 91@ 9}c. Naval Stores
—ltosin steady at 160 @ 1 65. Turpentine is
steady
at 36} @ 37c. Pork is heavy; 75 bbls new mess at
22 50; 750 bbls for seller February at 22 25; 1250 bbls
March at 22 25 @ 22 30. Dressed Hogs firm at 10} @
10} for Western. Beet is quiet. Cut Meats-Western
is quiet; middles are firm; 40 boxes Western long
clear at 12; 300 city long clear at 12} @ 12}.
Lard
closed steady; sales 800 tes prime steam at 13 30 @
13 351250 do seller for March at 13 30 @ 13 40.
Freights to Liverpool—market shade firmer.
Chicago, February 21 —Flour market is nomiWheat is in good demand but
nally unchanged.
lower, closing steady; No 1 Chicago Spring at 110;
No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 03} on the spot; 1 00} seller
March; 1 00} seller April; 1 04} for seller May; No 3
do at 82c; rejected 7uc. Corn is in fair demand and
lower; No 2 Mixed at 42}c on spot; 425c seller March;

New

Colburn, Philadelphia

Brig Alice, (Br) Lewis, St John, NB—D

the closing quotations of Pacific

H’nnila

TAtinenn_Annl

CLEARED.

Paul.........ww*.
preferred.’
!!..! !..*.*’ 79*
Wabash.
5*
Atlantic <& Pacific Telegraph.! 20
Missouri Pacific. 12*
Atlantic & Pacific
preferred.5f

Central Pacific bonds...
Union Pacific bonds..’.’!!!!!!
Union Pacific Land Grants ..

Vm4nn

dall & McAllister.
Sch Harriet Newell, Kent, Boston, to load for New
York.
Sch Patriot, Sellers. Boston, seeking.
Sch Arrival, Farnfcam, Bootbbay.

Central.!!! 100
Chicago «& Northwestern.43§
Chicago &

The following were
Railroad securities:

M

aV*2ist!‘for fiS, ?&.■* ^
Nifw York.l8t mst,scb -Ma88‘e Abbott, Abbott, for

NEWS,

PORT OF PORTLAND

65}

Rock Island.
st.
St. Paul

28, barque Mary

port

BaldAt

Swan

Mtchigan Central.60S
Union Pacific Stock. gga
Panama. .130
Illinois

Mor^PaneTcaila^1''
In
Jan

..

Miniasnre Almanac.*... February
rises....6.47 I High water.9.45 AM
Sun sets.5.411 Moon rises. 5 45 AM

consolidated! 115}
Erie..
Erie preferred......!!!!!!!! 32*
Lake Shore

16, barque Mary Jenness, Oakes. St Tliomas; 2,_d,.barque torena, Blanchard, for St
Thomas;
f°r d°: *,lh* 8blp Harry

4

Sun

33I

Pacific Mail.
New York Central & Hudson R R

key

.Liverpool.Mch

Victoria. New York. .Glasgow.Mch 4
Hermann.New York.. Bremen.Mch 4
Siberia.Boston.Liverpool. ..Mch 4
La Fayette.New York. .Havre.Mch 4
City ot New York..New York. .Liverpool. ...Mch 4
Moravian.Portland... Liverpool_Mch II

Western Union Telegraph Co.73a

Sinking

DATE

6’s..126}

otOCK8■

sltl

...

United States coup. 6s,1881. 4931
United States 5-20’s 1865, old..118
United States 5-20’s,1865, new.1193
United States 5-20’s, 1867.
1223
United States 5-20’s, 1868 do.!"!l231
United States new 6’s.1.1 isl
United States 10-40 coup. 121}
Currencv

FOR

..

the closing quotations of Gov-

were

FROM

NAME

Java.New York. .Liverpool.Feb 23
Nevada.New York Liverpool.Feb 23
Hecla..
Boston... Liverpool... Feb 26
Balti.c.NewYork. .Liverpool.Feb 26
Ethiopia.New York. .Glasgow.Feb 26
City of Richmond New York. .Liverpool.Feb 26
Peruvian.Portland
Liverpool.Feb 26
City of Mexico.New York.. Hav«XrVCruz..Feb 29
Crescent City ......New York. .Havana
..Feb24
Canima.New York.. Bermuda.Feb 24
Idaho. NewYork .Liverpool_ Feb 29
Alps.NewYofk. Pt PriDce,&c Mch 1
Russia.New York. .Liverpool.Mch 1
City of VeraCruz.. .New York. .Havana.Mch 2
Sarmatian.Portland.. .Liverpool. ...Mch 4

adjourned to Wednesday.
ernment securities:

Bruut-

ikk^a"1
dan

Modern chemistry is

DIED.

Daily Domestic Receipt..
By water conveyance—1000 bash commeal to G.
W. True & Co.

20

15th, Martin W Brett, Peterson, St Thomas,
In port Jan 10, barque Devonshire, Falkcr, one;
briirs Amelia Emma,
Field, and Josic C Hazeltiue,
llougsdon, unc.
At Montevideo Jan 20,
barque Arietta, Dow, from
Bordeaux, arlOlh, disg; and others.
At Bahia Jan 31, brig Lizzie H
Kimball, Storer.
from I ernambuco lor New
York, ldg; fcb ,Jo» Wilde,
Reed, from Pernambuco.
Ar at Rio Janeiro Jan 7,
,bip S C Blanchard MeaJtb' brl* IX>"2 Keacb’ Anderson,

MARRIED.

-•
Foreign Export!.
NB. Br Brig Alice—18,000 feet of

ST. JOHN,
lumber.

works

Remedy.

13th, Bristol, Fossett, Bordeaux; 15tli, Tatay. Pettis,
Newport; brig Carrie Winslow, McCart, Portland.
Sid Jan 11, barque Sami K Spring. Small. Rosario;

Renne’s

charm.”

a

Magic Oil !

This is a purely vegetable, general family remedy.
Keep it in the house to use in case of emergency.
TRY IT INTERNALLY.
It cares Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhcea, Cramps
and Pains in the Stomach, Indigestion, Sore Throat,
Coughs, Colds, &c.
CMB IT EXTERNALLY.

It cures Neuralgia, Catarrh, Rheumatism, Sprains.
Cuts, Bruises, Old: Sores, Headache, Toothache, and
in fact almost all the aches and pains human
heir to. Sold by all dealers in medicines.
wm

i>w vr V. cr iVk!

u__i

flesh is

_u_

X. W. PERKINS dc CO..
General Agents, Portland, Hie.

»ul7

febl7eod&w3m

STROUT

&

GAGE,

COUNSELLORS-AT-LAW,

Hare Removed to Office in Hon. W. W.

Block,

Thomas’ New

311-2 EXCHANGE ST. COR OF MILK.
S. C. STROUT.
dec3Q

H. W. GAGE.
snd&w3m

Wilbor’s Compound of Pure Cod
Eivcr oil and Lime.
Tbe advantage of this compound over the plain
Oii is that the nauseating taste of the Oil is entirely
removed, and the whole rendered entirely palatable.
The offensive taste of the Oil has long acted as a
prominent objection to its use; bat in this form tbe
trouble is entirely obviated. A host of certificates
might be given here to testify to the excellence and
*•

success or

Wilber*s

Cod

Liver

Oil and Lime.1*

the fact that it is regularly prescribed by tbe
medical faculty is sufficient. For sale by A. B. WILBOR, Chemist, Boston, and by all druggists.
feb21
deodlw
But

CALLED GOVERMYT BOH
Highest rates paid for Called Government Bonds or Later Issues, and Good
Municipal Securities given in exchange.
All the 5-20’s of 1862,1864, and 5,000,000 of the November issues of 1865
hare been called in for redemption.

Woodbury & Moulton,
BANKERS AND BROKERS,

67

Exchange

Street.

pov20deodsnly

THAYER

DR.

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,
Laic of Philadelphia,
—

CONSULTED

CAN

BE

—

FREE
at his

rooms

OF

CHARUE

in

Mechanics’ Hall
The Doctor ig

Building.
a

Graduate

of both the Allopathic and
Homceopathic Schools,
has been in extensive
practice for twenty years. Diseases of tbe
and Ear, Throat and
Eye

fully treated.
The Doctor's
to cure

Office

«

Lungs, skill-

Also Chronic Diseases in all forms.
In both acute and chronic dis-

success

here

is possible.
l‘J A. RI., 1 to 5, and tf
8 P*
lebl7sneodtt

a care

Hours 9

deS

to
to

Awnings, Tents, Flags, Boat Sails,
Covers, Canvas Letterings,

Decorations, Ac.,
49

1*2

F.

EXCHANGE

A,

marclo

STREET.

LEAVITT.

aneodtf

Portland Daily Press

Job

Printing

OFF IC E.

PRREI6N PORTS.
SU fm Macassar Nov 16, barque Courser, Killman,

(from Philadelphia) tor Yokohama.
Ar at Samaraug Dec 23d, barque Albert Russell,
Nichols Bangkok.
At Singapore 21st, barque Albert Russell, Nichols,
for Boston.
Sid tm Calcutta prev to 18th inst, ship Sumner R

Posters, Hand Hills, Bill Heads,

Mead, Dixon. New York.
At Table Bay, CGH. Jan 3d, sch Edie Waters,
Barnes, Algoa Bay, CGH.
Sid fm the Clyde 5th inst, barque F L Carney,

Jackson, Havana.
Ar at Nanaimo 7th inst,
Sau Francisco.
Ar at Queenstown 19th,

ship Gen Butler, Webb‘

Cards, Tags, &c„ printed

barque David Babcock,

Erskine, Samaraug.
inst, sch Sarah L Davis, Cottrell,

Ar at Cadiz 13th
New York.
Ar at

Liverpool 10th, ship Robt Dixon, Smithwick,

San Francisco.
Ar at Buenos

Ayres Jan 3d, Albert W Smith, Leavitt, Portland; 10th, barque Gan Edeu, Blair, do;

notice.

at shoit

1

—■tmm—mmmm■——i——

TUESDAY MOIiNISU, FED. 22, 1876
THE PBESW
May be obtained at t be Periodical Depots of Fessenden Bros..
Marquis, Brunei i& Co., Andrews,
Wentworth. Moses, N.B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., on all trains that run out ol the citv
At
At
At
At
At

Biddeford, of Phillsbury,
Saco, of L. Hodgdon,
Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston, of French Bros.,
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VICINITY

with the works of mao. He must work whethhe will ot not. It is necessary to the growth
of the mind and the perfection of the man.
Labor is concsived by too many of us as a curse
Every desire that is planted in tbe human
breast is a force that urges us to work.
Presumable activity and useful employment is tbe
normal condition ot man. Contentment with
one’s occupation is the lesson to learn. By this
we do not mean stolid indifference. The masses
are not to be elevated by escaping work, but by
doing work well. So it is with the individual.
The greater light and education men acquire
tbe less are they satisfied.
Look at tbe advances tbe people of our own country have
made compared with the down trodden classes
of Europe by means of this unrest. Upon this
priuctpal is based tbe hope of society. Organic
mutualism reigus ineverycommunily. Sosoon
as the functions of one class, however humble,
stop the social machine is at a staud still. And
as civilization
advances this dependence developed more and more.
Society is every day
becoming more aud more as one man. The
solidity of interests is asserting itself. No matter what our occupation, in some way we affect
tbe whole organization, and we in turn are indebted to the highest aud the lowest. No work
done in societv is to be overlooked or despised.
Especially is the question of finance of iutereit
to the producer. Amid the general outcry
against paper currency we must not overlook
its many good points. When properly managed it expands and contracts, according to the
requirements of trade.
It i3 a convenience and not in itself a value.
One credit system has been abused, stretched
too far, and this is the entire cause of tbe present prostration.
A paper money not any moment redeemable, is a curse.
It is a fallacy to
suppose, that such an expanded money adds
to
the
wealth ot the country.
The
anything
spring of I860 was the proper time for our
country to have resumed. Credit was very little extended, tbe government knew about
what the war debt war, and gold was only at 10
But untoward counsels
per cent, premium.
prevailed. It was said the country needed
time to get ready for resumption.
At that
time there was 8350,000,000 in specie in the
country. When it began to be known that it
would not be needed for resumption it was exportedjipon the average of 8200,000,000 per
month. Recently it has fallen to 8150,000,000
No ona thought of getting out of
per month.
debt, but larger aud larger liabilities were
assumed. Such recklessness in expenditures
by railroad corporations, and in public and
private enterpiises was never before known.
ine government Las set the bad example of
not paying its debts.
There has been no time
since the war when resumption would not have
been the right course to have taken. If we had
not the gold to do it with we should have borrowed it. A greatly contracted currency is not
to desired. The amount should depend upon
the amount of capital and the wants of trade;
capital unencumbered by debt.
In order to manage the circulation of the
currency the government must become a banker.
A national debt and bank can both be
managed, but they must not be tinkered by
every aspiring politician. Tbe normal condition
of our country is to be out of debt.
A national bank is not according to the policy of this
country. The difficulty, however, lies not with
tbe bank itself, but with the politicians. Upon
a proper basis all banks should be
required to
redeem at call and all usury laws should be re-
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ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Raymond’s Private Danciog Academy.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Costumes—A. Slocum.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Portland Museum—Centennial Matinee.
Golden Opportunity—Nelson & Co,
Slate of Maine—To the Electors.
Piano for Sale—H. W. Cummings.
To Let—Mattocks & Fox.
Engiueer Wanted—Blake’s Bakery.
Wanted—By a Man and Wife.
Probate Notices.

PORTLAND POST
C. W. GODDARD
J. W. YORK

OFFICE.
Postmaster.

Assistant-Postmaster

Office Hoorn.
From 8.00

Sundays

from 9 to 10

to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
open for Carriers and General Delivery
a m

a m.

Portland, Me., Dec. 24, 1875.
Arrival and Departure of Hails.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 1.20
p. m. and 12.30 a. m. Close at 8.20 a m, and 2.30 and
9.00 p. in.
Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.00 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 1.20 and 8.20 pm. Close at
8.20 a m and 2.30 p m.
Great Southern and Western. Arrive at 1.20 p. m.
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.20 a m, 2.30 and 9.00 p. m.
Bangor, Mattawamkeag, and connecting roates.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a.
m. and 3 00 p. m.
Close at 12.30 and 5.00 p. m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.00 a m. Close at 9.00 p m.

Skowhegan, intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 12.30 p. m.
Skowhegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m.
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T. R. Arrive at 2.20 p. m. Close at 12.45 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.45 a

m. Close at 6.30 a. m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. m., 3.00
and 6.30 p. m. Close at 6.30 a m, 12.30 and 5.00 p. ni.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.45 and 11.25 p m. Close at 7.30 a m, and

North Conway and other offices
R. Arrive at 11.25 a m, and 5.55 p
а. m.

and 2.10 p

& O. R
Close at 7.45

the P.

m.

m.

By the Bridgton Stage. Arrive

б.50

on

a m.

at 3 p

m.

Close at

Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Castine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Mount Desert, Millbridge, Jonespert and Machias, via each steamer.
Arrive at 6 a m. Close at 9 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 a in. Close Saturday at 3.30 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line direct close every
Saturday

at 3

p

m.

*

Foreign Mai.s, via New York, day previous to sailing of steamers, Close at 2.30 p m.
Collections from Street letter boxes at 7.00 a. m.,
12 m. and 2 00 and 8.00 p. m.

Stated Meetings.
CITY GOVERNMENT.
The regular meetings of the City Council take place
the first Monday evening of each month.
The School Committee meet the fourth Monday eveiling of each month.
MASONIC
At Masonic Hall, No. 95 Exchange Street.
YORK RITES.

Chapters—GreenleafR. A. C., first Monday; Mt.
A. C., third Monday.
Council—Portland C. R. & S. Masters, second

Vernon, R.
Monday.

Com manderies of K. T.—Portland, fourth Mon-

day :

Albans, second Thursday.
Grand Bodies—Grand Lodge, first Tuesday in
May; Grand Chapter, first Tuesday evening in May;
Grand Council, Wednesday 3 p. m.; Grand ComSt.

mandery, Wednesday evening.
Masonic Relief Association—Fourth Wednesday in every month.
Portland School of Masonic Instruction—
Second and fourth Tuesdays of each month.
ANCIENT ACCEPTED SCOTTISH RITES.

Lodge—Yates Grand Lodge of Perfection, firs

Friday.

cond Fri-

Council—Portland Oouncil P. of J

day.
Chapter—Dunlap Chapter Rose Croix de H., third
Friday.
Consistory—Maine Consistory, S. P, R. S., fourth
Friday in March, June, September and December.
1.0.0. F.
Odd Fellows' Hall, No. 88 Exchange Street.
Lodges—Maine, on Monday evenings; Ancient
Brotheis, on Thursday evenings; Ligonia, on Friday
venings; Beacon, on Tuesday evenings; Ivy, D., oJ
R., second and fourth Saturdav.
Encampments—Machigonne, first and third Wednesdays; Eastern Star, second and fourth Wednesdays; Portland, first and third Saturdays.
Relief

month.

association—Every

third

Tuesday

Benefit Association.—Board of Directors meet
first Monday evening of each month. Association
Monday evening of January, April, July
and October.
TEMPLARS OF

Templars' Hall, No. 100 Exchange Street.
Council—Maine, first and third Mondays in each
At

evening.

Portland Temperance Reform Club—HeadUUdllClB
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Exchange Streets, Rooms 9 and 10. Open day and
evening. Business meeting every Monday evening at
7f o’clock.
Portland Typographical Union, No. 75-

Young Men’s Christian Association-Corner
Congress and Casco streets. Every evening.
Knights of Pythias—Bramhall Lodge, No. 3
Thursday evenings; M11 njoy Lodge, No. 6, Monday evenings: Pine Tree, No. 11, Friday evenings
At their Hall, Clapp’s Block, Market Square.
Portland Army and Navy Union- Comer
Congress and Brown streets. First Tuesday in each
month.
Portland institute and public library
City Building, Open and free to all from 10 to 1
o 5 and 7 o 9.
Payson Literary Society.—Meetings every
Monday evening, Brown’s Block, cor. Brown and
Congress streets, at 7i o’clock.
Portland Fraternity—No.507J Congress street
Every evening.
Mercantile Library Association, Congress
Hall Block. Second Monday in each month. Delivery nf books, 2 to 6, 7 to 9, day and evening.
Independent Order of Good Templars—Ar
cana. Monday; Mission, Wednesday; Forest City
in Williams’ block. Congress street. Mystic, Thurs
day, at Sons’ ol Temperance Hall Congress St
Iron Clad,-Thursday, at West End.
Patriotic Order Sons of America—CampB No
1,3 & 4 convenes over the Eastern Express Office,
Plum Street; No Ion Tuesday evening; No. 3 on
Wednesday evening: No. 4 on Monday evening; No
2 at School House, Turner’s Island, Cape Elizabeth,

Friday evening.

Bosworth Post G.
evening in Mechanics’

Casco streets.

A. K.—Meetings every Friday
Hall, comer of Congress and

Superior

Court.

FEBRUARY CIVIL TERM, 1876,
SIDING.

SYMONDS, J., PRE-

Monday—In the case of Sawyer vs. Inhabitants of
Naples, the arguments are closed and Judge Symonds will submit the case to the jury at 9 o’clock

Tuesday morning.
To-day being a legal holiday, no papeb
WILL BE ISSUED FROM THIS OFFICE TO-MORBOW.

_I

Jottings.
The custom house will not be open for business

to-day.

The next G- M’s. assembly at Lincoln Hall
will be on Thursday night instead of Friday.
Two carts loaded with charcoal collided on
Exchange street yesterday morning, near the

postoffice, upsetting the coal and breaking the
carts.
The White family will sing at Abbott’s Hall,
Allen’s Corner, this evening.
The ladies of the Allen Mission will hold a

festival at the Mission Wednesday evening.
The Berger Family Concert Troupe stop at
the Preble.
Prints are all the go in the dry goods line
just at present
Bemember the grand matinee at the Museum
this afternoon.
Frank Smith and William Golden played a
series of match games of checkers last week.
There were twelve games played, and eleven
were drawn, with one in favor of Mr. Golden.

Our Vermont visitors left yesterday morning
15 o’clock train
a portion of them taking the G
train
for Boston, and the others the morning
over

the

Ogdensburg

for homo.

will be
The banks and all the city offices
closed to-day.
Some of the boys made a mistake yesterday
and thought it was the anniversary of W ash-

ington’s birthday.
It was William Friell who was arrested for
breaking into Leighton's store Sunday, and not
William Field as printed.
Borne of our lecture and concert committees
would do well to engage the Berger family and
Sol Smith Buesell for next season.
Don’t get frightened to-day, boys will be

boys.

A fine portrait of Mr. Emerson, the first
Mayor of Portland, has been presented to the
so
city. It is a copy of the Badger

portrait,

called.
A young son of Mr. Adams of the Museum,

died Sunday.
A Pleasant occasion.—The committee who
had in charge the recent benefit tendered to
Mr. Dwight G. Parker, accompanied by a delegation from the Portland Band, visited Mr,
Parker last evening and presented him the sum
realized from the promenade concert
of

8136
and dance given last Thursday evening.
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presented
by
nell, Esq., accompanied by

will be

given

of one’s hand.

Hot Corn Girl!

or about a second
less than the semiliameter of the planet, so that if the geocentric places of the two bodies are given correctly
jy the tables for that time, an actual eclipse of
he star is not improbable.
An eclipse of a
wight star (Beta Scorpionis is of the second

nagni(ude) by a large planet, at any particuar place, is one of the most rare of
all astrolomical phenomena. In the month of March
here will bd a partial eclipse 91 the moon in
he night of tbe 9th, visible throughout the
United States; also in the afternoon of the 25th
patial eclipse of the sun, visible in most parts
if the United States.
Silver Wedding.—Mr. Edmond Flood and
vife of North Bridgton, celebrated the twenty
1 ifth anniversary of their marriage by a silver

Saturday evening last.

A large
lumber of friends were present,)who, after piraking of a bountiful collatiou, presented tbe
vorthy couple with many gifts as tokens of
■heir love and esteem. Mr. Flood then gave a
hort but interesting history of their married
ife, which has been one of domestic enjoy
nent. We sincerely hope they may live to celbrate their fiftieth anniversary.
Board of Trade.—The quarterly meeting
if the Board of Trade was called yesterday
corning, but in consequence of the illness of
President Woodman, adjourned until Tburslay, March 2, at 11 a. m., when matters of imlortance will come befoie the meeting. AmoDg
.hem will be a memoiial toJUongress from the
Slew York board of Trade, making some suggestions concerning the currency,and a petition

repeal of

It was manufactured in
aDd was purchased by

REDUCED FROM 91-00.

One

One Lot

Directors, W. E. Skillings, J. W. Sailings, A. W. Coombs; Clerk, A. W. Coombs.

church.
Personal.

83.00.

Slipper Patterns 75c,
91 30.

FROM
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No. 55

Exchange
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&c.,

little Colby girl, an orphan, while sliding
the crust broke through and dislocated her
1 eft leg.

OLIVER DITSON &

CO.,

C. H. Ditson Sc Co.

The Reform Club in Augusta is well organizand has an excellent list of officers, who
, nean to carry forward the good work they have
lommenccd.

711

d

Broad way,

New York.

J. E. Ditson & Co.
Successors to Lee& Walker

Philadelphia.

jal2

LINCOLN COUNTY.

feb22W&S£w2w

ro tlie Electors of the

City

The Whig says the man who committed sui:ide at Newport last week was John W. Doe of
iVinterport, and not Charles W. Davis, as he
1 egistered his name at the hotel.

1
1

1

to warrants from the Mayor and
Aldermen of the City of Portland, the duly
[ualified electors of said city, are hereby notified to
aeet in.their respective Ward rooms, on

Holiday,

of March next, at
ten o’clock in the forenoon,
the sixth

55

day

The Commercial says “a man in white” has
y leen terrifying certain people in Bangor by ;
y leering in at the windows, and even entering I hen and there to give in their votes for Mayor, one
■ louses, where he makes
uncommon noises cal: Llderman, three Common Councilmen, a Warden,
Jlerk and two City Constables—residents of said
ulated to frighten the pluckiest man.
j ! Vards, for the ensuing year. Also for one SuperinWASHINGTON COUNTY.
I ending School Committee In Wards One, Three and
Mrs. Martha Mairs of Lubec, last {Thursday ] ’our.
The polls on such day of election to remain open
! ivening slipped and fell on her back while com- , ntil lonr o’clock in the afternoon, when they shall
It is feared her ! i e closed.
ng from a neighbor’s house.
The Aldermen of said city will be in open session
pine is seriously injured.
1 t the Aldermen’s Room, in tho
City Building from
The price of hay is lewer in Lubec than it
ine
to twelve o’clock in the forenoon and from two
1 las been known to be for thirty years.
The
o five o’clock in the afternoon on each of the five
test quality is sold for six dollars per ton.
f ecular days next
preceding such day of the election,
The Machias Republican says the horse rode i 1 pr the purpose of receiving evidence of the qualificaion of voters
iy Gen. J. C. Caldwell of the 11th Alaine Vol- | n the lists of whose names have not been entered
qualified voters, in and for the several
inteers through the rebellion, died in Machias 1 !
and for correcting said lists.
y Sunday night, at the age of 26 years, and was ! rards,
Per order,
H. I. ROBINSON. City Clerk.
luried with military honors.
feb22
did

EXCHANGE

j

Mr. Lorenzo Carter of Winterport, while
lowing bay last Friday, fell through a scuttle
en feet, striking on the floor, breaking two of
' lis ribs and seriously injuring two others.

PLANO FOR SALE.

YORK COUNTY.

Judge Liobey denies the petition to reopen

be case of the French Catholic church of Bid, leford vs. Furtesh and Swett.
Silver Plated Ware, French Clocks,
etc., at Auction.—To-day at 10 and 2$ F. O.
Hailey & Co. will sell at store of Abner Lowell,
147 Middle street, a splendid assorlment of sil-

plated ware, Feench clocks, bronze figures,
ancy goods, etc. Sse auction column.

,
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\
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j

Sweetsir’s

bleachery.

Portland & Boston Steamers.
Special Notice.—On and after Monday, Feb:uary 28th. the steamers of this line will re1

mma

dailu

{cine lnauintT Pnpflond
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Diaconnt of $3*00 to $10.00
Prices.

Si

Co’s, opposite

just received

Post Office.

at Maher
fbl9tf

on

of

ANK'VLY
City to let for

a

one

mile of the

term of years.

THORNTON.

feb21eodtf__Oak
To .Let*

A
^

SUIT of rooms without board.
47 Danfoith Street.

Hill.

Apply at N
mj24di*tl

the judicious choice of

testimony

’ulmonlc Syrup,
< eeds

as a

In

cure

a

A.

J

j 845
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IN TEN

AND

physicians

ol

acknowledged ability.

Schenck’s
as

adapted

Is

animal

tf

j
J

lot

Brown

Bread

—JLNI>—

beans.
1

IT. C. COBB & CO.,
deliver Hot Baited Beans and Brown Bread in

w

E
0

Ivory Saturday

Ereniug Before Tea.

hJch those living at inconvenient distance from any
wcery will be glad to know. Please send in your
•ders or call for them at the

Bakery

28 & 30 Pearl St.

Jan2td2tteodtf

MUSIC 2

Collins & Buxton,

Also constantly

Irake Pills.
to

By the timely

directions,

nost any case of

Dr. Schenck is

use

of these medicines,

Dr. Schenck certifies that

Consumption may be cured.
at

his principal office,

Sixth and Arch Streets, Philadelphia, every
Monday, where all letters for advice must be rdCorner

Iressed.

febldeod3p&wlmsn

to the
creation.

Accordion*,
Flutes,
Harmonicai, Clarionets,
Cornets and all Instrument*
Strings and /llnsic
FOE

—1f

effects upon

Its

severe

Sole Agents for Portland and Vieinity for
GEO. WOODS 4fc CO.’S ORGANS.
^ 11 orders by mail promptly attended to. Please
dec!4call or send for Catalogue.
dly
I

Elm

cor.

AT

Attorney for Mortgagee.
C®*» AncliOBten.

_

A

feblO

d3t

—

In Jobbers'

Andersons &

been Sold in this City tor lea*

never

tbnn

93.00.

NO,

33

An Examination of I be aa me will Satisfy
any one that they are a decided Bargain.
ALSO

—

EXCHANGE

P O K T L

ONE,

^ r. A. Bosworth’s,
Gents* Furnishing Goods Store,
in TEMPER STREET.
Call and See It.
J. A. BOSWOKTH.
feb5
dtf

STREET,

ND.

—

5 Cases Sice Quality and Good
Prints at a very Low Price.

Style

NORTHERN

F.

OTUDLEY,
Under

Sew Store,

Dow,

AOB2STTS,

I SHALL OFFER THESE GOODS AT

W.

Company,

—

Assets, Gold, #11,000,000

Stock,

Warranted to Wash Clean and Perfect.
VERY HANDSOME PATTERNS.
Have

Of

LONDON, ENGLAND,

SLIGHTLY SOILED

and

Falmouth Hotel.

feM7

_(llw
STATEMENT

OF

THE
—or—

iETNA

LONDON,

ENGLAND.

Life Insurance Co., Assets, Gold, $12,000,000

Castoria.

OF

"***

AU

QM-SSSW

Sr QL a ad
UUVVIJI

V

we

shall offer our entire stock of

BOOTS, SHOES AND RUB BEKS
AT

Greatly Seduced Prices for Cash,

make room for Spring Goods. Ladles’ aDd Gents’
Beaver Boots, Men’s, Boys’ and Youths’ thick Boots
at cost; Men's fine Calf Boots $4.50, former price
$5.08; Men’s fine Calf Boots $3.50, former price $4.00;
Ladies’ French Kid Button Boots $3.00, former price
$5.50; Ladies’ French Kid Button Boots $4.50, former price $5.00; Ladies’ Fine Kid
Slippers $1.25, former price $2.00; Misses Fine Kid
Slippers $1.00, former price $1.50; Misses Serge Button Boots
$125,
former price $2.50; Men’s Eubbers 50c; Women’s 33c;
Misses’ 30c. All goods marked down to hard lime
prices. Call and Eee. Terms, Cash only.
to

1876,

1st,

Hal. per statement, Jan. 1,1875, cost.. .$20,270,432 89

and produce sickness.
Castoria will assimilate the iood, expel worms,
and correct all these things. For twenty years Dr.
Pitcher experimented in his private practice to produce an effective Cathartic and stomach regulator
which would be as effective as Castor Oil, without
its unpleasant taste or recoil.
The reputation of his experiment extended. Physicians and nurses rapidly adopted bis remedy, to
which he gave the name of Castoria.
Castoria is as pleasant to take as honey, regulates the stomach and bowels, and does not gripe. It
is adapted to all ages, contains no alcohol, and is
absolnlely harmless to the most tender infant.
Try Castoria once, and your will never be with,
oat it.
Prepared at the Laboratory of J. B. Rose & Co.,
46 Dey Street, New York.
wlyl
in

7875.$4,031,215

00

1875. 1,308,572

11

Received for interest and
from other sources, in

ance.
and
all other expenses.

Commissions, agency,

I

Physician’s fees.
Taxes.
Purchased policies.

58,759

19

455,896

87
05
38
24

20,551
115,042
861,442

premiums.

142,259

due from other

Amount

Government Bonds,

cost.$205,201

Quarterly

Insurance

SALE,

BROOKSBAKERY,
I3 OETLAYD,

MAINE.

new, brick Bakerv, 3 stories, 2 upFIRST-CLASS,
per stories used
dwelling bouse, stable atlot 65x125
with
as

steam engine,
tached,
feet, together
bread carts, shop furniture and fixtures, all the uten
Bilsand implements of a bakery and the good will of

W.

40,000 00

ASSETS JANUARY 1st,

$78,830,194.71.
Rensss.
To balance from last account.$89,157,411 31
premiums received. 18,731,970 49
lDtereet ami rents.
4,688,998 18

528,300 58

$89,558,379

96

and endowment claims.. .$4,385,083
annuities.
23.252
dividends.
3,539,863
surrendered policies and additions. 4,724,893
commissions (payment of cur-

28
60
67

Piabaneueits.
By paid death

........

extinguishment of
future).
rent

ot

11
42

..<89,558,379

96

By bonds and mortgages.<60,071,189
•'
United States and New York State
9,004.971
real estate...
3,572,655
cash in banks and trust companies
at interest.
3,856.286
interest accrued.
1,177,105
premiums deferred, quarterly and
semi-annual. 1,032,495
premiums in transit, principally lor
December.
111,369
balances due by agents.
10,152

91

following prices:
Men’s Hip Boots
Men’s Heavy Bools
Boys’ Heavy Boots
Men’s Overs
Men’s Arctics
Misses’ Overs
Ladies’ Overs

•

....
...

25

30

We also have a superior quality
ot RUBBER GOODS at

Hall’s Robber
UNDER
0C14
DUlirUT
«-

dtf

A UU nTTlinnn
uu utimi/
—

Store,

FALMOUTH HOTEL.

MANUFACTUREBS

rn.rr.~r) ....
xxx ju wi)

OF

Name Slampa for Marking Linen, Rubber
and Metal Dating Stamps,Ribbon Mtampa,
Heal Presses, Door Plates, .Klonse Nunluers. Steel
Stamps. Stencils, Burning
Brands, Baggage and Hotel Checks, &c.

NO. 232 FEDERAL

ST.,

PORTLAND,
jy Agents wanted.

ME.
Send for circular.

fel»!5tf

Benj. F. Chadbourne,
ATTORNEY & COUNSELLOR-AT-LAW.

MAINE.

81,277 10
813 76

15,929 37

Cane Seat Chairs Reseated.
JAMES A. CAREY, No. 25 Essex Lane, in

eight per cent, of income for the year. The invest.
ments are of the safest possible
character, the present market value
largely in excess ot cost. The
interest realized has been
large, being nearly one
hundred thousand dollars in excess of the death
claims paid during the year. The above are
importaot considerations for the
insuring public as the cost
of a life policy depends mainly
upon the expense of
management and productiveness qf assets, as all the
savings and projits on participating policies aie returned to policy holders by this
Company. The
i£tna issues every desirable form ot
policy which aie
strictly non-forfeiting. Save money and give your

being

family unquestioned security by calling on
of the Old A£tna before
insuring your life.

A.

G.

an

a

Chairs taken
without ex
tra charge. All orders left at the house or Argus of
ttce will be promptly attended to.
fehlSdlw

For Sale.
Col. Lldy, 106 tons new measurement,

SCHR.
pacity 20otons
Said
in

ca-

foregoing Statement

ISAAC F. LLOYD, Auditor.

than the AnnaalPremiams.se that
few years Policies become self-sos.
Ns oibtr Life Company la this
ountry, or the world, has shown sach reults. or presents such advantages for lauranee as this.

, ■tore
j ■ a
«

,
»

ainitig.

F. S.

WM. H. C.

H.

^
rssw

a

Oxygen

LORD,
d3w»

J
"

moniuls

dccltl

NICE FITTING

1

be

seen.

al2tfls

Side Lace Boots 1
A fhll assortment in French
A l*o in French Morocco for

£

•es

Kid, neat and pretty.
Walking Boots. Meastaken and nice fitting Boots
made to order tor

en or

BOOTS AND SHOES
No.

can

|y Consultation and trial dose free.

DAVIS,

Ko, l Elm Street.

feb19_

Treatment.

GENUINE cure for Catarrh, Asthma, Rheuma*
jL tism, Dyspepsia, Lung and all Chronic Disises is still ottered to all who are afflicted, at A&&
oagrrw Mtrret, Portland, Me., Room
nhoflu Block, where a large number of testl4

received a line ol the
H“Dd **wrd Work

LEAVITT

•I«"| SO CENTS

THE AERATED

BY

tarVEo'.*?
tienta’ Wear, Hew^and
Nobby.
for

S-wm B£EB,» ",l

«•
«•
IIWWKW’
<<
it
*|q
and other Rubber Goods in proportion,
M. «. PALMER.

elidtf_

uow

No. 11*2 Union Wharf.

We have just

LITTLE,

Agent far Maine and New
Hampshire,
Stanton Block, 31 Exchange Street,
feMPORTLAND.
d3„

If you want Coal Tar Rubbers yon can
et them where they are adTertiaed.
,
fe keep only FIRSl’ QUALITY HOODS
3 nd shall continue to sell

Tin .cor ado .71 o-

43 Tco.
f la.ie. orprime Quality,
discharging from Brig “Profeua.’’

D.

BARTLETT, Actuary.

irneral

STREET,,

Sagua Muscovado Molasses.
ISagua

WINSTON, President,

RICHARD A. McCURDY, Vice Pres.,
JOHN M. STUART, Secretary,

W.

Active and reliable men will And cm.
plojment with thin old and popular
Company by addreaaing A. U. DEWEY,
an above.
feblOeodlw

.fl as

■

,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

-t U

Insurance in ibis Company COITM
<*«" as itsDl VIDKIDS are LARGER
1 hnn
those of as, other Company.
Dividend- declared and paid la cash at
be end of first year, and mnnumlly therefter.
Its securities are
RBTTER—its Exlenses
BIIIA LLE R than aay ether.
1
Many at its Policies hare nearly doubled
“ ■“•••I during the past 40
years, and
he CASH Dividends in many cases, are

MANAGER,

NO. 30 EXCHANGE

—

of coal 135 M. spruce lumber.
Schooner is
good order. For further particulars inquire of
STEPHEN RICKER,
Cebl7d2w*
No. 131 Commercial St., up Stairs.

examined the
correct.

ured lives.

agent

DJEWEI,

GENERAL

....

same

1875.

95

Hand Sewed Boots.

water with every
Stable bas Sebago water,
cellar, stalls deep, wide, light and well
ventilated. On new street from Brackett to Clark.
Spring Street Horse Cars pass very near. Apply at
No. 70 Brackett St.
Ieb2isdtf

carefully

the

in net assets for year 1875.90,384,934.413
from premiums and interest.JO, 4 00,14# Si. SB
teceipts for Interest over death
claims and endowments doe and
not dne, or paid in advance in

_

House and Stable to Let,

71

January 18th, 1876.

_

rooms, Sebago
HOUSE
modern convenience.
cemented

<78,830,194

67

ncome

During the year 1875 the Company issued 7378 policles, insuring $11,348,779.00, making a total membership of over fifty-six thousand. The expense of doing this large business hasibeen only a fraction over

feb16

85
76
00
51

I have
:ml find

19,234,321 29

Surplus by Massachusetts stamlard..$2,027,189 37
Surplus by New York standard. 3,586,660 37

JOHN

dlw&w3m5l

reserve at four per
cent.<71,167,274
claims by death, not yet due.
652,24.4
premiums paid in advance.
30,179
contingent guarantee fund.
250,000
undivided surplus. 3,730.484

NOTE.—By act of the Trustees the membership of
Company is limited to one hundred thousand in-

29,065,544

Waterboro,

50
34

bis

Bills unpaid.
All other liabilities.

New

41

From the Undivided Surplus a Dividend will be ap-ortioned to each Policy whioh shall be in force at its
1 ■nnlversary in 1876.

1

FOB SALE

So.

58

—

Rubber Hand Stamps,

76
25

ncrease

30

deferred and
unpaid piemiums.

$3.00
2.25
2.25
45
1.25

•

ro

00

actu-

259,066

Loading

such as shoe dealers advertise as
RUBBER GOODS, I will sell at

13
41

<76,830,194 71

policies

Burance..
on

COAL TAR GOODS,

762,365 09

taxes.
706,198
account.75,414,929

new

Amu.

of re-in-

dim

79

and

expenses and

Balance to

aries four per cent.,Mass.
Btandard.$19,493.387 59
Less value

Assignee in Bankruptcy,
No. 33 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

18*0,

Liabilities.

$528,300

existing,policies,

Company,

For the Tear Ending Dee. Slat, 1875.

64

Gross assets, Jan. 1st, 1876.$22,092,734 32
lilABIEITlEN.
Losses due subsequent to
Jan. 1st, 1876, and losses
reported awaiting further
Proof.. $397,212 96
Dividends declared to policy-holders. not due.
185.990 47
Capital stock.
150,000 00
Reserved for re-insurance
on

THOMAS, Jr.,

40,006

Statement

—

ESTABLISHED IN 1843,

4,135,786 26

ami

surance.

THE

OF NEW YORK,

semi-annual
premiums. 142,259 61
due from
other companies, for re-in-

eodtf

OF

MUTUAL LIFE

14
80

Accrued interest 140,839

02w

—

$22,092,734 32

over

STBEET,

PORTLAND.

Thirty-Third Annual

Companies for re-iosurance.

EXCHANGE

febl9

11

Net assets, Jan. 1st, 1876.$21,564,433 74
Market value oi securities
over cost. $205,201 14
Accrued interest.
140,839 80
Quarterly and semi-annual

BANK STOCK, &c.,

DEALERS IN

5,429,787

Losses by death.$1,321,324 03
Paid for endowment poli*
%
ties
249,097 89
Dividends paid policy-holders and
premiums returned. 1,053,672 61
Amount paid for re-insur-

Net assets Jan. 1,I876.$2I,564,433 74
Add market value of securities

Paysomfe C0„

NO. 33

S25.700.229 00
UIHBI KSi: IIKXTS.

State and City Securities,

d2w

AGENTS,

RECEIPTS.
Received for premiums in

ASSETS.
Real estate. $149,597 45
Cash on hand ana in banks
986,363 31
Invested In U. S. Bonds
(cost).
356,850 63
Invested in railroad and
and other stocks and
bonds (cost).
672,263 43
Invested in bank stocks
cost). 1,034,572 04
Loans to states, counties,
cities ana towns (cost)... 5,225,445 60
Bonds and mortgages secured by real estate, valued at $27,278,273 00 ....' 7,964,673 €6
Loans on collaterals (market value, $453,829 62)...
274,453 26
Loans on personal security.
96,557 91
Premiums (due mainly in
Dec ) in hands of agents,
in course of transmission.
185,848 76
Loans on existing policies.. 4,262,266 76
Interest due Doc. 31st, 1875
358.541 53

367 CONGRESS ST.

Andersons & Dow,

J. L ENGLISH, Sec’y.

January

Cross, sickly babies and children may enjoy health,
rest, if they will use Castoria.
Worms, feverishness, teething, wind colic, sour
stomach and undigested lood make children tarns,
mothers have

PovwaiviQ

HARTFORD, CONN.,

T. O. ENDERS, Pres’t.

manner

—

ST.,

Marseilles Quilts

our

neat
at reasonable prices.
Fhe Progress Centennial, By
from houses and stores and returned

or, TWO SHIRTS IN

reb.22d,at to A. M., We shall
Fell a lot ol Millinery Goods,*
consisting of
Flowers, Feathers, Fancy Goods, Ribbons, Ac. Also
Store Fixtures, Show Cases, &c.
Per order,
J. a. LOCKE,

Fire Insurice

of

cases

of six

BRASS AMD STRIMG BAMD.

J

Staples,

IMPERIAL

neighborhood a number of teamsters are
using tbe Centaur Liniment. They pronounce it
superior to anything they have ever used. We sell
as high as four to five dozen bottles
per month to
owners of horses and mules.’1
We have volumes of testimonials describing cures
of Sprains, Kicks, Gails, Poll-Evil, Big-head, and
even Founders, which are little less than marvels.
No owner of an animal can afford to be without a
bottle of Centaur Liniment, which
any day may
prove worth twenty times its cost.
Sold everywhere, but prepared only at the
“In

hand

fiaujom

—

by Auction.

ociauca,

tougb skin, muscles and flesb of the

less than marvellous.
Messrs. J. McClure & Co., Druggists,
Front Sts., Cincinnati, O., say:

1 iolius,

—

professionally

on

CO., AUCTIONEERS.
J3t

A

INSURANCE.

Spavin, Sweeny, Wind-Gall, Big-Head and Poll-Evil,
are fittle

G ENTLEMEN

-I

vidences will show; but the cure is often
promoted

Thes additional

acams,

xuisuiis,

;

,,

fell

J. H. GAUBERT, Proprietor.

335 Middle Street.
«• BAIEEV
p;teb!9

180 MIDDLE

The Yellow Centaur Liniment

—

no25

these

emedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed Tonic and Man-

!

W.

Street, Portland, Me

LOWELL.

ABNER

get the best selec-

Horatio

cians are called they frequently use this Liniment,
and of course charge several prices for it.

miNETESONC'E A UAV.

2 37 Middle

are

tion.

the trade. For farther particulars address.

1 arge Collection ol the LatestPopular Music.

! Schenck provides for the purpose.

,

diw

Doubles the strength in three months. Does not
.tigue nor exhaust. Refreshes and invigorates,
1 emoves dyspepsia and indigestion. Tones the nerv >ua system.
Improves the circulation. Warms the
itreinltins. Increases the general vitality.
Exercise and Salearo.m,

>y the employment of two other remedies which Dr.

1

Street.

|of the highest respectability, who have been

’ulmonic Syrup alone has cured many,

est comers will

ments are performing cares never before eft pried by any preparation in existence—like Chronic
Rheumatism of thirty years’ standing,straightening lingers and joints which had been still for six
years, taking the soreness from burns, <&c.
One dollar, or even flfly cents, invested in Centaur
Liniment will he within reach when an accident
occnrs, and will do more good than any amount ot
money paid for medical attendance.
When physi-

THOROOHGH GTHMSTIC STSTEU
LADIES

Bronzes, French Clocks, Fancy Good*, <Sc.
SAf.E TO COMMENCE
Tuesday, Feb. 22d, at 10 o’clock A. M.,
and continue at 10 A. M., and 3 P.
M„ each day.

little out of

a

t0 remove to my New Store,No. 247
at Anctlon, to rednee
Silver Plated Ware, Vases,

■*“e.
*2®“ Street, I wtll sell
Stock, a line of

my

sold for Six Cents to give
place to
the new Spring Styles. The earli.

NO. 79 Brackett Street,

BURNELL’S,

FOB

BY AUCTION.

goods, Irom the best mills in

the country, but are

Weak Back, Pains fn the side,
Wounds, Weeping
Sinews, Boras, Frosted Feet, t-nlsy, Ear-ache'
ache, Head ache, Ulcers, Old Sores, Broken
Breasts.Sore Nipples.Sore Throat, Croup,Diphtheria,
etc.
The most of these complalntstbe Centaur Liniment will cure; all of them it will beuetit. It will extract the pol.ea irom bites and stings, and will
cure barns and scalds withonr a scar. The follow
Ing is but a sample cl a thousand similar testimonials:
Antioch, III., Dec. 1, 1874.
“My wife has, for a long time, been a terrible snfferer from Rheumatism. Sbe has tried many physicians and many remedies. The only tt ing which has
1 am rejoiced
given her relie* is Cen taur Liniment.
*
»
»
to say this has cured her.
W. H. RING, Postmaster.''
It is an indisputable fact that the Centaur Lini-

—

Middle

Bronzes. Yases,
Fancy
Goods, &c.,

tooth

BANKRUPT

Llmanac, containing the certificates of many per-

] >y

,

AT

—

all that can be brought to support the preten-

estorei to health, after being pronounced incurable

Wo 180 middle Street,

Am’nt

® 22 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME.,
Have just received a

ons

STAPLES’,

FRENCH CLOCKS,

HORATIO

at

condition

my27

HEALTH LIFT !

ex-

See Dr. Schenck's

Prints

style, being winter colors, and

32 Exchange Street.

feia_

remedy. The

for consumption, far

deowlylp

former

>5 per cent, less than former prices

J E.

lavor of Dr. Schenck’s

ions of any other medicines.

according

Pasture.
fenced Pasture within

BAKERY.
Congress St.
—

lepends

on

yard lor best quality of

a

American

cent

:

AM PART OP THE CITT,

—

1 mount

•

lark Lined Buffalo

—

at

CoMStJMrxivKS Take Notice,—Every moment

_

style hats

BLAKE’S

“

Silver Plated Ware,

The White Centaur Liniment is particularly adapted to all cases of Rheumatism, Lumbago,
Neuralgia, Erysipelas, Itch, Sprain*, Chillbl «ins.

FURS

t delay makes your cure more
hopeless, and much

m., and Boston at 5 p. m., Sundays except1 sd.
J. B. Coyle, Jr., Gen. Agent,
dlw.
feb21

_

rO

Stationary Engine

feb22dtt

:

>,

Spring

mental

LADIES’ AND GENTS

(jiw«

run a

“

j Hack Russia

sale

These Prints are the
regular ten

St.

C. F. MOULTON)

822.50
25 OO
27.00
60.00
30.00
10 00

IMPORTANT

stop the pain Nor can we guarantee the proper result where the body is poisoned by whiskey.
Temperance is as necessaiy to a proper physical, as

and seasons to come.

SEE THE LOW PRICES

Engineer Wanted
■

season

°'ci°g£„m-

or rise

Portland

So nearly perfect are the recipes of these wonderful pain soothing and
healing Centaur Liniments,
that we can confidently say
they will allerinte any
pain arising from flesh, bone or muscle derangements. We do not pretend that they will mend a
broken leg or exterminate boil*, but even in
such cases they will reduce the inflammation and

H. M.

for the rest of this

a

feb22

7 A’dlnnlr

Since we bave oar hand in at selling dry
;oods cheapest of any concern in the state, we
ihall continue to sell at our old store, 261 Midlie street, at very low prices, in order to reduce
>ur stock as much as possible before moving to
our new stote.
Bines BrJs.
febl4-tf

and wiie

nice convenient rent from
four to six rooms, In the central part of the
Best of references exchanged.
ity.
Address
IOUSE, 254 Sprin; St., Portland, Me.
a man

Congress

dtegm^atTmeudng

mortgagee’s Sale of millinery, *c„

febl2

or

Wanted.

Costumes.—A. Slocum, costumer for the
‘Blues” can be found at 544 Congress street,
as

For

Coils

LINIMENTS,

I

I!

_

letter known

linth
ood condition.

further particulars inquire of
; 1. W. CUMMINGS, Piono Forte
Tuner, 291 Cumerland St., Portland, Me.
Ieh22dlw

■er

F. O. Bailey & Co, will sell this day at 10
I’clock by order of mortgagee, a large stock of
nillinery and fancy goods, etc, etc. At 2J
I’clcck will continue the sale of dry goods, lining, etc., etc.

OCTAVES, patent agraffle bridge
throughout, panuelled rosewood case,
corners, top mouldings and serpentine
mouldings, extra carved legp and lyre, is in

,Q
rlXround
tl
i

6

CENTAUR

B V BUflNG A GOOD

J

1

STREET.

WYlR MONEY AT INTEREST

1

I

BROS.,
dtf

of Portland.

PURSUANT

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

COUNTY.

493

at half price.

feblfi

MAiajE."

STATE OF

William Nash, an inmate of the Waldoboro
>oor house, is about to receive a pension
from
he government, amounting to some §1200. Mr.
S'ash lost a son in the army,

“

Charles Custis&Co.,

For the next 30 days

lon’t Fail to Improve this Opportunity.

Hack Bear

BOSTON.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

•

....

] JO.

Pianoforte Gems. 216 pages.
Home Circle. Vol. I. 216 pages.
Home Circle. Vol. II. 250 pages.
1
Drgan at Home. 180 pages.
musical Treasure.
200 pages.

COUNTY.

4.00

ON DELIVERY.

—

Piano Duets.

NEWS.

price.

at half price.
at half price,

•

DEANE

Part Vocal Music.
The above are all uniform in
style, have pages Full SheetMusic size, very deneely packed
with the most valuable instrumental music, and cost per book
in Boards $2.50, in Cloth $3.00.
Sold everywhere.
Either bosk sent, post-free, for retail price.

at half

^ lat Trees, Shaving Stands,

J

Hems of Strauss. 250 pages.
Pianist’s Album. 220 nages.
Piano at Home, 250 pages.

gUVUS

at half price.
at half price,

■

( Jhairs and Tables

BOOKS OF PIMM ORGAN MUSIC
The Best Pieces in Existence
For Piano. For Reed Organ.
All of moderate difficulty.
Bound in convenient form.
Sold at a low price.

St.

great sacri-

iValnut Chamber Saits

i farble Top Tables
j iOunges and Sofas

JUST (ABOVE THE PREBLE HOUSE.

ber on hand in Machias is 8,000,000 feet, and in
Whitneyville and Machiasport, three and a
balf millions.
The lumber manufactured at
Whitneyville is carried seven miles by rail to
Machiasport, and shipped from there at any
season of the year.

WALDO

a

] Jarlor Salts

manufacturing hoop

ANDROSCOGGIN

BROS.,

Our stock must be sold in thirty

com-

The estimate of logs now iu the boom and
left over after last year’s sawing is 24,000,000;
and those hauled this winter, 13.000,000. The
sawiDg capacity of the mills on the river is 25,.
The estimated amount of lum300,000 a year.

STATE

CASH

-A.T

(

495 Congress Street,

3.50

“

TERMS.

FURNITURE

Begnlar Prices.

NELSON &

2,

-

3T Exchange SI.

and

BAILKT._0. w. ALLSS.
MerchandlSie?vi™^lel0,iKunlltur8 and General
at 10

J. B. Rose & Co.,
40 DEV ST., NEW YOBK.

Entire Stock of Scarfs, Nubias and
Jackets at 33 1-3 per cent. Discount from

Salesrooms 33
*• O.

Laboratory of

Ladies’ and Children’s Merino Underwear at 25 per cent. Discount.

The amount of lumber manufactured in Mathias in 1875 was 17,800,000 feet. In Whitneyville 22,500,000 feet.

e

Madame B. E. Masse proposes to give French
lessons to ladles at 111 Free street.
She has
many testimonials.

FRONT

$1.50.,

and Towel Backs at 25 per cent.
Discount.

poles.

Knightville.—Capt. Sinnett has tendered

the use of his new hall to the Knightville So:ial Union for an antiquarian supper this evening. It is hoped they will have a full house.
The funds raised will go towards furnishing the

To Let.
Room, 565$ Congress St, over the Misses
Simonton's.
Inquire at room or of MATTOCKS & FOX, 31$ Exchange St.
feb22d2w»

Made

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

§2.50 each.

No. 1.

Ottomans, Foot Bests, Brackets

Am-

taught.

business at East Winn,

Firemen’s

fear:

__feb22dlf

Hand

FROM

REDUCED

plenty of orders.
H. Poor & Son in Winn are laying in a larger stock of bark than in any previous year.
G. W. Eaton of Charleston, is tlnincr a tarcre

party.

following;

Ladies’

REDUCED

Maine Business Notes.
The different firms for the manufacture of
sash, blinds and doors in Augusta, are having

»gala occasion and the hall will be crowded.
Tomorrow evening the Irish American He
Cole
ief Association give a ball at City Hall.
Furnishes the music and it will be a pleasant

Bethel Steam Mill.—Ths adjourned annumeeting of the stockholders of the Bethel
Steam Mill Company was held yesterday, and
officers elected for the ensuing
,he

Lot

Jackets

the second term of his dancing school
Army & Navy Hill tomorrow evening. All

the latest dances

intelligent

One who has been a
few years at the High
School preferred.
Apply
at this office.

mence
at

active,

boy, about 17 years of age,
to learn the Printing busi-

One Lot Fancy Hosiery 25c p pair,

a

Dancing.—Prof. J. W. Baymond will

Balls.—This evening the Mechanic Blues
, ;ive their annual masquerade ball at City Hall.
j Slocum of Boston furnishes the costumes, and
Uhandler the music. It cannot fail of being

li

Petition that Jesse B. Sweetser may be appointed
Administrator, presented by Matilda M. Pool, widow
of said deceased.
NATHAN CLEAVES, Judge.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:
HORACE J. BRADBURN, Register.

OFFER

Our Gas Bills.—Entrenchment is the order of the day, and I am reminded by my gas
bill that we Portlanders are paying about 50
per cent, more for gas than our neighbors iu
Boston, as the price there is 82.25 per 1000 feet,
and here 83.33. Now why is this thus?
Certainly not ou account of the superior quality
of our gas.
Consumer.

the

Festival.—This evening the
members of the old Croton and Dirigo engine
lompanies have their reunion at Johnson’s saThe members of
oon, ou Exchange street.
iho old compauies and invited guests will meet
it the Chief Engineer’s office, in the City Buildng at 8 o’cloc.1 and proceed to the saloon.

Hamilton, widow of said deceased.
ENOS POOLE, late of Cumberland, deceased.

ness.

sterdam in 1702,
Capt
T. O. Davis while on a foreign voyage, and
sold to its present owner.
It is rather rusty
but marks nearly correct time.

mds,

'or the amendment instead of the
laDkrupt law.

mtrxp

A

ilanet Jupiter and star Beta Scorpionis, will
ise at Portland, in the ESE, at Oh 43m a. in.,
md in five minutes, or at Oh. 48m., will be at
heir least distance from each other., 18J sec"

on

KATA,

< m

Celestial Phenomena.—Next Monday the

—

NELSON & €0.

James O’Donfew remarks.

to the coart

holiday mati—.

Of

An

A Curiosity.—Mr. Joseph Collins of this
city has a rare curiosity in the shape of a sun
dial set iu a little wooden case about the size

au,y

this afternoon.

—

propriately responded, and ordered the resolutions to be placed on the files of the court. The
court then adjourned.

Doubtless the management finds its advance in presenting plays of this kind.
Appar1
sntly they suit the public, and certainly they
ire well presented.
It would not be surprisj ng if “The Hot Corn Girl” drew great houses
I leo

Temperance Drama

Apprentice Wanted.

Farther remarks were then made by Hon. Geo.
F. Talbot, S. L. Carleton, J. C. Woodman and
John C. Cobb, to which Judge Symonds ap-

ticularization.

A special

—

on

were

member of tbe company for a characterizawhich, however well done, reflects little
ionor, and so it is well to give no space to par-

hroughout the week.

of Cumberland, deceased.
Second account presented for allowance by Samuel
Ross, Administrator.
CHARLES W. BREED, minor child and heir of
Charles H. Breed, late of Portland, deceased.
Petition tor license to sell and convey certain real estate,
presented by Charles A. Walden. Guardian.
CHASE, CRAM & STURTEYANT, of Portland,
Insolvents. Final account presented for allowance
by Byron D. Verrill, Assignee.
BYRON GREENOUGH, late of Portland, deceased.
FiDal account presented for allowance
by A. L. Gilkey, Executor.
ELIZA SAWYER, late of Portland, deceased.
Petition that Joseph A. Locke of Portland
may be
appointed Administrator, presented by Mary R.
Sawyer, sister of said deceased.
MARGARET p. WHITMAN, late ot Portland,
deceased. First account and private claim
against
said estate, presented for allowance
by James H.
Baker, Executor.
J^HN HAMILTON 2d, late of Cumberland, deceased
Petition that James E. Mansfield mnv lift
appoint eu Administrator. Also petition for assignment of dower in real estate, presented by Eliza B.

___w3w8

Kesolutions of Bespect.—In the Superior
Court yesterday afternoon the resolutions
adopted by the Cumberland Bar Association
upon the death of Albert Merrill, Esq., of this
city and Thaddeus S. Chase, Esq., of Windham

tion

1

THE

No.

Sweetslr, Administrator.
SAMUEL. ROSS, late

THERE IS NOTHING LIKE IT!

that occasion is the celebrated
melodrama, entitled, ‘‘Brion
Boroihme, King of Ireland”. This play has
been in preparation for some months and
piomises to be the dramatic event of the season.
Every lover of Irish history will be expected to
be present and see represented for the first
time in our city Ireland’s golden age.

__-a
auil

Great Moral

IN

3,

deceased.
Petition for license to sell and
convey real estate, presented by Nathaniel W. F.

Little Portia Albee
—

No.

mouth,

Irish historical

ane

vedding,

Brief

t*.

—

j

Catholic Union.—One of the
grandest entertainments that has ever been
given in Portland will take place on next Friday evening at Music Hall, under the auspices
of the above named society.
The play to be

Her “Katy” is deserving of all the
praise which the part, in the best bands, will
allow,—and that is not great. Tbe support

Maine Charitable Mechanic Association—
Corner of CongresB and Casco streets. First Thursday in each month.

1876.

DOS’T FORGET IT!

Portland

performed

Feb. 22d.

1876.

F- O. BAILEY A CO.,

prices.

Petition
wick may be appointed
Administrator, presented by
Osgood Sylvester, brother of said deceased.
GEORGE W. CHANDLER, late ot New Gloucester, deceased. First account presented for allowance by Albion Keith, Administi ator.
SYLVANUS SWEETSIR. late of North Yar-

CEI1IAL ill!

AUCTION SALES

IRTS
Made to Order!

of Brunswick, dethat Charles Crossman of Bruns-

ceased.

DRY GOODS.

S

MEHITABLE MERRILL, late

fl'mitnaia

Sol Smith Russell.
Finale.Grand March
Berger silver Cornet Band.

tion.

Second Saturdav in each month.

GRAND

Ringers.
Clia-acter Impersonations,

Vluseum company, and the familiar.ty of the
‘Star” with the business she had to do
ioupled with her talent ensures a good reprelentation. Portia Albee is tolerably familiar to
ill who have attended the Boston play-houses,
tu child parts she is perfectly at home, and
never fails to give an easy and natural rendi-

month.
Temple—Forest City, No. 1, every Wednesday

WASHINGTON^ BIRTHDiV!

The accompaniment to the
violin and harp were especial-

Swiss Balls.
Berger Bell

Horn Girl” holds tbe boards.
The play was given last evening as well as it
:an be.
Not the histrioric genius of a Kean
>r a Cushman can save it from
being thoroughy vulgar; but the good taste and ability of the

HONOR.

Announcement!

say that any future appearanee of the troupe
in this city will be warmly welcomed. The following is the programme of last evening:
Bereer Family Parlor Orchestra.
Ballad.Ardltl
Miss Anna Morgan.
Comet Solo.Americus Comet Polka
Miss Anna Teresa Berger.
Character Songs:
Sol Smith ltussell.
Violoncello Solo.... Air, with Variations, from Lucia !
ili Lammermoor.
M’Jle Emma Klaisy.
Bell Dnet.Popular Airs
Miss Josie Maddock and Mr. Henry Berger.
Serio-Comic Songs.Selected
Miss Anna Teresa Berger.
Dorcas Pennyroyal,
Maiden
(A
Lady of Dubious Agel, and
Tommy Boggs on the “Hoss,”
Sot Smith Bussell.
Overture—Operatic Porponrri. I
I
Berger Family Parlor Orchestra.
Soug.Selected |
Miss Anna Morgan.

The story is a thoroughly bad
one. The dramatization is better
only because
it is shorter.
Yet the story and the play have
a strange fascination for many, and a
public
which encourages Augusta Evans to a thirtieth edition, which neglects Shakespeare and
docks to see "Under the Gaslight,” will doubtless crowd the Museum so long as the "Hot

meets first

EXTRA

8ingingof flute,
ly fine. The novelty of the whole entertainment gives it a special charm, and it is safe to

much mention.

in the

Corner of Congress and Exchange Sts.

which was especially agreeable aud disarmed criticism,was the prettiness of the ladies
who composed it.

FANCY GOODS.

To all Persons interested in cither el the
Estates hereinafter named:
a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and lor the County of Cumberland,on the third
AiU?» y ot February, in the year of our Lord,
eighteen hundred and seventy-six, the following
matters having been presented tor the action therehereinafter indicated, it is hereby Ordered,
JP°n
that notice thereof be
given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press
and Eastern
Argus,papers printed at Portland aforesaid. that they may appear at a Probato Court, to be
held at said Portland on the third
Tuesday of March,
next,at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and be heard
thereon, and object if they see cause.
HANNAH E. HICKS, minor child and heir of Ora
Hicks, late of Harrison, deceased. Account presented for allowance
by George W. Brackett, Guardian.
JAMES R. CURTIS, minor child and heir of John
CaV7iate,of Bran8wlck, deceased. Account presented for allowance
by Letitia A. Curtis, Guardian.
JOHN CURTIS, late of Brunswick, deceased. Accounts presented for allowance
by Letitia A. Curtis,
Trustee under the provisions of the will of said deceased, for the benefit of William J. Curtis and
others.

I. T. W1TER & CO., Proprietors,

a

chestra,

The Museum.—Of the “Hot Coin Girl”
there is little need at this late day to make

A

PROBATE NOTICES.

and the instrumental music, which was certainly delightful to the uneducated ear, in no case
falling below mediocrity. A feature of the or-

When we have recovered from our present
situation the general business will be found
to have been ahsorbed into fewer hauds.
The
little corporations and small capitalists will
have succumbed to the larger.
The difference
between capital and labor must be found to
have widened and the difficulties of bettering
one’s condition enhanced. The lines of society
must be more rigidly drawn.
However much
we may lament this it is our
duty to look the
question lair in tbe face. Its evil tendencies
cau be in part avoided.
We must have gold
for a bottom, keep out of debt and pay no inall
the
terest, put
vagrants at work, and insist
that the towns, cities, counties and government
shall pay off all their their debts. Debt should
never be allowed to become chronic.
Such in brief is the substance of the lecture,
and its sound doctrines cannot but commend
themselves to those interested in tbe subject—
and who is not?

Wednesday.

Please tell the people that ycu saw their
Advertisement in the PRESS, the circulation of which, per month, exceed i 100,000,

Portland Museum I

Qongh-an undertaking which one would imagine to be as difficult as could be found—was
especially good, and called forth the londest
plaudits. The rest of th9 performance was
good, the bell ringidg being better than usual,

pealed.

Blue Lodges—Ancient Land-Mark, first Wednesday: Portland,second Wednesday; Atlantic, third

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

AT

remarkable power of facial expresnice discrimination of character and
idiosyncrasies which makes his acting unrivalled. His impersonations occupied a large portion of the entertainment* and were received
with unwearying applause.
His imitation of

they become inactive, are taken up by
some force of nature and again called upon to
do duty. As it is with the works of God, so

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

only a

sion, hut

soon as

CITY AND

before

a Portland audience.
Of the exthe entertainment, the hearty enjoyment and applause of the audience throughout the whole was sufficient evidence.
The
character songs and impersonations of Sol
Smith Russell were remarkably good; he has
ance

cellence of

ity with which the lecturer treated the subject.
Not a particle of matter in the universe is
The disintegration of
allowed, to be at rest.
the rocks upon the mountains, by storm and
avalanche, the bodies of man, plant or tree so

Stevens & Co.

and

The Brrger-Kuaiell Troupe.
A good audience gathered at the City Hall
last evening at the performance of this troupe,
which on this occasion made its first appear-

Concerning Finance*.
Last evening the hall of the M. C. M. A. was
well tilled by a very appreciative audience, that
assembled to listen to tbe lecture of Rev. W.
Tho following
B. Hayden on “Finances.”
brief abstract will, we hope, convey a slight
idea to those who were not present of the abil-

PRESS.

THE

women.

C3r*

T

AT

Elm

Street.

PREBLsPdaVIS.1' i mm s Mm
jal5eodtf

1

Money to Loan.
sums to suit parties on Real
Kscale
Arc .Ac,
«. R. UAHS.
Real Idtte mad Mortgage Broher.
nor2ieeoU6m
N

■

Pruning Hedges.

POETRY.
“Leaving Those Things Which
hind.’’

are Be-

Ia climbing some high hill it were not wise
To gather up the bowlders as you went,
Thinking to bear them up the steep ascent,
That you njigbt always have before your eves
Reminder of vour stumbling! With surprise
I have seen Christians who were most intent
On doing this with every chastisement
And past experience. Who could ever rise
To Christ’s bight, bearing up a weight like this?
Nay, we are told to leave the thiDgs behind,
And press on. Through the valley’s mistiness
We may look down sometimes, and
haply find
Them lying as we left them; ay, and guess
Our swift advancement by the'stones behind!
—Herald of Life.

THE FARM AND HOUSEHOLD.
Care ,1 Fowl, ia Winter.

This is the method of caring for fowls in the
winter season that was practised by the late

C. W. Dickerman :
“My winter quarters

for

them

are

not
as
large as they should
be,
being only twelve feet square lor from
twenty to thirty fowls, hut they have
the run of the yard whenever the snow
does not foibid. Instead of cleaning out
these quarters weekly or oltener, as frequently recommended in books, I occasionally
throw a few shovelsful of earth (Irom boxes
tilled for the purpose) over the droppings.

Their quarters are not as warm as I should
provide were I to build a house expressly lor
them; but I have two large windows in the
south and east sides, which give them ail the
benefit of the sun’s warmth, and in a measure make up for considerable lack of batten-

ing.

Cold weather is the trying time when most
people complain that their hens do not lay.
It requires more attention to the fowls to get
eggs in the winter than in summer; but they
cau be had.
Give them sunlight and keep
them warm, in the first place, and secondly,
them
varied food and plenty of it.
give
I feed principally corn through the winter,
but vary it with wheat, oats, buck-wheat,
and meat scraps. Part of the corn I feed
whole, and a part I have cracked or ground
into meal.
I prefer the cracked. I feed
whole grain at night and the ground in the
morniug, on the principle that through the
long night they need something that will
stand by them; that having digested all their
night’s food by morning they need something
For the same
they can act upon quickly.
reason, in the very coldest weather, when I
go out to give them their morning’s feed I
carry a basin of warm water from the teakettle and wet up the dough with that.
It will
warm

them

and make them feel comas I have said before,
of eggs.
The wheat I feed in
which can be had at any mill or

quickly

fortable—an essential,

supply
screenings,

to a

feed store.

Mashed potatoes, fed warns, are just the
vegetable food they >eed, and were I on a
larm I should carefurfy husband a few bushels of small potatoes for this purpose.
The
meet scraps I buy of the butcher in large
and
I
believe
it
is
as
cakes,
cheap as corn,

while it answers a purpose like that of the
bugs and worms in sammer.

Hard, Plant*.
to be quite au effort made at
last to make something out of the wild plums.
It is an effort that should have been made
long ago, but we suppose that hope has not
been wholly abandoned of yet getting the old
favorites to do as they once did.
The great trouble with the garden plum is
its liability to destruction by the puncture of
the curcolio. It has been noticed that some
plums do not rot as readily after attack as
others, and hence there has been a hope that

There

seems

might be found wholly curculioproof. We think that much of this exemption Is local. That is, that the same variety
in some soils and under some circumstances,
would rot sooner after being injured than in
cases where everything was favoraclc to highest health. However this may be, nothing
definite has been discovered to save the plum
sound to us. except such labor as few have
the time to take, and thus the fruit is com-

some one

paratively

scarce

and dear.

None of these native plums are as good as
the old-fashioned kinds; indeed, some of
them are as rough as we may suppose the
bottom round in the ladder of pomological
Improvement should always be; but then if
one can get no good plums at all, why not
have some that he can get though hardly
worthy of the name of plum at all? This is
just how it is with these new kinds. They
bear in great profusion; the trees are very
vigorous and healthy; the curculio attacks
them and some of them succumb, but not
near to the extent to which the sweet plum
suffer. One may manage to eat them raw,
and they will make tolerable pies and pre
serves cooked.
One mav never be without a
plum in the house if he grows some of these.
It is an advantage certainly; and then there

is the hope that a real substantial improvement may in time be gained.
We do not believe that there has yet beeu
much gain over the wild forms; but that little is a gain, and we may go on and hope for

better things,—Germantown Telegraph

Salt-peter in the Bog Pen.
I presume that many are not aware of the
presence of saltpeter in their hog-pens, or its
effect on the health and lile of their hogs.
It is a deadly poison to swine, and a hog that
has once got a taste of it will dig for and eat
it until it kills him, and that will not be long,
either, if he is left in a pen where he can get
at it.
I have seen hogs refuse to eat corn
and root for the nitre.
Add to this, the fact
that most farmers keep their hogs in their
which
are
perfect nitre-beds—
barn-cellars,
that is, they contain all the conditions for the
formation of nitre, of potash or saltpeter—a
valuable fertilizer, but dangerous food for

pigs.

The ammonia, and especially the liquid
from horses and hogs, contains nitrogen, which in warm weather rapidly decom-

portion

turns to ammonia, which unites
with the oxygen of the air and forms nitric
acid. All soil contains more or less potash,
and this nitric acid, leaching into the soil in
the bottom of the pen, or the dirt that has
been carted in, unites with the potash and
forms nitre of potash. There is no danger of
their getting it as long as the pen is wet, but
when it becomes dry, the saltpeter will crystalize in the dirt, and if the pigs get at it
there will be sudden and mysterious death in
the pen, and the owner will wonder what
ailed his pigs, they weighing well, and the
next he kew they were dead.
How shall we avoid the danger ? First, by
never putting pigs in an old pen after the
manure is got out, until the bottom is well
covered with fresh dirt; then keep it well
covered with loam in dry as well as wet
weather, remembering that it is in dry dirt
only that it can crystallize, and while it is
wet they cannot get at it.— N. E. Farmer.

poses and

Destroying Weeds.
A correspondent of the New England
Farmer tells how he eradicates weeds, as
follows:
Some fifteen years ago I turned up an acre
of rich land and sowed it at the proper season
with rye. It came up perfectly well and
promised a good crop. In the soring it looked
very

flourishing,

but

there

soon

appeared

multitudes of weeds, which continued to
flourish till, at the time for harvest, they
were much more conspicuous than the rye.
After threshing, the straw, which I usually
value more than the grain, sold very ill,
hardly at half the usual price in Boston. The
rye itself was full of seeds, many of which refused to be separated by the winnowing.
I
determined to avoid this evil if I could; so I
ploughed up an acre, next to that which had
served me so ill, let it lie until next spring,
and waited until a rich crop of weeds bad
sprung up, which, when they were five or six
inches high, I ploughed in, and waited till
another crop ot somewhat later weeds were
in the same condition; these were ploughed
in, and afterward a third crop of the latest
It
weeds were served in the satfie manner.
was then sown with rye and produced the
cleanest and most beautiful and luxurious
I have no doubt that
crop I had ever seen.
the three crops of weeds did the land more

good than

an

ample covering of barn

would have done.

The

same

manure
course essen-

tially pursued since has been equally successful. My crop of rye this season was the best
and largest I have ever had, and the straw
was the best—perfectly clean.
mules for Farm Work.

Mules ou on average are more valuable
than horses, are more easily raised, are not

subject to disease, are not ilkely to run away in wagoning and plowing, are longer
lived, will do more work and require less
feed and attention, they are stronger, will
draw heavier loads and stand more hardship,
and are in every way preferable to the horse
for general farm use. Mules eome in earlier,
ready for light work when three years old.
They will then do enough work on the farm
to pay for their feed, and after having attained the age of four years they are ready
for any kind of servioe. But the horse (coltj
must be kept until he is lour years old before
he is worked at all, and when he is four he
must be a first-rate colt to bring as much as
so

the mule will at two years old. But assume
the animals are both required for farm work,
see what a difference there is in favor of the
mule. The working life of the mule can be
safely estimated at thirty years, and that of
the horse at ten years. So, while a mule is
working its life out, three horses will be re
quired to do equal service. But these are
not the only items. The saving of teed is at
least one fouth, or not less than 647 bushels
of corn and 427 tons of hay. These amounts,
added to the original saving in purchase of
animals, show an advantage in favor of the
use of the male over the horse of over $1,000
during the ordinary lile ot the animal. The
mule is less dainty about food, unground

grain and dry feed being jast the thing for
him.—American Farmer.

MEDICAL

A friend who has an evergreen hedge—from
the description we suppose it is an arbor-vita;
hedge—asks us whether it is a good time to
There could not possibly be a
prune now.
Everworse time than to cut at this season
are very sensitive to cold, cutrule
a
as
greens
Even the hardened leaves that
ting winds.
have been exposed to all the vicissitudes of the
weather often get injured by wintry winds, and
this is more likely to be the case with those
which are tender, as those inside, exposed suddenly to the weather by cutting away the outNo good hedgist cuts away
side, must be.
evergreens till the winter is over and all danger of cold winds is gone.
This disposes of
hedge-pruning so far as evergreens are concerned, but in the case of deciduous hedges, which
need a renovating pruning, it is nat only allowIn this vicinity we
able but sound practice.
have many of these deciduous things used as
We have beech, hornornamental hedges.
beam, privet, Osage orange, honey locust, pyrus, japonica, and some other things of this

CATARRH.
Eastern Druggists Recommend
Sanford’s Radical Cure for
Catarrh as the best and

only remedy giving
universal satisfaction.
the Drug Examiner of the Rodou
Custom House.
Sanford’s Radical Cure has proved so uniformly successful in the treatment of Catarrh that I now
recommend it exclusively, and consider it far
superior to any preparation ever before prepared lor
this disease.
ISAAC T. CAMPBELL,
Druggist, Broadway, South Boston,
And Examiner of Drugs, B. C. H.
From

Sometimes they are neglected, as
our friend’s evergreen hedge appears to be, and
to renovate them they are often ent too near
the ground, so as to induce them to throw out
a large lot of new sprouts, which the next year
This sort of trimare trimmed into shape.
ming can be done at shis season, and is the only kind of hedge-pruning that is at all seasonacharacter.

leave all evergreen prunotherwise, till about April, be-

Hereabouts

ble.

ing, hedges

or
new

fore the

From a Rhode Island Druggist.
I have in a number of cases recommended Sanford’s Radical Cube to my customers, and find it
is the only Catarrh medicine I have ever sold that
gives general satisfact ion. I have yet to find one
dissatisfied person that has ever used it, and I know
of a great many who have derived great benefit from

we

growth appears.—Germantown

Telegraph.

its

WM. F. TESTON.

Woonsocket, R. I., Oct.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
Corrected for the Press to Fob 9.1876.
Shoe Steel...
Apple*.
5@
5*
Green. 3 00 @ 4 50 Spring Steel.
8 @ 11
Dri’d West’n
9 @
12 Sheet Iron..
do Eastern.
9 @ 12 Common....
4J@
4*
6*
A»hes.
H. C.
6$@
Pearl, ^ lb. 11 @ 11* Russia. 15*@ 16*
12
Pot.
10
7*@
Galy.
9f@
Beau*.
Lard.
Pea. 2 00 @ 2 25 Kegslb...
13$@ 14
Mediums.... 1 75 @ 2 00 Tierces^ lb. 13f@ 14
Yellow Eyes. 2 00 @ 2 25 Pail.
15 @
15$
Box Shook*.
Caddies.
16 @
16*
Pine.
60 @
75
Lead.
Bread.
Sheet & Pipe
9 @
9*
Pilot Sup.... 9 00 @11 00 Pig.
8 @
8*
do ex 1001b. 7 00 @ 8 00
Leather.

Ship.

5 00

@

5 50

10035
Rutter.
Family, lb 30
Store. 25

@

40

@
@

35
30

Crackers

Candle*.

New

York,

Light.
Mid.

Weight.

Heavy.

Slaughter...
4m.

27
28
28
35
1 00

Calf....
Lime.

Charcoal
Pine...
@
Hard Wood,
Oak.
@
Birch, Ma-

ple.
Pit Burned,
Maple.

15

Verm*t,$>lb

@

13

12*@
Cool—(Betail).

N. Y.

@

Cumberland 8 50
Pictou. 7 50
ClieBtnut.... 7 00
Franklin.... 9 00
Lehigh &W.
Ash. 8 00

@
@

@

Coffee.

Java, ^ lb

31

9
8
7
9

From

ANDREW
Respectfully your,
Manchester, Mass., April 3,1874.

@

Porto Rico..

molasses.
45 @
Cienluegos... 40 @
Muscovado..
35 @
New Orleans
65 @

33

catarrh remedies. I have found that Sanford’s Radical Cure is the leading article in ev«
?ry sense ot the word, my sales being for it one dozen
lo one bottle of any other remedy.
nand for

«>wvu

sale in this

1

Norway.

Steel.
German St’l.
Cast

2f@
3

@

6$@

18

@
12 @

@

3

3$

7
22
14

It is

20.

[s a purely vegetable distillation, entirely unlike every other medical compound ever prepared for the
reatment of this disease. It is positively free from
vegetable fibre and irritating caustic chemicals. It is
>eyond ad comparison the most scientific preparaion ever compounded, and those “who have tried everything” will find it appeals strongly to their reason and common sense.

Jan26_feb9WASlm

Coughs,Cold*. Krona
chitis, Sore Throat,
Influenza,
Croup,
Whooping Cough,
Hoarseness, hirer

Complaint,

Pains or
Soreness in the Chest
or Side, Blending at
the l.ungH, and every
aftection of the throat,
lunns and chest, are
speedily and permanently
cured by the use ot Dr.

Wistar’s Balsam of
vild Cherry, which does not dry up a
cough and
eave the cause behind, as in the case with most remidies, but loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays ir
ritatien, thus removing the cause of the complaint.
—_

CONSUMPTION can be cured
by

timely resort to this standard remedy, as is
proved by hundreds ot testimonials it has received.
None genuine unless signed “I. BUTTS on the
a

wrapper.

“““

laigo

jheaper.

wiucj uiutu

ijjc

SETA W. FOWLE & SONS, Proprietors, Boston,
Mass. Sold by dealers generally.
eodeow&woew4
__

DR.

RIPLEY,

V. S.,

continues to Fiiccessfully treat horses, cattle, and all domestic animals, on the most approved and scientific principles. Owners ot horses
would save mone> by calling him instead of dosing
their horses with quack nostrums put up by persons
who have no knowledge, either of the effects of the
“medicines’* or the diseases they propose to cure.
All orders left au No. 92 Federal St will be promptly
attended to.
E. S. KIPLEY.

STILL

Jeblt

_dim*

CORNS
And all Difficulties of the Feet skillfully
treated.

MR- & MRS. DR. WELCH,

Chiropodists,

*16 FEDERAL STREET,
Corner of Temple, Portland, Me.
Dr. Welch's
Banian Ointment by mail 50 cents and stamp.
feb21
dlw»

DR.

KENISON,
Chiropodist,
Continues to visit Portland at
the UNITED STATES HOTEL,
on the
second week of each
month.
Room

Street and 57 Temple Place.

in

Boston, 37 Tr

mont

Located in Boston since

1840.sep20dtf

CLAIRVOYANT.
JtlRS. L. T. B. KING,
RELIABLE Clairvoyant can be found at the
rear of 30 Danforth St., where she will examine the sick, and advise or prescribe as each case demands. Terms $1.00. She will visit those who
are unable to come to her residence if desired.
Mrs.
King, in addition to her clairvoy nee and remedies,
a remarkable healing power which makes
er very successful.
febl7dtt

A

Eossesses

AVOID

QUACKS

AND POISONS.
from the

effects of Early Evil Habits,
most surely would I
SUFFERERS
you from both early
decline
from
save

or
being quacked and humbugged as I
Address, in confidence, BRADFORD
SINCLAIR. P. O. Box 3063. Boston. Mass.
no27
d3m

have been.

Gold, Gold, Goldl

62

Bismarcli.
—TO—

BLACK

Portland Daily Press Stock List

HILLS

(GOLD FIELDS.)

..

Mail and

Govemmentl0-40’8,....
120$ ,. 1203
State of Maine Bonds...106 ....107
Portland City Bonds, Municipal,.... 101
.102
Portland City Bonds aid R. R. 99 ....100
Bath City Bonds,.. ... 99
100
Bangor City Bonds,20years,.....199 ....100

Any Express packages
may be left m care ot

...

....

Express

BOT7TE I

...

.100

101}

Cumberland National Bank,.. .* 40. 58
59
Canal National Bank. 100.145
146
First National Bank.100.136 .,,.137
Casco National Bank,.100.136 ....137
Mercb ants* National Bank,.. .75.100
101
National Traders* Bank,.. 100.136
137
Portland Company,..
7ft
80
Portland Gas Company,. 50. 73
75

or

matter to

be forwarded

...

H. M. DAYIS, Secretary,

..

4tli St., Bismarck.

...
..

...

Ocean I h surance Company,... 100..104
A. & K. R. R. Bonds,.. 88
Maine Central R. R. Stock,.... 100. 40
Maine Central R. R. Bonds, 7’s.91
Leeds &F* mi’gton R. R. Bonds,100. 87
Portland & Ken. R. R. Bonds,. 100. 88
Portland & Ogdensburg R.R. Bonds, gold,85

Any person at home or abroad desiring to be informed relative to the Black Hills, or as to conveyance, route or outfitting, can receive prompt and reliable information by applying to H. M. DAVIS,
Corresponding Secretary Bismarck and Black Hills
Express, Bismarck, D. T., enclosing 25 cents for reply or $1.00 for a new Book entitled “Black Hills
and the Gold Fields of Dakota,” containing a large
map and full Information.
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STATE OF MAINE.

Domini, 1876.
Upon tlie Foregoing Libel. Ordered, That the
Libellant give notice to the said Agnes M. Kichards
to appear before the Justices of our Supreme Judicial Court to be holden at Portland, within and for

the County of Cumberland, on the second Tuesday
of April next, by publishing an attested
copy o'f
said libel, and this Order thereon, three weeks successively in the Maine State Press, a newspaper
printed in Portland, in said Connty of Cumberland,
the last publication to be thirtv aays at least before
the sitting of said Court, that she may then and there
in our said Court appear and show cause, if
any she
has, why the prayer of said libellant should net be

granted.

Attest:
F. J. LITTLEFIELD, Clerk.
A true copy of the Libel, and order ot court thereon.
Attest:
F. J. LIITLEFIELD, Clerk.
w3w7

To

Commissioners or tlie
County ot Cumberland.
the undersigned citizens of the towns of

the

WE Sebaero and Halil win. in Raul

/in

ros.

pectfully represent that a public highway, commencing at the own way, near the dwelling house of
Sylvanus Blake, in Sebago aforesaid, thence running
southerly over lands of David Haley, Jeseph Wentworth and Appleton Burnell, to the town road, in

said County, between the residence of
Baldwin,
Appleton Burnell and Nathan Bliss, to be of public
and
necessity
convenience, and your petitioners pray
that after due proceedings in the premises, your
Honors will locate a public highway as herein
designated.
Sebago, January 4, 1876.
WILLIAM HALEY, Jr.,
Signed by
and 92 others.
in

STATE OF MAINE.
Cumberland, ss.
At the Court of County Commissioners begun and
hblden at Portland,within and for the County o f Cumberland, on the first Tuesday of January, Anno
Domini, 1876. to toit, at an adjournment thereof on
the first Tuesday of February, Anno Domini, .1876
On the foregoing Petition it being satisfactorily
shown to the Court,that the Petitioners are responsible
andfthat a hearing is expedient, it is hereby Ordered,
That the County Commissioners will meet at the
House of William Haley, Jr., in Sebago, Thursday,
May 4tb, A. D. 1876, at 10 o’clock A. M., and that the
Petitioners give notice to all persons interested, by
causing attested copies of said Petition and this Order of Court thereon, to be served upon the Town
Clerks ot Baldwin and Sebago, and also by posting up copies of the same in three public places
in each of said towns, and publishing the same three
weeks successively in the Maine State Press, a newspaper printed in Portland, the first of said publications, and each of the other notices, to be at least
thirty days before the time of said meeting;
at which time and place, (after it has been satisfactorily shown that the above notice has been duly
given,) the Commissioners will proceed to view the
route set forth in said Petition, and other routes and
roads connected therewith, and after such view,
they will give a hearing to the parties and their witnesses at some convenient place in the vicinity, when
and where all persons and corporations interested,
may appear and show cause, if any they have, why
the prayer of said Petition should not be granted.
Attest:
F. J. LITTLEFIELD, Clerk.
Copy of the Petition and Order of Court thereon.
Attest:
F. J. LITTLEFIELD, Clerk.

W3w7

Sheriff’s Sale.
STATE OF MAINE,)
Cumberland, ss. j
sold by public
auction, on SATURDAY, March 18th, A. D.
1876, at ten o’clock, in the forenoon, at the Sheriff’s
Office, in Portland, in said County, all the right in
equity, which Henry Sturdivant, of Cumberland, in
said County, has or had. on the tenth day of May,
A. D. 1872, at twelve o’clock and fifty-five minutes,
in the afternoon, being the time ot the attachment
of the same on the original writ in the action on which
said execution was obtained, to redeem the following
described mortgaged real estate, to wit:
Two certain parcels of land, situated in said town
of Cumberland, containing sixty-nine acres, more er

TAKEN

on

execution, and will be

less, conveyed

to said

NEW CONNECTIONS.
On

lust,
The Steamer CITS' OF RICH-

ty-four

mortgagee’s Sale

ot Real Estate.
virtue of a power of sale contained in and ot
the provisions of a certain mortgage deed given
by Job R. Duran, of Portland, Cumberland County,
State of Maine, to George L. Wescott, ot said Portland, dated 11th October, 1869, recorded io the registry of deeds for said county, book 369, page 58, which
said mortgage was duly assigned to me, Ira P. Farrington, the 28th October, 1875, by assignment recorded in said registry, book 422, page 430, will be
sold, for breach of the conditions of said mortgage,
at public auction, on the premises hereinafter described. on the twenty-eighth day of Feoruary next, at
3 o’clock in the afternoon, a certain ot of land, with
all the improvements that may be thereon, situated
in said Portland on the northwesterly side of Lincoln street, and bounded as follows;
Commencing
on the northerly corner of Lincoln and Elm
street,
thence running about northwesterly by the northeasterly side or Elm street, twenty feet ana seven
inches, to the centre of the partition wall between the
block of two houses numbered tbirty-one and thirtvthree (31 and 33) Elm street, thence through the centre of the partition wall of said block, about north-

BY

seventy-five feet, to land now or formerly
easterly,
owned by Charles Q. Clapp, thence southeasterly, by
the line of said Clapp’s land, twenty feet and seven
inches, to a stake on the northwesterly side line of
Lincoln street, thence southwesterly, by the side line
of Lincoln street, seventy-five teat, to the bounds
begun at. Said lot has, since said mortgage was given,
been mortgaged by said Duran to Nathan Hill, of
Rollinsford, State of New Hampshire, and the light
to redeem is now owned, or supposed to be owned, by
George R. Davis, of said Portland.
Terms cash.

I. P. FARRINGTON.
wtd46

Sheriff’s Sale*
STATE OF MAINE, 1
Cumberland, ss. j

GOING

WEST.
8.15 A. HI.—Passenger train from Portland for a
stations, rnnning through without change to St.
Jobnsbury, Dauville. Hardwick. Morrisville, Hyde
Park and Johnson, Vermont. Connects with B.
R- for Lancaster, Whitefield, Littleton,
£;
Well s River,
Montpelier, Burlington, St. Albans,
&c., &c.
2.40 P. HI.—Passenger train from Portland fbr
Upper Bartlett and intermediate stations.
GOING BAST.
8.00 A. HI .—Passenger train from
Upper Bartlett
and intermediate
stations, arriving In Portland at
11.15

northeast corner, at the Junction ot the Saco road
and the Vinegar road, (both roads being so called
and known,) the entire western portion of said
farm or land is bounded by said Vinegar
road;
entirely by the said Saco road; southerly by
land of Abner Green; westeily by land ot
Joseph
Deeriug, and on the northwest by the Dresser road,
so called; said land being a portion of the Jewett
farm, so called, and the same that said Dresser
bought of George Jewett.
Dated at said Portland, the 3d day ot
February
A. D. 1876.
w3w6
M. ADAMS, Deputy Sheriff.

easterly

Sheriff’s Sale.
Cumberland ss:
by virtue of an execution in favor of Joseph H. Poor and Edwin B. Poor, both of Portland, copartners in trade under style of Jos. H. Poor
& Brother, against William Willard of said Portland,
and (unless sooner redeemed) will be sold by public
auction at the Sheriff’s Office in Portland, in Baid
county,on THURSDAY,the sixteenth day of March,
A. D. 1876, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, four shares
of the capital stock of the Blanchard Maine
State Boiler Company* to wit: one share numbered 157, two shares numbered 158, and one share
numbered 159. Said shares being sold subject to all
unpaid assessments and other legal claims against
the same.
Also five shares of the capital stock
of the Portland Steam Towing and Water Boat Company, all of the above named stock having been attached on tlie original writ in the action on which
said execution was obtained on the first day of December, A. D. 1875.
Dated at Portland this twelfth day of Februarv A
WM. H. DRESSER, Dep’y Sheriff,
D. 1876.

TAKEN

EAKM

SAFE.

Camp

ARE POPULAR BECAUSE RELIABLE.
CATALOGUE for 1876 mailed on receipt ot
a three cent stamp.
Wholesale Price Current
mailed to merchants free. Address
KENDALL & WHITNEY,
feb4deod2w&w4wPortland*

SEED

loj

DR. WARREN R. EVA^IS,
Dentist, No: 11 Clapp’s Block.

16
10

@ 274

neatly executed

at

teeth inserted on Gold and Rubber plate. Also Gold and Rubber combined,
which makes beautiful work—the best for persons
who are troubled with sore mouths.
Teeth filled in
the best of manner. Charges Reasonable.
Dr. Evans has practiced Dental Surgery for eighteen years and guarantees satisfaction. Please call.
Corner Congress and Elm Streets, Portland, Me.
wtf47

ARTIFICIAL

12
11

]

If

the road

leading

in Freeport
from
Freeport Corner to South Freeport, and known
as the Weston Farm.
contains about 80 acres ot
land, wood and timber and arable land under a good
state of cultivation, and well watered.
A good orchard and fences in good repair. The
arc
new and in good condition.
The house is a story and
a halt with an ell, and finished throughout.
There
is a good chance for brick making near a wharf.
Also one half in common ot about two acres of
land with bui dings and a wharf. This
property will
be sold at a bargain.

SITUATED

NIt

buildings

STEPHEN WESTON,
Administrator of estate of
JAMES WESTON,
wtf40
P. O. Address, Box 334, Gardiner, Me.

Vaults Cleaned.
ORDERS promptly attended to by eailin
R. GIBSON
at or addressing
588 Congress Street
Janl
dtf

ALL

port,
port.

Returning, will leave Machiasport every Monday morning nt !i OO o’clock, touching at
above named landings (except Bucksport and Searsport), arriving in Portland same night.
CYRUS STURDIVANT,
Ge 1 Agent.
nov27dtl_

(USTTreight trains leave Portland daily

UNDER CONTRACT

Passengers booked
derry and Liverpool,

Boston & Maine
ALL

r

October 11,1875.

Trains will leave Portland for
Boston at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10 p. in., arriving
Boston at 10.50 a. m., 1.45, 7.55 p. m.
Returning, leave Hosion at 8.30 a. m., 12.30
3.30 p. m., arriving ut Portland at 1.15, 5.
8.15 p. m.
For Lowell at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10, p. m.
For Manchester and Concord and Upper
Railroad (via New Market Junction) at 6.15 a.
m., and 3.10 p m.; (via Dawrence) at 9.00 a. m.
For threat Falls at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.10. p.in.
For Rochester, Farmington and Alton
Bay at 6.15, 9.U0 a. m., 3.10 p. m.
For Scarborough Beach, Blue Point, Old
Orchard Beach, Saco, Bidrieford and
Kennebunk at 6.15, 9 00, a. m., 3.10. 5.00 p. m.
Morning Trains will leave Kennebunk
for Portland at 7.20 a. in.
at

Trains

Boston & Maine road connect with all
between Portland and Baugor
Rockland, Mt. Desert. Machias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
’rains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes for refreshments at tirst-class dining rooms.
Parlor Cars on 3.10 P. M. train from Portland
and 8,30 A. M. train from Boston.
J. T. FURBER, Gen’PSjip
S. H. STEVENS, Gen’l Ag’t, Portland.
on

running

steamers

Trains leave Portland for
Bangnr,
Belfast and Dexter at 112.35 a. m., 1.40 p.
Skowhegan 1.40 p. m.

Watervill
m.

Augusta, Hallow ell, Gardiner, Brunswick
$7.00 a. m., 1.40. 5.20 p. m.
Rockland $7.00 a. m., 1.40 p. m.
Bath $7.00 a. m., 1.40, 5-20 p. m.

and

Arrangement of

Trains,

commencing

Nov. 8, 1875.
PASSENGER TRAINS FROM PORTLAND
7.50 A. M. for Bocbester, Nashua and
Worcester connects at Rochester with down
trains on Eastern and Boston & Maine Roads
at Nashua with Express Train tor Lowe!
and Boston, arriving in Boston at 1.30 P. M.;
connecting at Ayer Junction with Express
Train for Fitchburg and floosac Tun.
nel Line, and arriving at Worcester at 2.10 P
ivi.. connecting with trains South and West.
2.00 P. HI. Train connects at Rochester
with B. & M. trains for Dover, Boston, <$c.
4.00 P. HI. New York Express Drawing
Rroom Car to Worcester and Sleeping car from
Worcester to New York via Springfield all
rail connecting at Grand Trunk Junction
(Portland) with Trains from Montreal and way
stations, Lewiston and Auburn, and at Westbrook Junction with trains of Maine Central R. R. from

St.

John, Digby.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

TWO

TRIPS

PER

WEEK !

On and after

Monday, Decem-

ber 20th, the Steamer New Brunswick, Capt. D. S. Hall, will leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of State St.,

every Monday at 6.00 p. m., for
Eastport and St. John.
will
leave
St. John and Eastport every
Returning

Until further notice the Steamer Chase Will leave
for St. John direct every Thursday at 1 p. m.
Connections made at Eastport for Kobbinston,
St. Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Frederickton, Charlottetown and
Summer8ide, P. E. I.
Sag^Freight received on days of sailing until 4

o’clock, p.m.

A. R. STUBBS, Agent,

inar24

dtf

FOR

On and after October 8th, 1875,
Steamer Henrietta, Capt. G.
LOWELL, will leave Harpi-

well Mondays and Saturdays at
touching at Chebeasue, Little Chebeasue and Louglaland. Returning, will leave
a.

Commercial Wharf, at 3 p. m. touching at the above
landings. Will touch at Cousens’ Island each way.
For particulars inquire of Captain on hoard or
STEPHEN RICKER, Agent, 131 Commercial St.
my8dtf

A25D

—

PHILADELPHIA.

—

"VIA.

South

—

Atlantic Coast Line of

Kailway s.

Leave New York 3 and 9 P. M., all rail via. Washington, Richmond, Wilmington, Charleston, or Columbia, Augusta, Savannah, Jacksonville, etc.; 8.40
and 9.30 A M. (Limited Express) via Bay Line from
Baltimore and Portsmouth, via. Wilmington, theuce
as above; and 3.00 P. M. Tuesday, Thursday, and
Saturday via Old Dominion Steamship to Portsmouth, Va., and as above.
Parlor Cars by day; Sleeping Cars at night over
the entire line
Baggage checked through.
Information and tickets apply to J. H. WHITE,
Passenger A gent,General Office, 229 Broad Tway, N
Y., 222 Washington St., Boston, and Ticket Office
Connecting Lines.
dec31d3m
A. POPE, Genl. Pass. Agent.

Clyde's Iron

Line of

Steamers,

Running between Providence
Philadelphia every WED-

NESDAY and SATURDAY gives
direct communication to and from
Portland and all other points in
Maine, with Philadelphia and beyond. Through
rates are given to Philadelphia and all points reached
by the Penn. Central and the Phil. & Reading R. R.'s
and to all the principal cities in the South and Southwest. No Wharfage. No commission for forwarding.
Full information given by D. D. C. MINK. Agent,
2f Devonshire St., Boston, or J. B. COYLE, Jr.,

Portland.

wat

i>

Janll 1y

f’T vm? x.

12 So.

ni\

Delaware Avenue, Philadelphia.

MAINE

STEAMSHIP
TO

BoHton 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a. m.,3.10 p. m.
arriving at 6.15 a. m., 1.45, 7.55 p. m„ in ample
time to connect wilh New York and Western trains,
Lynn, Salem, Newburyport and Portsmouth at 2.00 (except Mondays),9.00 a. m., 3.10 p.
m.

Gloucester and Rockport at 9 a.m., 3.10 p.
Dover at 9

a.

m., 3.10 p.

m

m.

Wolf boro Rochester ami Great Falls at
m., 3.10 p. m.
Kittery, Eliot. Month
a.

Berwick

Junction,

North Berwick, Wells and Kennebunk
at 9

a.

m., 3.10 p.

m.

Biddeford, Maco, West Scarborough,
borough and Cape Elizabeth at 9
3.10, 5.20 p.

SEW

Pullman Parlor and Mleeping Cars are
all through trains. Stops for refreshmen
made at the usual places,

oelldtf

GEO. BACH ELDER. Supt.

WINTER

BATH.
Bath

Hotel, €.

etor.

Tremoat

—

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

BRUNSWICK, ME.
Booms, W. H. Field.

Proprietor.

*
CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P. Chamberlain, Propri-

etor.

CALAIS.
W.

International

Hotel,

Proprietor.

*».

Simpson,
For several years

the Portland Daily Press
been the largest and fullest dally paper published
In Maine; and its Publishers announce their determination to make their paper beyond question the

CORNISH.

has

Cornish House, in. H. Davis, Proprietor
DANVILLE JfCNCTION.
Clark’s Dining Hall, Grand Trunk Railway Depot, Hi. IV. Clark. Proprietor.

EOXCROET.
Eoxcrofl Exchange. P. HI. Jeffords.
prietor.

Pro-

III HA HI.
Hit. Caller House,—Hiram Baston, Pro
prtetor.

LEWISTON.
DeWitt House, H. B. Wing,

BEST NEWSPAPER IN

Proprietor

NAPLES*
Elm Hoase, Nathan Chnrch *
Sons, Proprietors.

MAINE,

by making all its departments more complete and by
sparing no effort or expense at their command to
make the Press more valuable and desirable.
The Press has a larger editorial corps than
any
paper in Maine, and has unexcelled facilities fbr col
ecting news in all parts oi the state. The business,
agricultural and manufacturing interest of Maine
will receive the continued attention of the Press.
The growing importance oi Portland as a distributing center for Maine, and its fast increasing whole*
sale trade, make a daily paper at this point of specia
importance to every merchant and business
in
the state.

NORRIDGEWOCK.
Danforib Honse, D. DanUorth.
Proprleto
STRATFORD N. H.
"Vli™
Hoase, C- 8.
A Co.

win
Willard

Bailey

prietors.

P

PEAK’S ISLAND.
Union House-W. T. Jones.
Proprietor.
PARIS HILL.
Hubbard Hotel, H. Hubbard,
Proprietor

YORK.

•

PORTLAND.

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 6
P. M., and leave Pier 38 East River, New York, every MONDAY aod THURSDAY at 4 P. M.
The EJeanora is a new steamer, just built for this
route, and both she and the Franconia are fitted up
with fiDe accommodations for passengers, making
this the most convenient and comfortable route for
travellers between New York and Maine.
These
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven during the
summer months on their passage to and from New
York.
Passage in State Room $5, meals extra.
Goods forwarded to ana from Philadelphia, Montreal, Quebec, St. John, and all parts of Maine.
Freights taken at the lowest rates.
Shippers are requested to send their freight to the
Steamers as early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave
Portland. For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F AMES, Ag’t, Pier 38, E. R., New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can also be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
ocldtf

hTONINGTON
FOR NEW

As

a

Political Journal

Eederal81. J. G Perry
**• E- «*■■!. Pro-

\

“g’V? ward^Proprieior.
£or- Middle and Plam
ofCongrei«and Fed*
•2li
Tiinolh j

LIKE

CpT.Tumi.“OU**~Ij-

the Press will be devoted as in the past to a descrizt.
minating support of the Republican Party. Duiimj
the pending important campaign, the Press wl,
give special attention to the publication of politic-*

Proprietor.

OTHERS.

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at Stonington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and witn the elegant and popular steamer Stonington every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always in advance ot all other lines. Baggage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange St.,and W. D. Little & Co.’s,494 Exchange St.
L. W. F1LKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t, New York.
President.
dtf

MAIL LINE TO

connection* to Prince Edward !«•
Jobu«, N, F.

4.00 p. m. for HALIFAX, direct,
connections with the Intercolonial Railway,

fo* Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and Pictou, ana
steamers for Prince Edward Island; also at New
N. S., with Lindsey’s Stages for Cape
Brecon, and at Halifax with steamers for St. Johns,
N. F.
l^yRETURNING will leave Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4.00 p. m.
No freight received after 10 a. m. on day cf sailing.
For further information apply to J. B. COYLE.
dr., jrranKiw wnarr, or
oct28dtfJOHN PORTEQTJS, Agent.

Glasgow,

STEAMERS.

SPECIAL

Proprietor

S. R. NILES,
ADVERTISING

AGENT.

Reduction

Contracts for Advertisements in all Newspapers ol
all cities and towns of the United
States, Canada
nd British Provinces,
dffice No. 6 Tremont Street, Boston.

of

Price

ADVERTISING AGENCY A PRINTERS’
106

WAREHOUSE,

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Dealer in Wood and Metal Type and all kinds o»
Printers Materials. Advertisements inserted in
any
paper lii the United States or Canadas at publishers*
owest prices. Send for estimates.

Despite the iact that the Publishers are obliged to
pay the postage, the Daily Press is oftered for
$7.00 per annum in advance; $3.50 for six months;
$1.75 for three months.
TIT" During the session ot the Legislature the
Daily will he furnished lor $2.00 in advance.

DODD’S
ADVERTISING AGENCY,
121 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.
Advertisements receiued for every Paper in the
United States and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices.
Any information cheerful I v given
and estimates promptly fuurnished.
HORACE DODD.
o

WHEELER,

YE WSPAPE R ADVERTISING AGENT
No. 5 Washington Building,

The splendid new iron steamship
“BERM UDA /’Capt.Cleaver, will
leave Grand Trunk Railway
Wliarf, every SATURDAY at

BOSTON

As an advertising medium, the Press stands firm
among the journals of Maine.

AGENCIES.

land; Cape Breton and

making

news.

CaUerw.ml,

WILTON,
N. Green.

C. J.

Halifax, Nova Scotia,
With

H”**~ E- A

T. C. EVANS,

the Only Inside Route
Avoiding Point Judith.

ocll ’73

8“nb*r- *

SKOWHEGAN.
House, W, G. Heoelton, Propri-

YORK,

OF ALL

°

hcrncane island.

This is

PROVIDENCE. R. I.
BATES

A

Tie lie Slate Press

LOCKE,

Newspaper Advertising Agents,
34

PAi.K BOW, NEW TORN.

J. H. Bates, late of
D. R. Locke, o Locke &
S. M. Pettengill & Oo.
Jones, Toledo Blade.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

GEORGE P. ROWELL dc CO.,
hag been enlarged [and greatly Improved the
past
year, and lg now one of the largest, fullest and beet
in
Maine. Terms $2.00 per
weekly paper
year in
advance; six months for $1.00; three months for
SO cents.

ADtERTISING AGENTS
FOR ALL THE LEADING NEWSPAPERS.
Dealers in Printing Materials
Jype, Presses, etc.

NOTICE.

Office No. 41 Parle

of

every description

Row. Kay Vnrlr

ESTABLISHED IN 1849.

S. HI. PETTENGILL & CO.’S
AVVEBTISINfi AUEM'4
No. 10 State St., Boston, and 37 Park Row, New York,
Estimates furnished gratis for Advertising in al
Newspapers in the Uniied States and British Provinces.

Special

rates

to campaign clubs.

Until farther notice

THE STEAMER FOREST CITY

Portland

Daily Press
A local agent is wanted in every kw*.

Will leave FrankHn Wharf, Portland, on
Monday, Wednesday and Friday evenings
at 7 o’clock, weather permitting.

FARE

$1.00.

Passengers by this Line secure a comfortable night’s rest and arrive in season
to connect with the earliest morning
trains, while the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Poston late at night
are avoided.
J, B. COYLE, Jr., Gen'l Agt.

Job

tSP“Specimen copies sent

Printing

free.

Address,

dec27-75

To Canada. Detroit, Chicago, Jlilwnubee, Cincinnati. Nt. I,ouis, Omaha,
Naginaw, Nt. Paul, Nall l.nlte City,
Denver, Nan Francisco,
and all points in the

PORTLAND PUBLISHING

BOSTON
—

OPPIO s.

AND

PHILADELPHIA

Northwest, West and ^Southwest.
J. C. FURNIVAL, Agt.
THE GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with tirst-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickest time of any route from Pori land to the West.
^“PULLMAN PA ACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Cnslom House examination.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate ot
one passenger for every *500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manaaer,
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland, June 21,1875.
jne!7dtf

St.-Chapin,

P. * K. Dining

ARRA 3S GEMENT

AI.D

Trrmoni

Jloa.e,
Gurney * Co. Proprietors.

PHILLIPS.
Houte, Samuel Farmer, Propri-

an(1 alter Monday, Nov. 15th, 1875
UIHMMijl..1
will run as follows:
Express train 7.00 a. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
Mail train for Gorham and inteimediate stations at
7.10 a. m.
Express train at 1,40 p. m for Auburn and Lew-

—

Plummer, Proprietor

BOSTON.
Parker Home. School S«. D. D. Parker *
€•., Proprietors.
St. James Hotel—J. R. Crocker, Proprl-

PITTSFIELD.
Home—Fletcher A Gale, Proprie.

0n

Passenger Offices
U EXCHANGE ST.,

ill.

Wolcott, Proprietor.

IN TRAINS.

iston.
Mail train for Island Pond, f stopping at all stations to Island Pond,)* connecting with night mail
train for Quebec, Montreal and the West at 1.50
p. m.
Express train for Auburn and Lewiston at 5.10
p. m.
Trains will arrive as follows:
Mail train from Gorham and Intermediate Stations
at 8.30 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. qi.
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 2.45 p.m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 2.50 and
5.45 p. m.

II. Cony. Proprt*

BANGOR.
Franklin IIon«c,—Hnrlow St., TIcl.Huuh
lin At Oarin, Proprietor*.

CO.

Steamers Elen nor a and Franconia

Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada.
ALTERATION

A. &

tors.

Huk

Propri*”"’

12.58, 8,27 p. m.
m., 1,10, 8.40 p m.

run on

AUGUSTA.
Htntc Mt. Harrison

Augusta nouse,
er, Proprietor.
Cony House, G.

r

m.,

EAMTERN RAILROAD TRAINM
run directly through to points on the Maine Central
Railroad without transfer, and make direct connection in Portland with all Steamboats and Railroads
diverging therefrom.

1876.

Hotel, Cor. Congress aud Green St.
• Martin
.Proprietor.
Congress st.Glboon ACo.,

Scara. m.f

Salem at 9.12 a.
Portsmouth at 11 a. m., 2.57,10.14 p. m.
Dover at 10.40 a. m., 4.45 p. m.
Great Falls at 10.22 a. m., 4.19 p. m.
Kennebnnk at 12.10, 4.03.11.20 p. m.
Biddeford at 8.00 a. m., 12.30, 4.20,11.38 p.
Maco at 8.05 a. m., 12 36, 4.25, 11.42 p. m.

OF

Proprietor*.

AProprif£"*’

TRAINS FOR PORTLAND LEAVE

a.

—

ACBCBN
Elm House, Court. Ml. W N. A A. Young,

Aph"2“" *,ou*e’ ,ndi“
Citr

m.

Boston at 8.30 a. m., 12.30, 8.00 p. m., arriving in
Portland at 1.15,5.00 p. m., 12.15 (except Mondays

SAMPSON, Agent,

53 Central Wharf, Boston,
H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
Providence, ft.

S*‘ **•*••• Adam
^ProprStor**’Temp,e
,,T

UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE,

TRAINS WILL LEAVE PORTLAND FOR

no2dtf

8 KM I-WEEKLY LINE

AHEAD

On and after Monday, Oct. 11th, 1875,

E.

HACHIAS.

nd

RAILROAD."

EASTERN

Excursion Tickets *25.
passage to Norlolk, Baltimore, Washinformation apply to

Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.

New York about 5.00 a. m. A sleeping car is
reserved at Worcester for this train.
6.20 p. n». train for Gorham.
Tickets sold and baggage checked to all importan

tlie

or

other

or

LITTLETON, N H.
Thayers Hotel, H. L. Thayer, Proprietor.

mediate Stations, at Nashua
Boston, and at Worcester (Union Depot) with
Boston
Albany Railroad for Springfield, Albany
Hartford, New Haven and New York, arriving at

and

freight

m.,

all interfor Lowell and

Florida

For

ELLSWORTH.
City Hotel.—N. H. Higgins ArSons, Props,

HARPSWELL,

Bangor, Rockland, and

points.
Express Train leaves Worcester a 14 .35 P.
HI., connecting with Express trains leaving
Albany at 10 A. M.( and New York at 10.00
A M. arriving in Portland at 11.15 P. M.
JSfTickets can be found at BARNES BROS., No.
28 Exchange Street, and at the Depot.
J. M. LUNT, Supl.
my?dtf

lading given by the above named

Thursday.

Farmington

Portland & Rochester R. R.

ot

Passage *15.00.

40

PORTLAND

Lewiston $7.00 a. m., 1.35, 5.15 p. m.
1.40 p. m.
The $12.35 a. m. train for Bangor makes close connection with E. & N. A. Railway foi St. John and
Halitax.
tPullman Sleeping Car attached.
$Mixed.
PAYSON TUCKER, Sup t.
Portland. Octoler 25.1875..
oc25dtf

Through hills

Agents.

HOTEL DIRECTORY.

Windsor and Halifax.

8

Monday, October 25th, 1875.

Boston.

Embracing the leading Hotels In the State, at which,
the Daily Press may always be found.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Calais

CAMPAIGN

Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina,
by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
G. H. Keith, Agent, 222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West l>y Baltimore & Ohio
R. K., C. A. Cblpley, Agent, 219 Wasnington
street,

HOTELS.

SATURDAY, February 19tb, 1876,
Immediately after the arrival ot the Train of the previous day from Montreal.
To be followed by the
Steamship PRU8IAN.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations). 670 to 680

au5at

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

Mosely.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. dark, Agent, 240
Washington St..

Fcetmrn. riolrets

Passenger

—

London-

H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and outward, and for
Sight Drafts on England for small amounts, apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.
Portland, Nov. 23.1876.nov24dtf

ARRANGEMENT,

Commencing

week.

THE

Intermediate passage.
Payable in Gold or its equivalent.

RAILROAD.

AND

E.

granted at reduced iates.
The Steamship
PERUVIAN, Capt. Watts.
Will leave this pert for Liverpool on

at 9 20

oct25dtf

to

a

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONK.
and aIcCLELLAN.
From Providence every WEDNENDAY
and MATCKDAY.
Freight lorwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane

Canadian and United Ntates Mails.

HAMILTON, Superintendent.

Portland. Dec. 21, 1875.

CONVEYANCE OF

Washington

First Class Mleumshlp
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CKANE.
WM. LAWRENCE.
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TCEMDAY
and MATCKDAY.

Co.

Steamship

FOR

Pour times

ington,

ALLAN LINE.
Montreal Ocean

a. m.

March,
1876, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at
the Sheriff’s office, in Portland, in said County, all
the right in equity which Margaret Jordan, of Portland, in said County, has or had on the eighth day of
November, A D. 1875, at three o’clock and thirty
minutes in the afternoon, being the time of the
attachment of the same on the original writ in the
action on which said execution was obtained, to
redeem the following described mortgage real estate,
situated in Scarborough, in said County, bounded
and described as follows, to wit: Beginning on the

on

'1
o’clock.
For Rockland, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, BucksCastine, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Southwest Harbor. Mt. Desert, Millbridge, Jonesport and Macblas-

a. m.

1.15 P. HI.—Passenger tiain from
Fabyan’s in
connection with through train from
Johnson, Vt.,
arriving in Portland at 5.45 p. m.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
At White Rock for North Windham.
At Sebago Lake for Standish Corner.
At Baldwin for
Cornish, Porter. Kezar Falls aud
Fieedom,
At Brownfield for Denmark and
Bridgton.
At hryeburg for
Lovell, Stowe and Chatham.

Eynn at 8.59

exeextion. and will be sold by public
TAKEN
auction,
SATURDAY, the eighteenth day of
A. D.

FOR

Blankets.
7ft.1 10 @1 20
Colored ^ pr. .2 75 @3 75
White 10-4... 3 00 @6 50

MOND, Capt. Kilby, will leave
Railroad Wharf, Portland, every
bursday cvcuiug, commencing Dec. 2d, at l6

TRAINS WILL RUN AS FOLLOWS:

&

MTEAiHMHIP LINE

—

ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

aud after WEDNESDAY, 23d,
aud uulil further notice.

by

the said Henry Sturdivant, in lot number one,
known by the name of the Butler lot, containing foracres, and being all the land which the said
Epbraim Sturdivant owned in said lot, number one at
the time of this said conveyance to said Henry Sturdivant ; bounded by the County road,
by the Rangeway
road, by land of f loilis St. Clair, and by land conveyea oy saw nenry sturaivant to Elias Lunt, Jr.
Dated at said Portland, tlie 7th day of February,
A. D. 1876.
w3wt
M. ADAMS, Deputy Sheriff.

—

MACH1AS.

Henry Sturdivant, by Ephraim

Sturdivant, by deed dated July 15, 1852, and recorded
in Cumberland County Register of Deeds, Book
244, page 293: the first parcel bounded and described
as follows: Beginning on the County road on land,
now or formerly owned
by Richmond Mitchell;
thence running southwesterly on said road about
fifty-seven rods to land formerly owned by Greely
Sturdivant; thence southeasterly seventy-four rods
to the railroad; thence on the same course as the
fence now sta.ids to land, now or f<timely owned by
Andrews Blanchard; thence northeasterly on said
last mentioned land to land, now or formerly of
Richmond Mitchell; thence northwesterly on said
last mentioned land to the bounds first mentioned,'
excepting one acre conveyed by said Ephraim Sturdivant, to the Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad
Company for gravel and containing about twenty-five
acres.
The other parcel is the lot on which the
house and out buildings are situated, now occupied

THE

PENOBSCOT, MT. DESERT AND

..

Cumberland, ss.
Supreme Judicial Court, begun and held at
Portland, within and *or said County qf Cumberland, on the second Tuesday qf January, Anno

FOE

—

Norfolk, Baltimore

UN-

TIL FURTHER NOTICE,

At the

70

Colton Balling.
10* 501b bales 1 lb
rolls. 10 ® 15
® 221
Warp Varn...
12 Twine.
@ 25
9 Wicking. 25
@ 30
7
Crocking*.
All wool 3-4,.. 45 ® 50
20
7-8... 55 @ 60
40
78 ex. 65 @ 70

JOB PRINTING
thie Office.

Cumberland, ss:—Jan. 11,1876.
Personally appeared Daniel F. Richards, the ibellant aforesaid, and made oath to the truth of the allegations in said libel relating to the residence of the
libellee.
Before me,
THOMAS B. REED,
Justice of the Peace.

VALUABLE

32 @
27m 32J
Crash.
Ginghams good 10 @ 11 Heavy. 12Pg
8 @ 10
Medium.
Medium. 64®
Drill*.
Tcking good. 18 @ 22J
Medium. 12m 16 Brown h’vy 30 10 @
Medium
30
9 (g)
Light. 9m 12

Bags, good....

WINTER ARRANGEMENT

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST

Doesk’sbl’ 3-4.100

MliHcellaneoiiM.
16 @ 20
good
medium. 12 @ 16
Corset Jeans—
Bleach’d and
Brown.
Sateens—
Blch’d&bi’n
Medium.
Cambric
Delaines cotton
and wool....
All wool....
Spot wool.

62
34.1 00
3-4 150
16
80
30

abandonment has continued from that day until the
present.
And the libellant further gives the Court to be informed that he has resided here in this State in good
faith for more than one year prior to the commencement of these proceedings, and that he does not
know and cannot by reasonable diligence, ascertain
where the libellee now resides; and that all he knows
or can ascertain upon that subject is that she resided
in Liverpool at the time of said desertion.
Wherefore, inasmuch as it would be reasonable
and proper, conducive to domestic harmony and consistent with the peace and morality of
society, the
libellant prays that a divorce from the bonds of matrimony may be by the Court decreed to him, in accordance with the Statute.
Dated at Portland, Jan. 11, 1876.
DANIEL F. RICHARDS.

w4wG

fancy

■leans Kent’y.
Repellants.

Denims

slate.

*■

medium

Medium. 36..
Fine....36

Good.. .36!n
Medium.36..

4nJ l»S

Ja27_wlm4
ESTABLISHED 1858 I

I Prints best_

width.
9

Standard3Gin
Heavy. ..36..

thereabouts,

STEAMERS.

STEAMBOAT."

your

on

arrectedby Woodbuby & Moulton, Bankers and
Brokers, 67 Exchange St.
Par Value. Offered Asked
Descriptions
Gold,...1138
113*
Government 6's, 1881, .. .123}....123}
Government5-20’s, 1865,.118 ....118
Government 5-20’s, July, 1865,. 119*....120?
Government 5-20’s, July, 1867,..
122f... .122
Government 5-20’s, July, 1868,.123J.. •, 123}

City Bonds,..

STEAMERS.

February,

1863, at Bombay, in India, be was married according to the forms.ot the Church of England by a
clergyman whoso name he does not now know, to
Agnes Marshall with whom he tbereafterwards cohabited; that two months alter the marriage they
set out in the ship Bloomer for Liverpool, England,
on which voyage your libellant was taken sick and
was left at St. Helena, his wife going on to Liverpool; that after his recovery he found her there but
she utterly refused to live with him, and at that time,
which was in November, 1863, or
wilfully deserted and abandoned him without reasonable cause, and without any intent on the x>art of the
libellant to procure a divorce, and said desertion and
A. I>.

on

<

Calais

beth. in the County of Cumberland, gives
THE
Honor to be informed that in the month of

com-

B^Use SANFORD’S JAMAICA GINGER, supeior to every other Warming Drink.

Famish.
Damar.1 25 @ 175
Coach. 2 25 @ 3 80
Furniture... 1 25 @ 2 50
Wool.
Fl’ce wash’d. 40 @ 42
do nn wash’d
30 @
33
I Pull’d.Super
50 @
55
| Lamb Skins. 75 @ 80

Iron.

Common_
Refined.

55

x

Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
Dr. Sanford’s Improved Inhaling Tube. Price $1.00.
For sale by Druggists everywhere.
WEEKS &
POTTER, Boston, General Agents.

..

lbs....

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG Eli

Sanford’s Radical Cure for Catarrh

...

@15 00 Navy

city for the following reasons:

NeMtonville, May

...

00

tJ. uaux uli

iii

paratively a new preparation, and the trade is
iooded with so-called remedies for this rapidly increasing loathsome disease, but from inquiries and
voluntary testimony recieved in its fa?or, I find its
I know of
\ffect is the cause ot its popularity.
chronic cases in which all other medicines of the kind
lave been tiied and have failed to benefit, when
Sanford’s Radical Cure has, by the use ot two
bottles, entirely cured. Incipient cases experience
'elief, and m many instances are cured, by using
me bootle.
Knowing of wbat I write, I have no
lesitation in saying that Sanford’s Radical Cure
for Catarrh is the most reliable preparation of
;be kind I have ever sold.
A. WILLIAMS.
Yours, etc

....

Pres’d,^ton.l2

*wiw«

A Newtonville Druggist.
Apropos to this I desire to say a word in relation
to Sanford’s Radical Cure for Catarrh.
I
have been much suprised at its large and ready

1

Loose.14 00 @17 00
Straw. 9 00 @10 00

•»

Harvard Square, Cambridge.

55
45
37
75
47
40

Bio. 22* @ 23*
Cooperage.
Hhd. Shooks and Heads,
Mol. City..
@2 45 Barbadoes... 45 @
@215 Sagua. 38 @
Sug.City..
Nails.
Sug. C’try. 1 45 @ 1 50
Pine Sugar
Cask.
@ 3 50
box sliooks 68 00 @70 00
Naval Stores,
Hhd. Headings,
rar, p bbl..
@ 3 75
Pitch (C.Tar)
Spruce, 35
@ 4 00
in. ..
@24 00 Wil. Pitch..
@ 3 75
Soft Pine..
@24 00 Rosin. 3 50 @ 6 (JO
Hard Pine
@25 00 Curp’tine,gl. 43 @ 46
Oil.
Hoops. 14 ft.
@25 00
Short do8 ft.16 00 @17 00 kerosene....
@ 20
7 ft.12 00 @14 00
Port.hef.P’tr
@ 15
Pop’r staves.16 00 @17 00 Jevoe Brill’t
@ 25
@14 00 i Sperm. 2 00 @ 2 10
Spruce, r’gh.
R.O. Staves.
@45 00 iVhale. 85 @ 90
Bank.
50 @
60
Copper.
@ 31 Shore. 40 @ 50
Cop. Bolts..
Sf.M. sheath50 @
55
Porgie.
ing.
@ 22 Linseed.
@ 62
Bronze do...
67
@ 22 Boiled do_
@
Y. M. Bolts.
93 @ 115
@ 28 L-ard.
Clive. 1 25 @ 1 75
Cordage.
ls w
Amern v id
Castor. 1 35 @ 1 50
14 @
Russia.
14} Neatsfoot.... 112 @ 125
Manila.
14$@ 15} Elaine.
@ 70
Manila Bolt
Paints.
@ 16$ Port. Lead..
Rope.
@10 50
PureGr’ddo 10 25 @10 50
Drug* and Dyes.
Alcohol
gl 2 40 @ 2 50 Pure Dry do.10 00 @10 50
Arrow Root.
25 @
50
4m Zinc..
10 @
12
6 @
8
Bi-carb Soda
Rochelle Yel.
3@
3$
Borax.
3 @
3*
@ 18 Eug.Ven red
Camphor.... 30 @ 35 Red Lead.... 10 @ 11
Cream tartar
Plaster.
@ 45
Indigo.1 25 @ 1 50 White,ton
@ 3 00
14 @
17
Blue.
Logwood ex.
@ 2 75
15
Madder.
12 @
llrou’d.in bis 8 00 @ 9 00
@20 Calcined,bis. 2 75 @ 3 00
Naptha
gl
Produce.
Dpium.
@ 6 50
Rhubarb....
75 @ 1 00
Beef Side....
9@ 12
3
Sal Soda....
Peal.
8 @
@
10
12 @
13
Saltpetre... 10 @ 17 Mutton.
5 @
Sulphur.
5$ Chickens.... 15 @ 18
11 @ 12
Vitrol.
18
I'urkeys.
@ 20
Duck.
Eggs^doz. 18 @ 20
d* fri)
KA
No. 1.
@ 38 Pntn.tnPH
No. 3.
@ 34 Onions, bbl.. 1 75 @ 2 00
No. 10.
@ 22 Dranb’s^bl.
none
8 oz.
@ 23 Round hogs..
9
8@
10 ozs.
Provisions.
@ 18
Mess Beef. ..11 00 @11 50
Dyewood«.
Barwood....
Ex Mess.. 12 00 @13 00
@ 3
7
Brazilwood.
Plate.14 00 @15 00
5@
6 @
7
Camwood...
Ex Plate.. 1650 @17 50
Fustic.
2|@ 3 Pork,
Backs
Logwood,
@26 00
Cam peachy..
Clear.24 50 @25 00
St. Domingo.
Mess.23 00 @23 50
Peach Wood
Sams.
13$@ 14
Red Wood..
Bice.
Fisk.
Rice, ^ lb...
7i@ 9
Cod, per qtl..
NaleratUM6 @
7
L’ge Shore 5 00 @ 5 25 ■Jalerat’s^1 lb
L’ge Bank 5 00 @ 5 50
Salt,
Small.... 4 00 @ 4 50 Turks Is.
Pollock. 3 50 (o' 4 25
hhd.(8 bu.) 2 25 @ 2 62
Haddock.... 2 50 @ 2 75 Bonaire. 2 25 @ 2 62
Hake. 2 75 @ 3 25 Cadiz,du.pd. 2 25 @ 2 62
Cadiz in b’nd 1 50 @ 2 00
Herring.
Shore, ^
Liverpool,
bbl. 4 25 @ 5 00
Duty paid. 2 25 @ 2 62
In bond... 1 50 @ 2 00
Scal’d^bx. 25 @ 30
No. 1.
16 @
23 Gr’nd butter 1 50 @ 2 00
Mackerel ^ bbl.
Liv.fine sack
@ 2 25
Seeds.
Bay No. 1.18 00 @21 00
Bay No. 2.14 00 @16 00 Clover, lb.... 14j@ 15
Large 3.. .11 00 @12 50 Red Top bag
@ 4 75
Shore No.l 24 00 @26 50 H. Grass.bu. 2 87J@ 3 00
No. 2....1600 @18 00 Canary Seed 7 50 @ 8 00
No. 3.... 8 50 @ 9 50
Hsap.
Medium... 8 50 @ 9 50 ExSt’m R’t’d
@ 8
Clam Bait... 4 00 @ 5 00 Family.
7
@
Floor.
No. 1.
@
6J
4 50 @ 5 75
Superfine
Npices.
Ex-Spring.,. 5 75 @ 6 25 Cassia, pure. 38 @ 42
xx Spring... 6 50 @ 7 00
Cloves. 55 @ 60
Pat’t Spring
GiDger.
@ 20
wheats— 8 00 @10 00 Mace. 1 65 @ 1 70
Mich’n WinNutmegs.... 1 25 @ 1 30
ter best.... 7 75 @ 8 00 Pepper.
@ 25
Low grade
Starch.
Michigan.. 7 00 @ 7 25 Pearl........
9@ 101
St.Louis winisgar.
ter fair.... 7 00 @ 7 50 Granulated..
@ 10f
Win’rgood 8 00 @ 8 25 Coffee A.
@ loj
best. 8 50 @ 9 50 Extra C.
94
@
Fruit.
9 @
(J....
9|
Almonds,
Syrups. 60 @ 70
Soft Shell.
21 @
22 Eagle Sugar Refinery,
Shelled.... 40 @ 55
C.....
Nuts. 2 00 @ 3 00
CC..
@
9£
Citron. 30 @ 33
Ex C.
@ 9&
Currants
9
Uav.Bi
own
8$@
Dates.
7 @
8
Nos.12,16 10 @ 101
Figs. 12 @ 17
Refining...
7J@
8J
8 @
14
Prunes-....
Teas.
Raisins,
Souchong.... 25 @ 45
Layer,new 2 90 @ 3 00 Oolong. 35 @ 50
L. M. new. 3 15 @ 3 30
do
choice 55 @ 80
New Val.
45 @
70
Japan.
lb....
12
ao
^
choice 70 @ 1 00
11}@
Lemons 4?bx 4 50 @ 5 GO
Tin.
24 @
26
Oranges |?bx
@ 3 50 Straits.
Grain.
English. 24 @ 25
Char. I.C... 9 25 @ 9 50
Corn,
High Mixed 67 @ 68 Char. I.X. ..11 75 @12 00
do bag lots
70 @
73 Terne. 9 50 @10 50
70 Coke.. 9 00 @10 0C
Meal.
68 @
1
25
Rye.
@
Antimony... 17 @ 18
75 @
85 Zinc.
Barley..
10$@ 11
Oats
50 @
55
Tobacco.
Fine Feed.
@30 00 Fives and Tens,
Shorts.25 00 @26 00
Bestbr’nds 74 @ 80
Medium... 60 @ 70
Gnnpowdrr.
3
50
00
Common
55 @
60
@4
Blasting..,.
Sportiug- 5 50 @ 6 50 Half lbs. 50 @ 55
Nat’l
Leal...
90 @ 110
Hay.

LEE.

From a Cambridge Druggist.
Having the past three months had an unusual de-

1 75

@ 8 50

To tlie Honorable Justice oi the
Supreme Judicial Court, now
holdcn at Portland, within and
lor the County of Cumberland.
petition of Daniel F. Richards of Cape Eliza-

old

an

ply-

Cedar ex... 3 75 @ 4 50
Cedar No.l 2 25 @ 3 00
Spruce— 1 50 @ 1 75

@

H. E. HICKS.
Harrison Avenue

Catarrh I have ever sold. It gives universal satisfaction. I have not found a case that it did not
relieve once, and in many cases a cure is performed
by the use of one bottle. It must soon lead all
others in the market. Please send me another sup-

30

Pine.
@ 2 25
matches
Star, gros. 2 00 @ 2 10

44

Cape Ann Druggist*
Gentlemen,—I am happy to inform you that Sanford’s Radical Cure is the best remedy for

Shingles.

Laths,spruce

cures.

RAILROADS.

m.

do

00
00
50
50

remarkable

some

Very respectfully,

No.l 15 CO @20 00
Pine.35 00 @55 00

14
14
14

@
131@

Factory.
Dairy.

has effected

Shipping. .15 00 @20 00
17 Spruce.12 00 @15 00
Hemlock.... 10 00 @1200
19
Clapboards,
Spruce ex.30 00 @33 00

@

Cheese.

ford’s Radical Cube.
This preparation is th
most successful of any remedy ever sold by me for
the treatment ot Catarrh. In the first stages it acts
instantly, and in severe cases of Chronic Catarrh

Clear Pine,
Nos. 1& 2...45 00 @55 00
No. 3.35 00 @40 00
No 4. 25 00 @35 00

12

..

1

13.

From;a well-known City Druggist.
Gentlemen,—Please send me three dozen San

@ 29
@ 30
@ 30
@ 40
@ 110

@13 Rockland c’sk.
@
35 @ 37*
Lumber.

Mould, V lb.
Sperm.
..

use.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Steamship Line.
Leave each port every

Mo

Wed’s’y

&

Sat’d’y.

Wharfage.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
From Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate of

sailing vessels.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R.,and South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
L

PASSAGE TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
K. B. SAMPSON. Agent,
„„
Jn23-ly
TV Low Wharf, Boaua.
•

Posters, Rand Bills, Bill Reads,

Cards, Tags, &c„ printed at shoit

notice.

\

i

